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o'clock so I went up to talk to then* Fusk Is being drafted into the army next week 
so that he came down to say his goodbyes* He was very casual about it and expeots 
to oome baok after the war to finish his eduoation* Bill is taking summer session 
at TJ*C. but expeots to go into the army in the next few months* He stayed out of 
sohool for a year working at Lookheeds and had saved up enough to finish his course* 
but the war takes priorities on all oareers* Archie was around and he got off quite 
a long spiel about the importance of labor unions to the ordinary people of this 
country* He has taken a shine to Joan K* so that he always asks for Jaok when he 
comes in so that he will go over and get her for him* But Joan's heart belongs to 
Marchie (only he is in another camp J) • We had quite a long talk on things in gen-
eral» something like the bull sessions we used to have on the campus at the various 
eoops* I guess those days are gone forever* I never dreamt that my graduate year 
would end with such a sudden and drastic change* Those days seem so far away and 
they are rapidly receding into the background* 

X stopped and talked to Henry Tami for a few minutes and he invited me to the 
H.S. dance so that I had to rush around to get a date for the evening* Jaok said 
that Deokie was in camp but it strangely left me unexcited* How fickle men are* |g|" 
1 guess it must have been the pre-evaouation jitters that threw us together* 

Deckie has been working all over the State with the WCCA evacuating the Japanese 
as a social worker* Her work has been invaluable* The last time she was here she 
said that she was on the way to Reedly to evacuate the last of the Japanese from 
that section of the State* It was all supposed to have been completed by the 7th of 
this month* She has been rushing back and forth from one part of the State to an-
other* Nao was with her in many of the places« but she will probably go into another 
camp* At least they had three more months of freedom than we did* low the work 
of sending all of the Japanese to-the relocation centers will begin shortly* Already 
several of the assembly centers have been emptied* We have heard no offioial word 
as to where the people of Tanforan are going and anybody's guess is good* There is a 
general fear of going to Poston because of all the stories about the heat* The 
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people are set in thiir opinion that the Japanese cannot stand any kind of heat* 
But it certainly used to get hot in the interior Tallies where many of the Japanese 
farmers lived and they certainly were able to stand it better than most groups« It 
is just a frame of mind and all of the people just hate and dread the idea of mov-
ing again« The love of home is strong and they all want to remain in California 
so that they won't have to go too far when the war is over to return to their former 
businesses« Even Earl and Mamie are beginning to change their minds about going to 
Gila« Mitch and Ann, however» are anxious to go to Poston where they think they 
can accomplish a lot more« Our family is getting the itch also, but it will largely 
depend upon Mom's health« We have not yet started our packing# but Jack and I have 
been on the lookout for ropes and boxes* We have accumulated so much stuff since 
coming here that we will have one hell of a time getting everyfiing all packed« 
Alice has gotten her things together so that it won't take her very long to get 
her stuff together« Emiko hasn't even started and we will probably have to jump 
in and do a lot for her« This is the third time this year that our family will be 
moving bag and baggage so that our experience will serve us in good stead this time« 
We are going to take all that we can because in the relocation centers we know that 
there will be little furnishing« Jack wants to take the table and chairs which he 
built and we definitely will take the bureaus, including the ones which we got from 
the Tanforan club« Jack even wants to rip up the linoleum to take along, but I don't 
see how we can do that very well« The problem of our books and good magazines will 
also be a battle royal« I am set on taking the good magasines beoause in the relo* 
cation centers we will not be able to get things as abundantly as we have here« I 
am gradually doing some reading but the lack of privacy prevents me from doing it 
intensively. These days I feel more tired out than usual and always want to take a 
nap at every opportunity* It has ̂become a customary procedure to take a short nap 
between dinner and the roll call« Next week does not look so busy so that I may 
get a chance to relax a little mere« 

Jack has found a new girl to take up his time for the next week. Her name is 
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Yoshle Tomata and she looks like Hedy Lamar. I don't see why she has not been mar-
rled before this. She is 26 years old and has lived most of her life in the coun-
try. I talked with her at the danoe and she seems pretty much informed on things 
that are going on. Although she has ndt gone beyond elementary school she impresses 
one and talks like a well trained college student. About the value of further eduoa-
tion at this time she had this to say. "Education is not only important in getting 
a job, but also for the knowledge itself. The Nisei have to have a good mental atti-
tude in order to tackle our multiple problems. You can newer lose by education re-
gardless of what happens after you finish school. It is a lifelong process and those 
that reatlly want it will get it by themselves if necessary." Yoshie is hoping that 
the war will soon be over so that she can go back to Hayward and resume her former life. 

I took Momo K. to the H.S. dance. The "faculty" were also present with their 
invited guests so that we were not so much ©$t of place. I had more fun dancing 
with the young H.S. girls. They are more natural and easier to talk to. Bette could 
hardly wait to get there. She had her clothes all laid out hours in advance. Key 
was just as bad* H© was supposed to come at 7t30f but he made his appearance just 
after the roll call while Bette was still in the showers. Yosh came over all dressed 
to kill shortly afterwards to piok up Emiko. Poor Nobby was sort of left out. He 
wanted to take Bette but was too late. Determined to get to the danoe he pleaded with 
Alice to find somebody for him so she took him all around our barracks introducing 
him to all the girls. But Nobby said they were too sad. Finally he got so desperate 
that he insisted on taking Alice, but this time Alice refused to accommodate because 
he was eight years her junior. So Nobby went away sadly over to the laundry room 
in the other district where he found Yuki and Sue. He wanted to take them, but they 
only laughed at his adolescent anguish. Finally around 9»15 he proudly came strut-
ting in with some homely girl that looked much too old and experienced for him. H# 
promptly unloaded her on some of the other boys and tried to get as many dances as 
possible before the evening was over. I don't think he enjoyed himself so much. 

There were 21 high schools of the Bay area and peninsula represented in the Tanforan 
H.S. Danoe. 
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After the dance Jack and Yoshie and Momo and I came home and we fixed up a big 
tasty snack to fill up on* Henry Fujii was on the way to the washroom to wash his 
face and brush his teeth so we dragged him in also. He is a Sec hall leader now and 
tonight directed the Bingo games they had. We went down for a half hour before the 
dance in order to win some suckers but it was not until the last game that I finally 
got one. 

Like most girls X know, I think that Momo is wonderful. It must be my hormone« 1 
She is a meg shall worker and has to get up at 5 s SO in the morning to go to work. She 
went to San Jose State and was one of the chairman of the Nisei Advance held down 
there in 1940. The more I get to know these Nisei girls, the better I get to like 
them, ?.Tost of them are pretty reserved and only rarely is there to be found a girl 
that has a bubbling personality. The girls feel the same way about the boys. Con-
sequently, they all sit at home wishing there were more opportunities to meet each 
other. We have received several letters to this effect in the Totalizer and finally 
printed one this week. 

We sat around and looked at scrap books and talked until around 12s00 and then 
took them home* 

August 20 1942 Sunday 
Sunday is a day of rest so we all rested except Bette who got gp around BjOO 

to go to ohuroh. She is very faithful in everything she does. The rest of us took 
it easy. Zen came around with a whole oardboard box of cantaloupes, toast, fried 
eggs and baoon because he missed us at breakfast and didn*t want to see us go hun-
gry I He certainly does handle the food situation for us royally. 
Alice and Emiko cleaned up the stalls and gave it the weekly going over. Emiko 
got her Signals crossed because she thought that it was her turn to take it easy 
this Sunday. She swept out this side of the house and let it go at that. Alice 
did the dishes and Tom wiped when Emiko did not show up. When Bette came home she 
got the mop and did their room. I gave broad hints to Emiko but she had her nose 
•tuck in the funnies. She finally gave in and finished the mopping. Jaok and I 
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in the meantime wore lying around and reading the papers» Jack studied French for 
a little while« He finds it difficult to get any silenee around here so he and 
Miyako have made an agreement to keep to their side of the house after certain hours« 
Miyako promptly Ignored them» 

By this time it was lunch so we went over to the messhall to eat our usual 
weenies, potatoes and ioe oream» They threw in a peaoh this week for good measure. 
Emiko thinks she has diarrhea from the dishwashing system at the mes shall so they 
are bringing the dishes home to wash now» 

Mom is gaining weight now that Pop feeds her so often during the day» She 
cornss out to Tom's bed and lays there during the day» Jack had a slight difference 
of opinion with her today because she said that he did the laundry wrong when he 
threw the woolen underclothes of Pop's into the olorox water» 

After lunch Alice went to see Angelo again» Jack paid a visit to "Hedy" and 
I saw them wandering up by the grandstand» 3©tte went to see ITomi, while Tom went 
off to play with Eddie» Miyako was with her friends running around and Emiko and 
Patsy wandered up to see the boys up in the grandstands where Bette joined them» 
later« I went over to wee the opening of the new lake where they had about 3000 
people witnessing the ceremonies» Eva sang aid while the scout corps played a . 
pieoe Thompson led about 50 of the oldest fathers across the bridge» 

I went around getting opinions on whether the Nisei should oontinue on with 
their college education at this time and the answer was predominantly yes» Many 
of those I asked did not know why they should go on and they gave me vague answers • 
About a dozen of the responses were good and I will sift through these to get the 
final ones for the column* In a way, it is a good thing that the Interest in edu-
cation is still strong» It is by this medium that morale can be kept up and they 
will continue to get exposed to things that are not limited to the ®isei problem«» 

Irene Silverman came to visit me today and brought a sake and cigarettes* She 
is still working at the Alameda CC and carrying a case load of around 170 cases* 
She says that she is rapidly forgetting all of her case work concepts» The supervisor 
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was all off. We oouldn't figure out the reasons for it. He went off to see if he 
oould find out the details* Shortly afterwards» Ernie Z cam© in all exeited and 
asked me to sit in on the final session of the Council. He wouldn't say any more. 

When I got there the other councilman were sitting around a little bewildered. 
The meeting was called to order and Toby read the letter which Davis had just sent 
down. "In accordance with supplement 8 to the WCCA Operations Manual of the Western 
Defense Command and the Fourth Army, WCCA, dated August 1» 1942, and received in 
this office August 5, 1942, the oenter Executive Council and the Center Congress as 
well as any and all other activities of the self-governing organization in this oen-
ter is hereby declared dissolved.....The employment of all assigned evacuee employes 
in connection with the self govt organization in this center will be terminated as 
of the close of business today, August 3, 1942." Signed Frank E. Davis 

Toby went on to read the regulations which will be posted in a day or so. It 
states that no type of self government is authorized in any center, but advisory 
committees which have no administrative, executive or judicial power or authority, 
but whioh serve as advisors to the center manager as prescribed in the bulletin are 
authorized. 

The advisory oommittee to be selected doesn't have much power. It will be oo®-
posed of evaouees with membership in the numbers ineidated (sio)-- centers with 
population of 5-10,000 will have 9. The members of the advisory oommittee will be 
selooted from a panel by Davis. This means that we will have to have another elec-
tion. By the time they get that organized, we will be starting to move out of here, 
I hope, "e will have to elect 27 membefs for the panel and Davis will pick out 9, 
Everyone over 16 years of age can vote, including the Issei, but they must be of 
sound mind. Seeret ballots will be used. Davis has to send the details of the 
nomination and balloting to the WCCA for approval first, 

The members of the advisory council can be authorized to select sub-committees 
from among the residents. Each sub committee will have the function of assisting 
the advisory oommittee organizing it in some particular field, but will not be allowed 
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to sit with the advisory committee in its general meetings* Zssei will be repre-
sented on the advisory committee in proportion to population but they must speak 
English* If not enough are on the panel, Davis may seleot them from the eampfc with-
out election, 

Davis oannot make any announcement of selection or appointment to the advisory 
committee until the WCCA gives its approval after investigating the background of 
eaeh person. They will hold office at the pleasure and discretion of Davie and may 
be removed at any time. (This* no doubt, is a good weapon to keep them in line)* 
The panel will be used in case of vacancies in the ad* committee and no new election 
will take plaoe until the list is exhausted* 

As for the functions of the Advisory Committee, there is practically none* It 
has no administrative, legislative or judicial power or authority* Its sole function 
is advisory to Davis, and he may or may not listen to them* M field of operation 
will include recreation, education, health and sanitation, lodging and mess, employ-
ment and personnel, religious and welfare activities, and interior security (includes 
maintenance of good order and discipline and observance of camp rules and regulations)* 

The Advisory Committee can only meet when authorised by Davis, and at all such 
meetings English must be used exclusively* An authorized representative of Davis 
or the police must be present at all meetings* This also applies to the sub-committees, 
but it is optional to Davis or the police in this case * Any such meetings held must 
be communicated to the Interior Polioe by Davis* 

After Ernie got through, Frank Yamasaki remarked, "Well, that1s that* I don't 
suppose you others feel like fighting the Ariqy*" The Council considered holding a 
mass meeting tonight as its last official act and explaining everything to the peo-
ple* But it was too late to get the approval of Davis so they will leave it until 
tomorrow night or make the announoements in the messhalls* 

Ernies "We may not think that it is too important from our personal viewpoint, 
but this denial of self government is a serious thing* It means that all our Amer-
ican rights are taken away and the Advisory Committee is only a sop to disguise the 
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whole thing." I remarked that Hitler gave his conquered states a similar form of 
"self government" and let the people vote on it. KosaKura thought that did a olever 
piece of camouflaging by giving the Issel a vote. He thought that the whole busi-
ness was a sad affair. Vernon was worried that the camp might think that they were 
being booted out because of inefficiency and wanted to make sure that they realized 
that the council had done its best. Frank said that thejf army couldn't be busked 
and these principles would have to be fought out after the war in order not to make 
democracy a mockery. Toby was sure that this form of govt advanced by the If CCA 
would not spread to the "tRk camps. 

Toby» "Few I ean do some real reading and studying for the first time since I 
have been here. I think I will enjoy being a family man* If people come around and 
bother me, I can sit back and tell them to go see $r. Bluefaoe or any whitefaee." 

None of the five counoilmen felt that they would run for the Advisory Committee. 
Ernie thought that they may be asked to act as the temporary advisory committee and 
they were all agreed that they would do so in oase they were asked as it was a part 
of their responsibilities. 

Tobys "It looks like we got kicked in the pants for trying to help out the 
people. I had more than one tiff with Mr. . They got us on a spot now. The 
Advisory Committee will just have to be nice and accept everything or else they oan 
be removed 

Vernoni "I think the whole thing must have been a result of complaints on the 
part of the Issei because they had no vote.* 

Ernies "Who can tell but that the new committee will have just as much power 
as we had. We certainly were not aided too rauoh by the administration." 

So after a few short weeks, the start of self government in the assembly camps 
died a quiet death. I don't blame"* the voters for not coming out. They have lost 
confidence in the word of the administration. 

The last service performed by the Council was to get all of the shoe repair 
men in camp for a meeting. They elected Mits Tonji as the foreman of their group. 
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He is to be their representative to see Beck and to make recommendations as to 
facilities» A few supplies same in today. Mr, Saito already has fixed Miyako, Tom, 
I'niko, Bette and my shoes * He absolutely refused to take any sort of payment for 
it. He is on the committee to advise Tonji» They expect to get a place to work in 
a few days • No machinery has been provided so that they will have to make most of 

i 
the repairs by hand« One of the repairmen is trying to get his personal machinery 
here and he will only charge a slight fee. Mr* Saito said that all of the men were 
more than willing to do the work free because they want to he active and this is 
one way in which they can be of great service to the people in the community* More 
and more shoes are being worn out every day, especially among the young children. 

The latest edict put out is that the office of Price Administration orders 
that all sugar rationing books be turned in to the institution providing subsistence 
for any person receiving twelve or more meals consecutively a week* Davis wants 
the cards to be turned in to the messhall managers and the sugar must be turned in 
to the Interior Police* Just about a week ago they returned all that sugar that 
had been taken in as contraband* The sugar ration books will be went to the relo-
cation centers* All sugar that is collected will be given to the messhalls here* 
If consent is not given* it will be held in storage and turned over th the WRA 
with the other personal effects of the residents* 

Emlko* Alice, Jack and I went to folk dancing tonight* I had made a firm 
resolution to do some reading and also some writing for Dr# Thomas tomorrow, but 
people came dropping in and out so that it was impossible to concentrate* I tried 
to get some cooperation, but when there are nine of us around, we oan*t all have 
things to suit ourselves* It is getting so that somebody comes over every evening 
or else we go out to some event* We will have to make some sort of a plan in the 
relocation center whereby a certain part of the evening will be reserved for study-
ing, writing letters, reading or some other very"̂ guiet activity* We have little 
enough privacy as it is and when people drop in evening after evening, it makes ouV 
stall that much less of a private place* 
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C.H. says that the Fellowship of Reconciliation is doing a lot of work to help 
out the evacuated Japanese» He showed me a bulletin published by them entitled*!?«» 
hind Barbed Wire: Convicted of Wo Crime." The group is chief interested in the stu-
dent element. C.H. is a college student9 but he thinks nothing can help us now. 
His father was a merchant* but he lost everything* He thinks that the church groups 
are too ineffective and that the people that need to be reached are never touched 
by the churches* He is very bitter and thinks that the churches are capitalizing 
on the gross injustices done to the evacuees in order to win them over to the church« 
C.H. does not believe this sort of escapism is any solution to the problems of the 
group« It tends to make the Nisei more defeatist and they become more willing to 
sit back and let their friendly "white gods" make a lot of noise for them without 
putting much effort out in cooperation* He believes that the Japanese here do not 
need the spiritual leadership of some of the white reverends that corse in and act 
so sympathetic. He would rather have them fighting mad in order to shake the whole 
group out of its lethargy and for them to make a very positive stand on the war and 
to hell with hurting the feelings of the Issei any more* C.H. believes that labor 
unions could do more for the Nisei in the long run* 
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This morning I went through all of the bulletins, notes and reports of 
the eduoation department« copies of some oounoil minutes and some other data and 
fixed them up in a nioe stack end plaoed it into my manila folder to give to 
Dr• Thomas* X did not know if she had this material yet and X wanted her to oheek 
it along with soras personal letters and other stuff that I had enclosed* Bette 
wanted to go up to see Sunder about ohanging her card for a $2.50 script book so 
I waited around for her until about 9t50* 

There was not muoh doing at the offioe so X glanced through the papers for 
a few moments« and suddenly deeided to go over to the Council chamber to see if 
I could get a table and the elite typewriter for our office« Yuki has been using 
her own typewriter, but the spring is broken on the oarriage and it makes it 
difficult for her to out the stenoils* Toby was there with the other counoilmen end 
their two secretaries looking quite forlorn as if they had been tossed out of their 
homes so we talked for a while about the oounoil abdioation and what they thought 
about it* They just can't understand the reason for suoh an order, but thought 
that perhaps it was due to the fact that the Nisei in the Centers were getting too 
well organised and that the Army used this means to split them up again* It was 
felt that this action would kill any interest in self government because the Nisei 
were not so dumb as to recognise what a mockery the whole thing was* We all felt 
that none of the Nisei would run for the Advisory Committee when they recognised 
what a faroe it was* Bob X came in and he said that we should spread the word 
around to take no Interest in the elections two weeks from now, but offer "passive 
resistance" since we could not buck the Army direotly* In this way we could show 
them that we had lost faith in all of their fine promises* He said that suoh a 
committee would be a faroe because no strong opinions could be made or else they 
could be removed by Davis* We compared the whole thing to a Hitler-stata and 
wondered how demoeratie principles oould be oast aside so easily* If the group 
had faith to oooperate, there may have been a reason, but there is no evidence to 
indioate that we had violated any regulations serioudly* 
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The Council had worked hard« Toby aald that in another month he had hoped 
to have some measure of democratic self government by getting the people to 
participate in it« When this thing burst in their faces« they did not know how to 
take it« The oounoilmen said that they all felt tired suddenly and did not care 
about anything except to seat for a few days« 

In reviewing their short«lived five weeks in offioe they did accomplish 
a lot in the way of added service to the community« Much credit goes to them for 
putting so much time and effort into fulfilling their responsibilities. The Ad-
ministration did not back them as fully as they could have. They helped to settle 
the maintenance strike« They pushed through the laundry service« They initiated 
the Committee of seven to prepare an Issei program for Army approval. Radio and 
watch repairing services were started after the Council puhsed it. The shoemakers 
program is getting under way as well as the clothing issues* The Council helped 
by spreading information about the procedures in the clothing and barber servioe* 
A movie committee was set up and we will probably get our first full length pictures 
in the H. S. grandstands, next week. Clarifications on roll oalls and transfers 
were made by the group and funeral services were arranged for. They cooperated 
with the internal police and house managers on such regulations as phonograph 
record collecting and gambling. Personal adjustments were made in several of the 
"Social Welfare® oases* They sent letters to the Army to have Japanese books trans-
lated and returned if found innocent — nothing was done* They had all the known 
gamblers eome in and promise to behave or else. The traffic regulation of 15 miles 
per hour was established to protect the people| street light adjustments were 
also made. The banking facilities were investigated and it was through their efforts 
that the hours were lengthened. They appointed a committee of house managers to 
take oare of the package deliveries« Much of their time was expended in the 
formulation of the Constitution and the election of the Congress, all wasted effort 
now. The Council also worked on the Sooial Security benefits for old age in order 
to get those that were eligible informed on the procedures« 
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Nov that the Council hat been swept aside, the house managers will no doubt 
resume its position as the voloe of the people» although Speares has them eating 
out of his hands now. They threw a big party for him last Saturday and paid 
f 1.50 eaeh for the privilege* Everyone realised that we would not hare complete 
self government herei but nevertheless this blow is a little hard to take* Much 
hope has been plaeed in the W.A. Centers9 but I don't oount too much on it* Things 
have a funny way of backfiring and slapping one in the face when least expected« 
I left the Councillor* to ihourn by themselves and went down to see Dr. Thomas on 
her weekly visit with zny stuff after I had taken a note to Davis asking for a 
typewr iter • 1' I 

ENCLOSURE "REPRESENTATIVES OF W.R.A. 
Representatives of the W.R.A., Messrs,KImrae11, Trumbel, and Bronston, made 

an unofficial visit to the camp on Saturday and had a round table discussion with 
various persons with whom they have had correspondence. A general outline of 
various industrial projectsf specifically lens grinding, was presented to the 
group. The offioials are interested in three types of projects« 

1 * Projects which will directly aid 4n war efforts» 
2 - Small projects whioh will indirectly aid in the war efforts« 
3 * Projects from which the residents will receive benefits* 

Mr. Bronston is interested in getting all types of machineries, such as; laundry, 
shor repairing, eto., in faot any kind of machinery whioh can be used in relocation 

areas for the future benefits of the residents, and any residents having such machin-
eries are asked to oontaot Toby Ogawa. He also ¿bated that the W.R.A. offioials 
are Interested in the findings of the occupational survey recently conducted in 
Tanforan.* / 

Fred and the others were already there, and Fred was a little excited 
because he had heard that Dr. Thomas was on the "blacklist" at the visitors gate* 
Immediately I figured that Kilpatriok had something to do with it and silently I 
cursed Ernie T. under my breath for messing things up* I want to the visitors 
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office and got in on the preteno* of finding out hew many visitors wo had had 
in the past month« The Inspector was very nioe and I sort of felt guilty for 
blowing off at him the other day* I oasually glanoed up at the private notioes for 
Livingston and sure enough» Dr. Thomas* name was on the list along with Helen 
Gahagan, and a Prof, from U. C • j and some German sounding names« This was enough 
to satisfy my curiosity so when Morton Grodsins and Bob Spenoer eame in, I told 
them about it« M« (3* wanted to know if I was positive azxi I saidf "Yes"« When 
we got upstairs we all sat at one of the desks and I just handed him the bulletins 
and the folder when Green popped out from nowhere puffing on a olgar and reaohed 
over and said, "What is this and who are you?" 

M« G. gave his name and he said, "Who are you?" Then Greene started in and 
said that suoh a study was unauthorised and that nothing official could go out of 
here either written or verbally« M, G. answered that the information was publio and 

fe 'iii he did not see how they could possibly control it« Greene said that the Army 
sent a teletype notice that no written material could go out about the camp and 
produced the message as proof« M« G.# "Is this censorship?* Greenef "Absolutely 
not! We are only aoting for the best interests of the people and if the wrong 
information gets out, it will hurt them«" (You mean you want to proteet yourself 
and the Administration, I was thinking«) Then Greene asked me where I got the 
bulletins, eto« and 1 said they were for the paper« This was the only way I 
could tell him since I did not care to reveal who had given them to me, even 
though it was no crime« Greene acted as if a crime had been done. The way he 
kapt thumbing through the stuff made my blood rise and I almost spoke my opinion« 
I just reaohed over and took my personal notes out« Greene said that he would 
have to take the folder and sinoe M« G« was handling the situation, I kept quiet* 
Be certainly was cool and calm« He explained the Study to Greene and expressed the 
i. 
opinion that nothing secret was being done, and that he felt certain that things 
would be straightened out through the proper procedures* Greene backed down and 
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he said that if the proper procedures had been followed, he would be more than 
e ' 

glad to cooperate, even going as far as to offer a private room where we could 
meet in quiet* He said that nothing could go out under the present arrangement» 
I don't think they can do much about its there certainly was nothing in the 
¿older that would have been of harm to either the people or the Administration, 
I pulled the pieoe about "such men as — — being at the head of the ship of 
state around here was an insult to our intelligenceIt was the prinoiple of 
the thing that burned me up. I could feel the blood running to my face, I was 
so damn mad. What in the hell have they got to be afraid of anyway? All we are 
doing is to make some sort of honest study about how a group of evacuees adjust 
themselves to an extraordinary condition. My whole approach is to work for the 
Américanisation of the group. Wong was right when he said that anyone in camp 
upholding the cause of democracy would be crucified. That is a little heroic, 
but it hits somewhere near the truth. There is no such thing as freedom of the 
press or speech around here. Everything has to have the "approval" of the 
Administration. I realise that they have a heavy responsibility, but why can't 
thay start from the assumption that we are over-age Americans and give us a 
decent chance instead of being so suspicious about everything that we do. Chas» 
you are getting excited over something you cannot controlI 

After I went back to the office. Bob and Ann were there and Bob asked me 
if I was interested in the writer's project which he thought Greene was favorable 
towards I I said "¥ot" Bob made a good point that perhaps this would be a good 
way to get at official information and exchange ideas among ourselves. But I 
doubted whether the administration would oooperate much by providing us with any (supressing? 7) 
data. With the Army order about the suppervising of offioial information from 
going out. we won't be able to get at a thing. And how can we do a "true picture' 
of the thing? Jimmy was the only one interested in the thing. Bob Ishida is 
going to qui/t the paper with this issue but he will probably do things on his 
own. He can certainly do much more this way. If Tarro ups and quits, we will 
all quit. Bob I. said that I was leaving for Gila next week anyway so that the 
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staff would be broken up in a short time regardless of what happens* Bob is an 
intense young man who never talks muehv but has1 plenty of ideas* He wrote the 
editorial for this weeks issue on the Fascist! in Japan* He is quite close with 
the Comrades group, although not a part of them* He thinks that I should go into 
Journalism, but X told him that I had no oonfidenoe in my writing ability and could 
never produoe anything that would shew I had the "soul of a writer" * I said 
that this sort of thing was not up my line although 1 enjoyed being a reporter* 
But I oould see no possibility in Nisei journalism and pointed out all of those 
extremely intelligent Nisei writers that oould find no plaoe in the fiild except 
on one of the small Japanese papers which specialised in olipping out Domei and 
the Associated Press9 and I could see no future in it at this time* 

Besides* I said« I was more interested in doing social work* I just wanted 
to have one chance at it* regardless of whether it is suited to me or not* Yuki 
thought that my not knowing Japanese was a handicap, and Jimmy popped in with, 
"Just think* you will be among those backward Japs from Tulare and Turlook when 
you go to Gila* You had better stay with the group here where we are a little 
more Americanised*" But I said that at certain times in one's life, one had 
to take the bull by the horns end take the tahe the plunge without regrets• They 
all pounced on me then about going to such a hot place* Bob thought we would go 
to Utah| Jimmy said Wyoming, Yuki said Arkansas and we all had a merry time try-* 
ing to guess "where would we go from here?" 

Yuki said that her whole district was in a terrible uproar because a 
notice on the bulletix^ board said "Arizona Bound, and it had a picture of its 
location on it»" However, we traced it down to a practical joke. Somebody had 
ggtten a hold of the Tulare Center paper and out the head from it and tacked it 
up* This is a hell of a practical joke at a time when the old people are sitting 
on edge and wondering what will happen next* It looks like Taaforan will be one 
of the last centers to go, but the real "white elephant" is Santa Anita* 
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During lunoh hour Emit T. iio« up and said how sorry he was that things 
had turned out thi. way. He said that he was leaving for Poston and that he couldn't 
even take the oopy of the report on the Ed. department with him. He said he would 
write Thomas a letter explaining everything. How eould I tell him that he should 
have kept his nose out of things in the first plaoe? He is still thinking in terms 
of personal motives. He wants a oopy of the report that Alice wrote so that he 
oan show the administration at Poston what he did here for education. "Everyone 
knows that one or two people organised the whole setup here, but they won't let 
me take the material out to prove it to them." I Just oouldn't sympathise with 
this attitude so just looked at him while he talked, and remarked at the end of his 
long spiel that he oould not forsee what was owning. He said that Kilpatriok had 
written up a complete report on Thomas after talking with her last week and that 
Davis said that she could not oome in any more. He tried to apologise for Kilpatriok 
and put the blame on Greene. He said that Greene was laying for us this morning, 
but he did not haTe time to tip us off. 1 said that I had seen him Just after lOtOO 
and he said nothing then. B.T. had no answer to this. 

I didn't do a damn thing on the paper today either. Suddenly, the paper 
is unimportant. 1 oan feel what Taro has been saying for the past couple of weeks 
now. It's such a waste of time struggling to get the news for the people, yet there 
is morale raising value in it, that can't be denied. Most of the Nisei are Just 
starved for news and almost all that I have talked to say that they read the Totaliser 
from cover to cover. This proves that time hangs heavy oa their handst 

Mitoh says that the hospital refused to handle the contraceptives so that 
they are being disbursed by six ministers. I will have to inquire about to see what 
goes on. There is not much ohanoe that we will be able to get it into the paper, 
but it's worth a try. Mitch and Ann got their orders today and they will leave 
for Poston this Friday. I sure hate like hell to see them go. They are two of the 
most capable Nisei leaders about the plaoe and not interested in getting a lot of 
personal glory. Mitoh got the final "O.K." on the speaker's program and it will 
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get underway shortly* Hit Town Hall topio of how to improve self government here 
is shot to hell* 

We get our free serlpt books for the month of August* Bette finally got 
her #2*50 book and it makes her very happy to think that she is now a grown up young 
lady! Our family got #18*50 worth in all* 

We stayed home tonight to figure up our baslo clothing from Sear's Roebuck 
Company* The list is very limited and there is not variety in choice* We were 
asked not to ask for the full amount unless we needed it* We figured it up again 
and found that our family of nine was entitled to $95*00 for three months (not 
counting August)* The girls were dismayed to find the ohoioe so limited and were 
worried that all of the girls would be wearing the same kind of clothes» but they 
could not resist getting what they needed* A lot of time was wasted in not keep-
ing to the limits* They just had to admire all of the clothes not on the list* 
By the time we got through» the total was #97*00» so we chopped it down to #88*00* 
It will probably be out down a lot more when Dave goes over it* It will be quite a 
sight to see all of the girls wearing the same colors and fashions* We kidded 
Emiko a lot about getting a "tent" instead of a dress* She wore a dress today and 
actually looked slim so she is going to wear another dress tomorrow* 

The diet deal between her and Bette is not being taken so seriously* I 
brought out a lot of hamburger and shops with some greem tea ánd pickles tonight 
and this broke down their resístanos* Emiko made Bette eat half of the extra 
hamburger with her so that they would be even* We are all so phillsophioal about 
food—might as well enjoy it and let nature take oare of the shapes» with some 
exercise, of eourse* 

Toby told me oonf identlally that the visiting system is going to be 
changed* It will be announced soon* The plan is to have visitors stay inthe 
social hall on one side of the table with us on the other» just like In Prlsonl 
No more oakes» pies or fruit will be allowed in the Center* It is so unnecessary* 
I know for one thing» it will definitely disoourage visiting* 
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Kenny M. is leaving for Poston this week. It sesms that h* mads ths News. Ths New 
York P.M. daily wrots up the story about how ths sity of Dearboim, Michigan (Safety 
Commission) refused to let him oome. The Mb. Olive Msthodist Church had planned 
to bring him thers for studies. But the msnibers of the City Safety Commission, led 
by a member of the Veterans of Foreign Wars, said that the U.S. had been stabbed in 
the Baek Dee. 7, by the very anoesters of ths people which the clergy wanted to 
bring to Dearborn. Poor Kenny, the treaoherous Jap I Now he has a cause to fight 
for once morel It was hinted that they already had enough subversive elements 
in Dearborn. How simply ths minds of sons people do functiont 
August 5, 1942, Wednesday lit30 

Mom and Pop had thsir first disagreement in weeks, but fortunately it was 
smoothed over. It started when Alice sa}d let's go to ths dance at ths reoreatien 
hall, Emiko and Bette. I was typing a letter so I asked Bette and Patsy to wait 
for me. Alioe and Emiko went on ahead while Bette and Patsy went to ths rest room. 
When I got to the other room, I hoard Pop and Mom arguing violently in Japanese so 
I asked them what was the matter. Pop was irritatsd because Alice dragged Emiko and 
Bette along by only saying a departing word to Mora. He Insisted that Emiko and 
Bette should gst permission from Jack and mo first or at least consult him. Most 
•aid that Alioe did ask before dinner and Pop said that she did not. Mom said that 
Pop "forgot" and was stubborn. Pop came baok with the statement that Mom was too 
easy on the girlv and that was why^they were going wild. Hs did not care what 
Alice did, but maintained that the other two were too young. He insisted that 
Mom did not know of the real conditions outside and it was up to the ofder brothers 
to be responsible. 

I was afraid that the several weeks of good relationship would be ruined 
so I started talking about cooperation in the family group, and that perhaps tlie 
best way would be to have all of us deoide together. Pop said he absolutely did 
not want Alioe to lead the girls. Mom olaimsd that Alloc took them because she did 
not want them to be alone at horns while she went out and had a good time. 
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Finally, they got agreeable and decided that in order not to hay« any 

difference of opinion wo «hould all decide* I said that pop should do it as wo 
oould not very well «ay anything, but ho «aid it was our responsibility because 
wo know more about those things* Both oooled down, and made up. Pop oooked Men 
a lamb chop as a peace offering* 

Mom said that aho was worried «(bout her family booauso she was sick and 
she did not like to see It all scattered out* She oould not oook for us any more so 
asked if wo would not all sit together at the Moss Hall. I said I would explain 
to the others and we would probably oooperato on this* Horn was pleased that tho 
work was all divided up aooording to a schedule sineo we didn't have all of those 
arguments among the girls anymore» She said it made hor Tory happy to see all of 
us getting along together so well and appreciated tho fact that wo took care of 
them so well* Tears started to oomo to her eyes* She said that she should not 
hare scolded Jack: tho other day about putting a woolen underwear in the C lor ox water 
beoausa she only meant to giro him advise and ho got fresh* She wanted mo to ex* 
plain the situation to him. I told her that ho was an adult and that scolding was 
not tho right method. She answered that she used English so muoh these days that 
she oould not explain things tho way she felt, forgetting that Jack understands 
Japanese and I'm the only one that doesn't* Pop said that ho was proud of the 
family and did not want anyone to spread gossip about any of the members* Both 
felt that pressing down of the children by the Issei was bad, but too much freedom 
was also bad« Horn said that Bette used to study all of the time, but doesn't 
anymore and wondered why she got a "C" in Chemistry and I said that it was due to 
the lack of faollltles. They wanted Jack and me to fix up a schedule so that 
we oould hare a private home and not have the same bunch of young boys in day 
after day and disrupt family life. I said that we were on the verge of leaving 
but in the relooation eenter we would have a definite study hour to read and write 
letters* This suited mo booauso then I would get a chance to do some reading 
earlier in the evening* Jaok said he wanted to study a little also. It would be 
good for the young kids also when the summer Is over. Mom thought that we oould 
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fix up a program that would not bo too strict or too loose* fho did not oaro if 
they wont to danoes if they oamo homo at a reasonable hour and got thoir homo* 
work done* She wondered about Emiko, what she was going to do in the next three 
or four years* I said that there was no reason to worry beoauso she would probably 
pick up some sort of office work to do* The main thing was to have good oooper&tian 
in the family during the time wo were e vaouated* 

Jaok has a feud on with Hoogy 0* the Cal* boy who plays "Star Dust" on 
the saxaphone and looks like a "smooth Monteray fish"« H*0* is going steady with 
one girl» and he had the noire to tell *Hedy* not to go out with anyone* "Hody* be« 

> 

lieves he is sinoere and that H* 0* does not oare for the other girl* Jaok said 
this was all wrong and she should not stay in and Mmit her oontaots* "Hedy" says 
she ean't go out with Jaok beoauso H* 0* may get mad and do something to him« 
This gripes Jaokfs ego so he is going to get out his suit and give H*0* some oompe* 
tition "for the best trelfare of 'Hady'"* They oall this romanoe* The girls of 
the family want to lay bets on the final winner* Jaok went over to see TJ* to« 
night and she had a big "bottle this high" so he stayed there for the evening* He 
oame home with a red faoe* Looks like I must have missed out on somsthing* E* 
probably smuggled it in for Mitoh and Ann» s departure* Bette and Patsy went over 
to say goodby after rolleall and the rest of us will see them tomorrow evening* 
Ann was busy giving Mitoh direotions on how to paok the phonograph records and 
they had stuff all over the ffoor of the front stall» Bette says* We planned to 
have a farewell party for thom, but didn't have time to make preparations so it 
will have to be an informal gathering* 

I saw Rev* Isukimoto in the Administration building and asked him what 
ministers were pasting out the oontraoeptlves for married people* He replied that 
the ministers refused to do it so it looks like they are passing the buck also* 
The hospital don't want to do it either and that's where this matter stands right 
now* 
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The photographer and reporter of the S.F» News came in today to take ploturea 
of the camp and they got a picture of our paper ataff . The lady interviewed the three 

the 
Phi Beta on the paper and/others. Tare, U# of TTtah| Lillian, U, C. Phi Bete and 
writer for Daily Cal, who is leaving «©on for Welisley on a $1,000 aoholarahipi Jinmy 
who won a Columbia U. award as the beat editorial writer among J.C'sf Sammy, Phi 
Bete, grad. U. C. at 20 and who repairs typewriters in our offloef I entered the 
picture as the top student at S.F. State and possessor of eertifioate from U. S» 
Soc. Wei» Dep't.f Bob'fsuda was not there» Re is a brilliant writer, U. C. and 
has had great experience in journalism in S.F»* L.A. and New York for Dome!. 

Ifr. Queen, the Army representative M0.K,ed" Bob's editorial on Fasoisti 
Japan, but said Davis was holding it up because he was afraid that it was too strong 
and would arouse the reaentment of the Xssei» We said that they oould not read it 
anyway and doubted whether they would be so resentful. Taro said that if Davis did 
not "O.K." it he would resign because we would have a principle to back us up and 
they oould not say much without embarrasment» We said we would resign also (Jimmy 
and I and Bob) and leave Lillian or Bill to run the paper. I guess Lillian had 
hopes because she worked hard all day and even went out on a sotry for me« We sat 
around and worked pussies» Finally, late in the afternoon DaVis gave his consent 
and sent the stencil down to the mimeograph» Bob said he reoonsidered his retire-
ment and woikld work one more week, changing his previous plan» All of us appear 

V 

to be more or less fed up with the paper. 
We got our paychecks today and I received the full amount of $12.00» We 

only have to divide with Ben, Nobey and Alex this time. It is not likely that we 
will get anymore on this paper because they are lopping fckfcs the payroll down. 
Half of the maintenance crew were laid off. The rest of the orew will work 6 hours 
a day and receive $9.00 a month instead of $12 »00« Twenty five of the file clerk 
girls will also be laid off. Saznmv lest his job as typewriter repair man, but 
he doesn't care since it will give him more time to read books. 
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Yoshio Katayama came over this evening to give me the full dope on the 
mo vie a • Largely through his effort®, we will have our first full length feature 
pioture* "Hold that Sheet" • The oommittee it paying for the first film, but asks 
the residents to donate if they oan in order to buy piotures for next week* 
They figure that enough oan be oolleoted this way to get the latest films* The 
piotures will be held in the Grandstands (H.S.) on Monday, Tues** Fri** and Sat»* 
people bring their own seats* Yoshio asked the Kikuohi gals and Pat to be the 
usherettes for the first show and wants me to give it a big plug in the paper* 

This noon Helen K* one of the file clerks turned around to say hello to 
me« She kept walking and bumped her eye right on the post* It looked bruised and 
may turn blaok* The grandstand at noon is a good plaoe to meet the girls beoause 
112 file olerks are congregated there just after lunch* We stop there on our way 
back from Mess Hall No* 2 to take a sun bath* 

Tonight we had toasted tomato sandwiches* potato salad* pieces of meat 
snd Postum for our night snaok* No wonder we gain weight* Emiko did the dishes 
because Bette has some sort of fungus on her hand and it is all vraoked from the 
strong soap that they give us* The dootor gave her some kind of pills to take. 
Bette has a funny heartbeat* but the doctor said her heart is "0*K*"* The dootor 
also claims that Pop doesn't have diabetes anymore although his blood pressure is 
still high* 

I had a long talk with Vernon this morning about the final counoll re-
port and we went over the outline to see if it was complete enough* It will be 
further revised by the council members in a day or so* He gave his notes and 
council minutes to me so I oould go over them and make suggestions and since I 
may not have another ehanoe to get them* X may as well put it down here roughly* 

(£ (Tentative) FINAL REPORT OF gAMFORAN EXECUTIVE COUNCIL 
The self government at Tanforan Assembly Center was terminated after a 

brief history on August 3 when the Executive Council was officially notified at 
Ss24 P*M* by the Center Manager* Mr* Davis* under the order of W*C*C*A* headquarters* 
which statest *No type of self governmental orgainzation is authorised in an 
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Assembly Center." 
The activities of the eleoted Executive Council began with its first 

meeting on June 2 2, at ?i30 P.M., when they met with Davis and the members of 
the temporary advisory oounoil to discuss the form of self government. The 
participation of the aliens in the self government as well as the use of the 
Japanese language were restricted under the order Issued from the W.C.C.A. Head-
quarters, «ftily 1» The necessary adjustments were made constantly by the Ex-
ecutive oounoil in directing the affiars of the self government to meet the 
needs of the residents within the scope of the center regulations. 

In the short period of its existence the Council with the cooperation 
of Davis and the other members of his administrative staff has directed its 
every effort to maintaining high morale at this oenter. While the self govern* 
ing body was still in the process of formation the Council acted as the oommittee-
at-large in seeking the establishment of more services| in cooperating with the 
administration in clarifying many regulations| in handling the internal problems 
that needed readjustments. 

Captain Speares who represented the administration in attending the 
daily meetings of the Council and Chief White gave them much advise and as-
sistance. 

(Council members — Toby Ogawa, Chairmanj Albert Kosakura, Vice 
Chairmanj Ernie Iiyama, Prank Yamasaki, and Vernon Iohisaka) 

The activities of the Council can be summarised under four divisions| 
a. Organisation of self government, b. Departmental and personal servioes, o. 
regulations — clarification and recommendations, and d. internal matters — 
complaints, rumors, and adjustments. 

A. Organisation of self goverment. 
1. Establishment of the committee of 50 members to draft and 

adopt the Constitution and by laws officially adopted on 
July.11« 
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2* Privilege granted to the Counoil to hold mass meetings and 
to issue council bulletins on Internal matters* 

3* Election of Congress of 38 members» one representative to 
every 200 residents* July 28* The induction ceremony on 
Aug* 3 was automatically cancelled by the "New Order." 
All of our efforts to get the 98$ voters wasted! 

4« Council acted as the Committee*at*large until the form« 
atIon of the standing oommlttees with the ratifleatlon of 
the Congress. Conflict over jurisdiction with the house 
managers at this point« 

5» Brogram of proteoting citizenship franohise (unfinished 
business). Program of absentee voting and political rally 
for coming state election with Mitch and Totalizer» 
plus others * 

B* Cooperation in the establishment and improvement of various depart* 
mental services* House managers help oooperate in rendering personal 
service and in conducting various serveys* Council attended House 
Managers meetings and the minutes are similar in context at this 
time» with eaoh group taking the full oredit* 

1* Barber service — at mess #19 — 200 in scrip» home made 
ehalrs» personal equipment* 

2* Laundry Servioe — Yamasaki, Chairman of Committee* Bids 
sent out by Green • Counoil arranged for workers and of-
fice in hat oheok room under administration building* 

3» Package delivery servioe (House Managers did it voluntarily)* 
4* Scrip book distribution (Bouse Managers also did this)* 
5* Clothing servioe (Organised largely by Dave Totsuno)* 
8* Watoh repair — will be done at Mizaka's private apartment» com-

mencing this week* 



7* Radio repair — at Muramoto's house* 
8. Flower arrangement class held in grandstand* 

Ed* department takes eredit for this* 
9» Issei entertainment program — Recreation department did 

work on this* Has been approved by W. C* C* A* Recom-
mendations in improving services of banking, canteen, 
lighting system of streets, traffic control, and mail 
distribution* 

Servioes not completed at date of dissolving. 
1* Shoe repair service — getting underway today. Lack of 

facilities yet. 

2« Motion Picture Feature — Yoshio Katiyura completed ar-
rangements today and Reo. Department will take over next 
week. 

3. Social Security, Old age pension, and unemployment insurance 
Mitch, Bob Iki and Yoshio KatAywaa are supposed to be work« 
ing on this. 

v 
4. Problem of property confiscation, Federal Reserve Bank 

has sent no answer as yet. Also the W.C.C.A* has not sent 
sny clarification on picture taking service and securing 
outside speakers for older Nisei Ed* program. Mitch says 
the "0*K*n came through yesterday. 

Clarification of Davis regulations and bulletins. 
1« Asked return of non-oontraband articles and most have now 

been turned baok by White. 
2. Asked W.C.C.A. to translate Zssei literature and return 

innocent books* No reply yet* 
5* Cooperation with Chief White in announcing the collection 

of phonograph records. (H. Maki) 
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4. Problem of establishing uniformity in the head oount* 
The saeond siren (?) alleviated this problem. (House 
Managers claim credit). 

5. Clarification on funeral servioes, issuing special permits, 
visiting outside hospitals and transfer eases* Council 
did not have much say in this* 

D. Internal Problems. The problems dealing with internal matters were 
taken up and a lot of the Council's time was expended on this docu-
ment. All matters pertaining to the generil conduct of the residents 
were referred to this body. Many of the problems were taken up 
directly without going up to Davis. Even trivial individual matters 
were given full consideration. People used to stream to Toby's 
house evsry night with their minor problems* The main effort was 
to assist the internal police in maintaining law and order here* 
Chief White made the Council feel that it was a real body, but Davis 

did not bother with it much, mostly letting them aet as super offioe 
dered 

boys to announce the latest edicts* Some of the problems oonsUXXft 
weret * 

1* Gambling—quite a row about it as first all oard games 
were banned, later, ban lifted. Chief White said today 
that gambling was on the increase again and wanted me to 
put a notioe of warning in the Totaliser, 

2* Disoiplin and conduct of individual oases — Katayunagi 
and hospital»police| man beats wifei father beats 1 yr. 
old daughter, etc* 

3. Labor difficulties — maintainance crew threatened strike, 
T* Suno and electricians oase. 

4. Moral issues — Churoh group that wanted curfew, pros* 
titutes in camp. 
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5« Complaints and adjustments of personal difficulties xxsI 
such as lack of sanitation in stalls« etc* 

6. Eight men recommended to J* Internal Police foroe (H• Mgs asn) 

One of the main programs which the executive council had under consideration 
was the problem of relocation-adjustments as well as the possibilities of indus-
trialisation* House Managers (Earl Tusa) and Oordon worked on the survey but it 
is not completed yet* The Ex-Councilman pan to donate their time in helping to 
clean up some of the unfinished work and they want to serve the people unofficially 
whenever possible* Toby made this announcement tonight at the mess hall* The 
Council figures that most of the basie needs are nosr Mng taken oare of already, 
but there is a need of some organised group to coordinate the various activities 
and problems of general conduct* The House Manager* will, no doubt, take baok 
many of these functions so I had better mafte my peaoe with them* They Invited 
Taro to their party and not any of the rest of the staff, the cadst 

INSERT — "Totalisert 
Will you please submit to Mr* Davis immediately all 

stencils * whether approved or not* Thank you* 
Administrative office 

Thursday, iugust 6, 1942* 11«40 
When I woke up this morning I did not feel well* Ifcr baok ached and my 

stomach was hurting* Although I was still tired, I had a funny sensation in my 
body so I got up and took a shower to see if I oould throw off that sick feeling* 

By the time I got aoross the Infield I was feeling a little better, es-
pecially when the cool breese hit me* At the offioe I finished up a story, but was 
not much Interested when Toro said we had 68 lines left over* I said, "The hell 
with it* If they don't give us the news, we just oan't do anything about that«* 
We had expected that Davis would send us the news about the visitors regulations, but 
it did not come down until after five, so we had to skip it for this week* 
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Around lOtOO I started to fool a little peouliar so I laid down on the 
bench and read the papers* Everyone took it easy sinoe we could not do anything 
while Davis was holding up our copy* 

Two Nisei students from the U. of W« were refused by Pexm State although 
the students had petitioned for them. In S«F« a woman got exoited when she saw 
some white pills on her back po^roh* She excitedly phoned the police to tell 
them that the "«Taps* were dropping (German) germ (?) pill« to poison the little 
children who would piok them up« The police investigated and found that the 
"pills" were from pea shooters which the neighborhood boys used. In Santa Ana, 
it was claimed that two large dynamite oaohes were found on the farms evacuated 
by the "Japs". Pomona is officially going to Cody, Wyo«f where Morri says it is 
4CP 

below in winter« Puyallup is gokng to Minidoka, Idaho from Sunday« Crisis on 
Russ Front* 

I went down to get some sunshine in the grandstand around lOtSO and 
Fred H. told me that Morton Grodxins* name is also on the blacklist but not Bob 
Spencer sinoe they do not know about him« I decided to go see Greene «about the 
folder he confiscated from me on Tuesday« As I walked into his office, Ernie T* 
was anxiously asking Greene how it could be fixed up so that ha would not have 
to go to Poston* He would rather stay here and be "principal" of his grammar school« 

I asked Greene if I could have the bulletins and he said absolutely not 
because I had some highly confidential administrative bulletins and notices in 
there and he demanede to know how I had gotten hold of th*m. I said that I did 
not think I would answer« Greene said that I wasac "fool" for being taken in by 
a group that had no off ioial sanction and who would out my throat just to serve 
their selfish interests« I replied that I should be the judge of that myself and 
I saw nothing wrong in a scientific study in which I could learn methods and 
techniques* Ify blood began to rise« 

He said that there was no chance of my getting any of the bulletins back 
and that a full report had been sent to the S«F. off iocs. Again he started to 
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patronizingly tell me how immature in mind we were for being victimised by a 
group that wanted to use us and that I had better be careful or my whole future 
would be endangered» 

I told him that those bulletins were public since they were posted on 
the boards and what was to prevent a person from taking them down to send out if 
&e desired, or even copying them down» "Honesty of the person." he replied, 
glaring at me. I said that my conscience was clear and I was doing nothing under* 
handed. 

Green said that we were too young and had no experience. "Let us with 
the mature minds do your thinking for you. You people jnwosx are in a tough spot 
and the administration here has been pioked because we know a little more about 
life than you do." (W.P.Al) 

He emphasised the point that I could take no written material out of 
here. "What is to prevent me from mailing it out?" I said, calmly. "I wouldn't 
try anything like that, " he threatened. 

Then he went on to say that I acted mighty suspioious when I grabbed 
some stuff out of the folder. I told him that they were private letters, and 
that I was not ashamed to show them to him now only it was the priniople of the 
thing that bothered me, I thought it was rude of him to snatch and thumb through 
the material, Greene said that as a government official he had every right to 
take the folder and the stuff I took out also but he accepted my word that it was 
private material. Further, he added, I had no right to show it to an outsider. 
It was just as bad to deal an army jeep as to take those bulletins which were 
government property and not for outsiders like Thomas who refused to go through 
official channels. Ho added that we had too many theories in our head and that 
I should do some rethinking. I said that if my approach towards greater American* 
isation of the group was wrong, then let it be so. He said that I was treading on 
dangerous grounds. I couldn't understand what he meant and he did not make him» 
•elf clear. He wanted Doris sent up to him so I went and told her to say nothing. 
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tf* N* Is acting much better these gays so I also told her to hide whatever 
bulletins that she wanted to retain* Told £• the same thing* 

Greene is feeling so much on the defensioe there days* The Totalizer 
just ignores him as far as the paper is ooneemed* Greene wants no word to go out 
about the Administrât ion f and gives the reason of protecting the residents from 
all of these people that want to "Victimise them"« Davis evidently must be behind 
him because he ordered the blacklisting of Thomas and Grodsins* It made me so 
damfe màd to see how fasoistic they can act and suppress our basic rights* The Army 
evidentally mast be behind a lot of this because since the first of the month 
stricter rules have come out* No member of the administration can cash checks for 
us s visiting system is made like a prison set up$ self-government denied} etc* 
What oan you do with people who are so restricted? I can't very well buok the Army 
orders about official news being suppressed* 

At noon I still felt lousy so I took a long nap* Mari T* xmdcs woke me 
up around 2$00 when she came to inquire if I had taken my typhoid shots* I said» 
"Yes" and Jack backed me up* We kidded her along for a while and she finally 
asked me to produce the tag for proof* I broke down and said that I still did 
not have my shots and could not take them now since I expooted to leave for Gilo 
shortly* She said that if I get typhoid she will feel that ¿»he was responsible» but 
then I get the shots at the Relocation Center* 

After XXXX she left I walked up with Bette and Patsy who were on their 
way to a H.S. Rally Committee meeting. We played rummy at the off loo while Bob» 
Yusl» and Toro worked* Kax Ikeda came in and we talked ¿or a while* She has just 
arrived in camp as her social work of evacuation was completed* Noo went to re* 
join her family at Merced, and Dickie is gSXXgXXBXIXX is here now although I haven'T 
been over to see her yet. Sas says that Dsokie is going to Tule to work as a 
medical social worker* Tom* S* writes that Sale is lousy beoauso of the weather and 
the Jappy people there» plus a grudge against the J#A*C*L, Haruo is organising an 
opposition group to start from soratch* 
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Around St SO Davis suddenly sent a note down saying for us to send all 
finished and unfinished stencils up right «say* We oouldn't figure out what 
was up so I hid the page whisk we had already out without an "O.K.". Greene 
then sent a messenger up to tell Lillian to oome down right sway* It seems 
that she had tried to get information on the outs ids iggWEffTBHI speakers program 
whioh Mitch has been pushing* The "O.K." same through in a general way« but 
Mill an wanted to see it for confirmation. She went to Kilpatrick, but he said 
that Greens had it* But» he wasn't in so that Lillian asksd Mrs. Koba, the 
sserstary for the notice« Mrs. Koba asked If Mr. Kilpatrlok had given her per-
mission and she said yes. Reluctantly, whs gave Lillian the notice, from whioh 
she took oopious notes upstairs. Koba ssfcsA earns up very worried yet and de-
manded the notice and the notes whioh Lillian had taken • Lillian got saroastlo 
and said that she wasn't going to going to uss it anyway slnoe the information 
was too general and "besides Davis will censor it anyhow*1 — implying that 
Green had no more say about the paper. When Greens came baek to his of floe 
Mrs. K. told him ths whols story vsrbatim. He got sxoited bsoause he said that 
this notics was not for ths grabllo sys and that Lillian had no buslnsss in ask-
ing for It. Hs oalled her down and she got exoltsd and "belligerent" about it. 
Green took it on a personal basis so hs told hsr that shs was fired and for her 
to get her stuff from ths offiss and don't ever go in there again. 

Lillian was trembling with emotion when she same baok. "Hs firsd met" 
We did not know what to say as shs told us the whole story, Taro went to sss 
Greene, but he would not relent. Greens sven went and told Davis ths whols 
story "bsoause the only way that this girl will get baok on the payroll is for 
my supsrlor to oountsnanos it." Taro will see Davis in ths morning. Again* 
ths prlmolple of the thing is involved. Greens did not give Lillian a chance• 
Hs still is bothsrsd about nsws of this sort gstting out and Lillian happened 
to be the first ssapsgoat. Shs sat over by ths window, hit prstty hard, and 
tsars were in her eyes. I went over and told her to take ths whole thing before 
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Darts and if ha had any ««rise of fairness, ha would at least give har a hearing. 
I was immediately for the idea that we should have a sympathetic atrike 

and just quit en masse, but Toro said that the time was not appropriate since he 
thought there waa an element of doubt aa to just who was to blame* I didn't know 
what to say to her, except that she should ignore Greene's edict and come up 
anyway and we would all split our oheoks for any time put in. Jean, our present 
timekeeper, came around and said that she had been officially notified to take 
Lillian's name off her liat. Lillian took it hard and I don't blame her. I felt 
the same way about the raw deal I got in the Employment office whan I first cams 
in here. 

I came home juat before five and waa having such pains in my back that I 
plopped on the bed and went to a loop, without eating any dinner tonights I felt 
groggy after the roll call, but got up to go aee Ann and Mitch who are leaving 
early in the morning. Emiko, Alloe and I went first. Picked up Bob and the Zkeda 
girls• Jack, Patsy, Bette, torn, Miyoke and Yuki came after the Sport Rally at the 
Grandstand. Yoshi tagged Emiko and he hung around until after IOiOO when he finally 
left because his mother was waiting for him. Hike and Shig dropped in. Toro and 
Barbara Takashi, etc. etc. were already there. Mitch took all his shelves down 
stowed them in an old mattress oover. He heard from Haohie that there was no 
lumber at Post on so he is taking what they can. Mitch and Ann had about 20 pieces 
of luggage. Later we all went to Jimmy's and over-flowed the room with the ad-
dition of Marie, Hero, Minni, Knobby and Jimmy. We sat around talking about the 
weather in Arizona and drinking tea And eating cookies, cheese and anohove crackers 
and rice balls. I still did not feel so hot and ate very aparingly. Marie wondered 
if I were siok and I said I didn't ¿eel so hot, Emiko kept eating anohove paste 
and eraekers and I embarrassed her by "Tiok-ing" every time she took another one. 

about 
We just talked/KS the ooming trip. Miteh already talked to the guard who is going 
to escort them and he says he is a aAagin simple fellow. The last ttm he took a 
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«roup ho want around the train Baying that hi« charges wore Chinese because 
thoro waa such a foaling againat thorn, Haohie wrote from Gila saying that he 
almost got mobbed in L.A. by soldiers and had to take refuge in the women's 
restroom. Mitch was worried that nothing of the sort happened to him. w# 
got to talking about food and Ann thought that thoy would try to get acme 
Chinese food if they got a chance during the atop in L.A. 

All of our family hate to see them go as we have become pretty olose 
friends. But I guess partings must be made. Mitoh will go into personnel work 
and Ann into teaching if they ever get around to developing the school system. 
Bette and Patsy will miss Aim considerably. She was such a good influence on 
these two. Emiko kissed Mitoh good-bye, embarrassing him very much. 

lttnne said that Greene came down to give the "O.K." on her drawings 
before she can send them out. He said four of them oould not be sent - man 
taking bath in laundry tub, woman in shower, eto# 

Emiko and Alice had a tiff when we oame home. Alice said tlmt Emiko 
did not wash her faoe in the mornings because she was in such a rush to meet 
her morning escorts. Emiko said that Alice left her combed out hair on the 
dreaser. Words followed. Bette woke up. "Tohl Some people hare no consideration 
for their families'1 rolled over end wenfc back to sleep. 
Friday, August 7, 1942 — IChOO A.M. 

Everyone got up around 6«30 to see Mitoh and Ann off exoept me. I didn't 
feel so well. I must have a slight stomach disorder and a cold. % head was 

feoing around in circles. Half asleep I could hear them rushing around getting 
dressed. 

Bette dashed to breakfast, but the others did not go. They left here 

around 6t55, Bette dashed out a few moments later, so full of pep. But they were 
too late. JUst as they got up there they saw the panal truck pulling out and 
Ann and Mitoh were on their way to Roastum Poston, Arisona. Our clock was 10 
minutes slew. 
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m Emiko and All«« «am« back and th«y took a shower as they had lot« of tin«. 
Th«y usually get up at th« last moment to go to work Ilk« I do. B«tty and Jaok 
are the only ones that go to breakfast regularly and th«y usually bring something 
home for the kid«. Emiko had a tomato «andwioh this morning, but Alio« did not 
•at anything. I fell asl«ep again although I could h«ar the music playing on th« 
radio. When X wok« up again it was 9s00 o'clook. 

Dr. Kitagawa came in and I assumed that h« came in to ««« Mom. Later he 
«am« in and apologetically asked me about my typhoid «hots. As the Medical Director 
here, he «aid that it was hi« responsibility to oortify everyone. H« «aid th« 
records had been mixed up and h« wanted to straight«n thing« out. It was not com-
pulsory, and he apologised for the attitud« of some of hi« «taff for trying to 
fore« th« p«ople to com«. They were untrained girl« and did not realise that 
they just couldn't order the people around. Dr. K. said that a lot of the residents 
refused to tak« the «hots for this reason, plus all th« rumors going around about 
how ill poople got. H« was not th« dir«etor until after Dr. U«yama left so h« did 
not know how much truth th«r« was although h« thought tho«« hour« of waiting in th« 
long lines were unnecessary. Since I was cornered in b«d, th«r« was nothing «1«« 
I could do but to tak« th« shots. My arm f««ls heavy right now. Dr. K. said he 
would personally come next Friday for tho second shot if I were still h«r«. Poor 
Mom and Pop thought I had committed a major offense. 

Dr. K. was very nio«. H« sp«aks good English and is very broad mind«d. 
Although he 1« an Iss«i, he i« closer to the liberal Ni««i in thinking. W« got 
talking about Kay, Geo., and Kaya whom I knew and h« got a little m«lanoholy and 
talk«d for about a half hour. 

Dr. K. think« that it 1« «11 wrong for us to b« here. Kay, th« old««t «on, 
was in his senior year at Stanford and a member of the varsity d«bat« team vhm hi 
was drafted. Now stationed in Arkansas. lAjfr Kay ha« a corporal rating and 1« 
••oond secretary for his company. Th« S«rg«ant likes him and Kay writes his father 
that th« Ni««i get along fine although ft few get a dirty d«al. Kay g«t« #54.00 a 
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month and ho also is getting training in the intelligenoe servioe* His father 
gets $16.00 a month here* Dr. Kitagawa thinks thattiio Army will be a fine Kcperianoe 
for his son and regrets that more Nisei are not given a ohanoe to show loyalty in 
this way* He recognises that the olannishness of the Japanese here did make people 
suspicious of them and build up all sorts of bad prejudices about the group without 
knowing them. He has sent Kaya and George to the U* of Colorado because he feels 
that this will be a good ohanee for the Nisei to oonteraot some of the bad op* 
inions • 

Kaya wont to S .F. State and X got to know her because X was the reader 
for the history class whieh she was in» Kaya wrote her father that she was getting 
along fine* She is going around with a oauoasion American girl and they attend 
various Y* W* C* A* conferences in other states together* On weekends they take 
trips to various mining towns* She says that the Negroes are discriminated against 
very much* They can't go into many of the public places* The Nisei dou'if have 
much trouble* 

Pop just cooked me a steak* fried egg* 2 toasts and a cup of hot milk* 
Not bad for a siok person« Guess X will sleep now* arm hurts* 

Later* I got up arouid 2*30 to go up to the office to finish one more 
article for the paper* but Bob had already done it* X didn't feel too bad, but 
my arm began to hurt so X doolded to come home again* Taro saw Davis* but he 
won't do anything about Lillian's case* He said that she would have to write a 
letter* but he did not think ho would over-ride Greene's decision* No stencils 
were run today* beoause Davis was so slow in sending down eopy* He censored the 
story about blood donors for the Hed Cross* saying that it had to get the approval 
of the WCCA* He also took out "Of Sound Mind" for the Ad* Committee story* X 
looked over some of the other center papers and Barry S** the editor of the Stockton 
Center paper actually praised the denial of self gov't* as a better democratic system* 
The point he went on was that all over 16 would be eligible to vote — alien and 
cltisen. Davis also out out the Lake story because it mentioned too many figures 
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about amount of water, ©to. This meant that Bob had to remake the page. Con-
sequently there are six more stenoils to run. They will run 5 tonight and Emiko 
will do the other three in the morning» This means that I have to deliver in the 
afternoon« 

Ernie I. came in with a second front letter and we all signed after 
reading it* It is in connection with the big Rally they are going to have in the 
Civic Auditorium* Even Bill H* Signed this time* Hi was talked into it* I only 
stayed about a half hour and then felt dissy so I carne back and went to bed* It 
was so hot that my throat was parched all day and all I craved was £ something cool* 
I ate two pieces of watermelon and a grapefruit and no dinner* 

Stayed in bed all evening* Bette rubbed my back because it was so sore* 
Emiko kept putting on and taking off her clothes all evening, having a private 
fashion show by herself. Jack fixed the soles of his shoes and Tom kibitsed him* 

The house manager oame in for the sugar but we told him that we didn't 
have any because we used it all up* Hs told us that some people held out about 30 
Japanese records and the police were all burnt up* They walked right into ths plaee 
and searched after the people denied it* The ehief was very disturbed and called 
the house managers together to warn the people that this sort of stuff would not 
be tolerated* 

Pop oooked me another steak tonight but I did not feel very hungry. I 
get all sorts of diagnosis about what is wrong with met nervous indigestion, 
cold in back, diahorrea, constipation, run down from too little sleep, effects of 
large dosage of typhoid shot* 

Jack just got through with his shoe repair and it looks like a professional 
job* It oost 30£ in all* I think I will let him fix mine* Bette has been reading 
the "Good Earth'1 all evening and Emiko is now reainfc a magasine* The light in thè 
room is bad for reading* I'm the only one that has a bed lamp* For a change a 
erowd did not congregate here tonlte* Jack ohased them away on the excuse that I 
was sick. The usual boys were over* Key has "ealled it quits* with Bette because 
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his sister told him that he was too young to be feoing steady« 

Sat«, August 8a 1942• 
It was foggy and misty today; the usual heaVy fog which we are all 

acquainted with« Out in the country it is probably hot as biases* Jack and I 
were jdbling peaches near Yuba City this time last year in a heat about 110°« 
It doesn't get hot in the S*F* area until around Sept«* I actually felt ehllly 
as I walked aeross the field* Only a couple of the fellows were around since 
they worked hard last nite* J«Y« came in with some of his friends and we sat 
around and had a bull session« He said that T*M«, the girl known as the prostitute, 
had applied to move over to Mitch's old place along with Mrs* E* who has a Filipino 
husband on the outside« She claimed that she was being bothered by too many 
single men who came to knock on her door* 

J* said that a lot of the bachelors sent an unsigned letter to the Ad-
ministration asking for licensed prostitution here because they "were going nuts"« 
We got to talking about how this problem could be worked out for the evacuees« It 
was agreed that a&ywf that marriage would solve the problem for only a proportionte 
few sinoe the Nisei would not marry in droves under suoh uncertain circumstance« 
And marriage just for this reason would not be lasting« 

All of the fellows said that the Japanese community were not willing 
to face the problem, closing their eyes to it entirely* They figured that the 
Japanese had an unusual quality about them whleh would permit them to solve the 
sex problem by not thinking about it* 

J* thought that the only solution was to put a few of the professional 
women here on a P. & T, rating by the administration in order to protect the young 
girls as well as to keen the situation under control* H© claimed that promiscuity 
was growing after only three months here and the young fellows especially were 
developing a "what the hell" attitude. B* made some exaggerated claims that 
SOD unmarried girls were pregnant at Santa Anita, S« said that the girl's father 
over where he lives gives his daughter a loud cross examination every time she 
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goes out because he is so suspicious» He said that a lot of the Issei parents 
don't let their daughters go out at all beoause of all the rumors that they have 
heard about young girls being raped* T. thought that it was very narrow minded 
of the ministers not to hand out the oontraoeptitoss to the married couples, and 
suggested that the Totalizer be assigned the task* J* said that the reason why 
most of the Nisei would not get married was beoause they still clung to the idea 
that we would be out of the oarnps in a year and "the Japanese in this country are 
through regardless of who wins the war so why drag somebody else through your 
miseries • You will have a hard enough time getting your own family back on its 
feet* In all probability, the Japanese will go back aeross the tracks once more." 
T. went on to tell us that his property in S.F* had been broken into several 
tiges and vandals had thrown rooks through most of the glass windows* He doubts 
whether he would ever get his stuff back again* Taro came in with the news that 
Alex had suddenly had appendicitis and was taken to the San Mateo Hospital last 
night* This means that we will be very short handed on the paper next week since 
he has been handling many of our features* 

I still had a backache and my stomaoh was unsettled so I took a walk 
around the camp until Davis sent the last stencil down* He was so busy with 
some visiters that he did not get around to it until 3i00 this afternoon, put-
ting us way behind sehedule* He sent us the material for visiters and the new 
eleotion procedure at last, but we could not Xuse it this week* 

I walked over by the hospital and talked with Dr* Ben Konda for a while* 
He doesn't speak Japanese and many of the Nisei think that he is mean, but I 
found him fairly agreeable* He says that the doctors work pretty hard and he 
doesn't have time to think of anything else* I wanted to get his opinion on the 
amount of time Recreation should have in our community life, but he did not wish 
to commit himself* I saw Bmiko over there* She wanted to have one of her oavities 
in her front teeth fixed but they refused to do any dental work "unless it hurts" * 
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It was around lit50 so I walked over to Lakeside Inn by the new lake to 
talk to Morri, who is one of the servers in that messhall. Jaok Isuka is the 
manager there and he remembered me from S.F. His orew there are very pleasant 
and agreeable« Jaok I* insisted that I have lunoh there so I tried it out* The 
Food was the same as in other messhalls, but service a little quioker* 

m§ Narahara is the Supply Manager there. He was in business before he 
eame here and he had deoided to take a long rest and the "hell with everything". 
He is 37 and a father* However, he only loafed around for two weeks and oould 
not stand the slop they were serving to the young children so he jumped into the 
messhall work to see if he oould help out. "It wasn't the small salary that 
made me do it or the 'prestige1 attached to the work, but I just couldn't be 
sitting around idly when so much had to be done." We got to talking about the 
recreational program here and he was a little worried for his son who wants to go 
out to play all of the time. "We can't have youngsters play all of the time 
beeause education is about the only thing that we ean take out of these esmps and 
I want my kid to have a healthy attitude when we go baok home. Mos is afraid 
that the educational program will not be so good. After lunoh I went baok to the 
offioe to soe if the papers were ready for stapling yet, but Davis still had the 
last stenoil. I called him a few names under my breath and walked down to the 
visiters hall to see what was happening. Archie brought me some magasines without 
signing his name to the paokages so I was curious to know who had sent them, 

I knew what the new visiters setup would be, but when I actual ly saw the 
benehes all lined up with visiters on one side and the residents on the other, it 
got me so damn mad I "What in the hell do they think we are, a bunch of prisoners?" 
I thought. And I was not the only one. I stood by the Reoeptionists desk and 

« 

three out of four first reaotions were the same. The Nisei were pretty burnt up. 
"All they need is to put a soreen in now." 
Hirhat kind of a prison is this?" 
"The nerve of them to do this to us." 
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George was wandering back and forth to see that no paokages or written stuff 

was passed, but he olosed hi« eyes to most of it* Ilimeko was on the spot beoaus« 
some of the Nisei accused her of being responsible for this new ««tup* They said 
that sh« requested it* Another report was that the new chief put It Into «ff«ot 
because too many peopl« were going into the ground«* J* said it was beoaus« of tho 
trouble I had with Gre«n« over the confiscated bulletin«* Th« most lik«ly reason 
was that the WCCA headquarters in S.F. decided th« matter sine« th« n«w visiters 
pass have its head on it* Himeko said that they intended to keep all those under 
16 out of the place* 

Archie wanted to ««« Mitch not knowing that h« had left. They told him 
at the gate and suggested that h« should go hom«* Archie «aid no, he wanted to 
see m© and so thoy reluctantly let him in* He said that they take about 45 minutes 
to got in now and h« is under the impression that they wish to discourage visiting* 
People go by in cars and yell H«Tap lovers" at them* 

Toby and the old council and the former temporary council talked with 
some IRA men today about the possibilities for industrialization of this group 
in the IRA camps• He «aid that the prospects look pretty good* He and the others, 
plus some house managers, eto. «topped in the grandstand and we got to talking abott 
the ooming elections« Tomoto said the hell with the faroe, let Tanl and his H*S* 
kids handle the thing and have some fun* The H* M* have a sort of verbal agreement 
to play the thing down to show the administration that we are not being fooled* 
They were all agreed that it would be oraay for anyone to take part in it* They 
were all a little peeved about the wishy-washy ohuroh group who accepted the ap-
pointment on the eleotion committee* It was Greene's selections and he has a 
number of Reverands and YMCA people* They play along with the administration and 
don't mind getting shoved around* The group were irritated that they would even 
accept the appointment to the eleotion oommittee, knowing what a faroe it was* 

The setup now is that each voter will vote for one candidate, who has had 
50 names signed to his petition* Those that reoeive the most votes in the first 
27 places will be declared elected to the Panel* Davis will pick his 9 men from 
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this list and they oan only meet at his calling* They have no power. Everyone I 
have talked to is veyy much disgusted with the whole thing and they say that we 
are not being given a chance to do anything* Greene1s statement that "You should 
not do any thinking, let us with the mature minds do it" reflects the attitude of 
the administration. They will be ltteky to get 27 persons to run for the panel at 
eaoh has to have 50 signers to the petition and eaoh voter oan sign only one petition* 
This means that about 1400 people have to sign just to get 27 eligible candidates and 
a small handfull of voters will eleot a person* The election will not take place 
until the 25th of this month and we may be moving out by then* 

We started talking about passing visiters until Yus noticed one of the 
dumb internal police trying to listen in so obtiously so they started to talk 
Japanese for a while and then broke up because he could misrepresent the whole 
thing in case he reported it* 

I spent the rest of the afternoon stapling and counting out the papers 
for delivery. Just got through in time, I wasn't feeling so well so 1 stayed 
home tonight sorting out a few of the things I wanted to junk and read* Jack 
went to the dance* His rival took "HedyM* Alice went with Geo* Y* and Pop 
gave me a cross exam about his character, which I said was fine and this satisfied 
him* Emiko and Bette ironed and later listened to the radio, eead, and fixed 
their olothes* Emiko bought a new dress and was sore because Alice showed it to 
Mom before she did* She wanted to have the pleasure herself* 

Jaok wants to get out of the camp and is trying to figure out a way* He 
wrote a letter to Momko (?) tonight to see if there was some way of getting a 
job back east* He says his career is being interfeered with and he doesn't want 
to spend all his life in a concentration camp. 

One of the H*S* kids came over to get some material on how evacuation is 
affecting the family. He is going to speak on the Town Hall program so I tried to 
give him a few points and some books* The forum next week will be all H.S. kids 
which is a darn good idea. They should give them more of this sort of stuff in the 
H*S*. JJsch as I try to be fair, my opinion of the education dep*t. is that it is lousy* 
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It may look good in comparison with the other centers, but that does not mako 
it adequate • The total enrollment has jumped to SO» 5470, or about half of the 
total population. The feiggost inorease has been in ooop. od, adult od. and 
flower arrangement. 

253 
537 
112 

100 
104 

First Aid 51 Jünior HI 

Art 561 Adult 

Elementary 601 Coop. Ed. 

Mus io 491 Flower Arrangement 

High School 630 Kindergarten 
im" 

Sunday, August 9, 1942 10$30 P.M4 
Jack is boning up Tom for the big history test tomorrow. Tom studied for 

three hours this evening but he was not much interested* He keps saying that he 
oan't do it. Some of the answers he makes are really dumb* Tom doesn't even 
read the book and then wonders why he oan't answer any of the questions. I think 
we are going to have quite a problem in getting him to study regularly in the 
fall, especially with the lack of privacy. He had to contend with the radio, 
typewriter, visiters, phonograph and talking tonight and It if no wonder his 
mind was so distracted. Every few moments he would stop to toll Alice how to 
work a puszle. 

Emiko made me a little bag tonight to earry my tin dish and cups to the 
messhalls. This is the latest fad. It is practical since it keeps our dishes from 
getting so dusty. A few of the mothers are wrapping all of the dishes in a large 
oloth, but most of them have trays of some kind now. On our side of the messhall* 
family groupings are keeping more or less together, but the older children go sit 
together in groups more often. 

We got up around 9«00 O'clock to do the laundry — the pile grow» larger 
each sundayi We didn't want Aliee to miss out on the fun this week so we scheduled 
the washing in the morning when there are no visiters. Emiko cleaned the house 
this weekend, and Bette went to churoh. 
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Jaok had an argument with Mom over Tom* Ha said that Tom was spoiled 
because she babied him too much* This was the reason why he is getting so fresh 
these days* He gets angry at the slightest provocation and the veins in his 
neek stick out as he yells back* Jaok told him to stick his stilts under the 
house as they got In the way and Tom started to yell that they wouldn't fit, eto« 
Mom jumped on his side and a free for all began* (The stilts fit under the house*) 
Pop got worried and he explained to Jaok that Mom was going through a change in 
life and that this made her orankler than usual, which about hits the nail on the 
head* 

After lunch I wandered through the Art studio to look at the painting 
exhibit and some ofMlyakos* drawings* She even had one sent to Mills College 
along with the Tanforan collection* Miyako shows some signs of talent* 

There was a big track meet going on in front of the grandstand so I 
watched it for a while and then went in to see the disgusting sight in tfce 
visiters hall where the tables were all lined up* The process has been slowed 
up so much that only 170 visiters got in today, about half of the usual Sunday 
visiters* Many were still outside the gates when 4t00 o'clock came around* I 
stood outside and talked to some of the fellows and girls for an hoar or so during 
the afternoon* Afterwards I walked down with Marl T* to the golf oourse to watoh 
the dubs dig up the green grass that is coming up* Alloe had Angelo as a visiter, 
while Qniko, Bette and Tom were around in the grandstands talking and watching 
the track meet* 

This evening was very quiet for me* I started to go visiting, but got 
engrossed in shorthand and learned the first few pages* I probably will not look 
at the book again* The rest of the evening was passed in reading and talking* 
Not much going on today* Jaok got all dressed up to kill because he was going 
to give his rival some competition, but he ended up with Memo* Miyoko ran around 
all day as usual with her little friends* 
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Monday, August 10, 1942« 
This morning I wont down to the house manager's meeting when 2 heard 

that they had a "hot off the record" meeting airing their gripes about the 
administration and recent policies of the WCCA. They were just breaking up 
and a nuiiiber stayed around to continue the barrage* A lot of suppressed steam 
was blown off« J*H. «aid that he had reweiwed another notioe to keep quiet or 
else he would be shipped out* 

In order not to let the story about Lillian being fired and my paper« 
taken grow into a twisted story as it apparently had, I explained the whole setup 
to them. They don't think much of Greene either as they had some not so com-
plimentary things to say about him. The same steam was blown off about Davis and 
all of the administratis» staff, except a few* The root of these feelings is the 
recent denial of self government. The House Managers are particularly wrought up 
about it and a spirit of resentment has been growing. They are in a fix about 
the coming elections because they will be called upon to whip up interest, but 
the general opinion of the fellows was that the whole thing was a joke and an 
insult to the group. So in making messhall announcements, they plan to read 
it hurridly in English only and they have quietly been spreading the word around 
that it doesn't mean a thing. Gandhi was arrested yesterday in India and T.S. 
said that J. H. should lead the movement for passive resistenoe here* 

The fellows (about 8 of the H.M.) were bitter in some of their attitude« • 
I told them that this was no excuse for just laying down and quitting because 
we still had a long future to work out. J* H* was of the opinion that we should 
put up a fight now, but the others told him that h« would only be jeopardising his 
ohanoes by making a"blg noise" here when we were only going to be here for another 
month or so anyway* J* was not so sure that the WRA would be able to do much 
because of the financial limitations* I told him that getting all excited about 
little things was a short-sighted approach* Toby came in and he started to tell us 
about the meeting with the WRA and how he would try to get a representative oommitt«« 
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together to propose plans if Davie would recognise it* If not, he planned to 
have various people in oamp work as individuals* 

We got baok to attitudes of the Nisei and I questioned if all of them 
were slnoere in their manifestations at the tame time expecting all the rights 
and privileges of a democracy. One fellow made the startling statement that 
Japan was responsible for our good treatment and we should communicate with 
the Spanish Embassy. I reminded him that we were Americans and our only re-
oouvse was with our government • I did not like the remark that we were Japanese 
and whatever side won, we were a hopeless ease, I told the fellow that now more 
than ever we should take a positive stand for the U#S. and work for demooraoy 
as our only hope. He said that this was a "race war1* and that four out of five 
Nisei would agree with him. This disturbed met I didn't know what to say. 
Here, they are taking up the very propaganda of the Axis nations while fighting 
for their "democratic rights*1 in these Centers. It would indicate that we are 
still confused, full of uncertain fears. J. cited the example that he had said 
"Good Morning" to Mr. D -- and had received a sneering "What of it?" for an 
answer. This infuriated him, J.T. said that small minded people existed no 
matter where we were and we should- be intelligent enough not to let emotional 
experiences of this sort prevent us from thinking clearly. 

A more constructive discussion was then entered up. We said that Am* 
erica was the only answer — right or wrong and we had to make the best of it. 
Y claimed that all the pro nationalist Japanese already had returned to Japan, 
whioh drew a laugh, John was worried that we may develop inferiority complexes 
when we west baok into the Ameeloan life. Tomati said we would either come out 
fighting and full of guts or elso become a weak bunch of sissies, afraid of life 
and forever expecting handouts from the government. I said that there was a definite 
chance that we (the children especially) would have "messhall manners" — getting 
into long line8 for everything. The whole group said that this should be prevented 
at all oosts and that the leadership within the group would determine a lot of 
the attitudes, It was agreed that the sudden release of 120,000 Issei and Nisei 
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into the Ammerioan ooinraunity after the war would be tragic. We hoped that the 
government would carry the program through right to the final resettlement of the 
people* not forgetting the possibility that many may stay on in the relooation 
areas if they were made a suooess* T. said that we would be lucky to make enough 
for the bare necessities and we could expeet many days eating beans* They thought 
that if the Tanforan group went together progress could be made, but were not so 
sure about the "backwoods" country people* 

By the time we broke up it was already noontime so I went osoer to Mess« 
hall #2 to have lunch* They told us that they could not give us dishes to use 
any more beoause people had been taking them so we will have to bring our own 
if we wish to eat there anymore* Fred was there and he said that Bob Spenser 
left for Gila yesterday and that we would probably get word to go very shortly* 
Unconsciously, none of us really want to go, X suppose* That is why we have not 
even started to pack* The Tulare and Turlook bunch will be there and probably not 
as advanced as the Tanforan bunch* If this is so, 1mm going to be in for a 
bad time with my not knowing the language* 

Lillian same to lunoh with us and she said that shs had written the 
letter to Davis» but had not sent it yet« She was not too anxious to return to 
work beoause she wanted to catch up on her journal* She expects to be in school 
by the 27th since she has a $1,000 scholarship to Wellesley* Yuki wrote the 
women'w column for this week* We are oertainly short handed* Bob may quit at the 
end of the week and I may go also, leaving only three on the paper* From the 
comments that I have heard, we probably put out one of the better oenter papers* 

After lunoh I went up to interview a postman for a "with us" story that 
we may have to use this week if we are short of material* Afterwards I went to 
the grandstands and talked with some of the H.S* kids that are going to be on 
Wednesdays Forum* They have been working hard on it and the topio of "Family 
problems1* is a little diffioult for them beoause they do not have the background • 
Bette and Patsy were giving Bill Oshima a lot of pointers and he took it all in* 
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Moss will come down to see me tomorrow evening to go over his material* 

X went over to see Ernie I» about a copy of the letter tent to 
the Citisens For Vietory Rally urging a second front as we may usé it on 
our editorial page this week* The Rally was held last night in Civie 
Auditorium in S.F* and about 7,000 people eame to hear Dr« Deutoh of U*C. 
and J* Curran, a C.I.O, official, talk* 

One hundred three Nisei around oamp signed the letter whioh was 
sent in* I*Y* made some remark about it this morning, Inferring that the 
originators of the petition were seeking publioity and he thought that it 
would be bad for the Nisei in oamp to have too many of those kind of letters 
sent out* He just doesn't realise that same of us really feel that way* 
The letter itself happened to be written by the Comrades but I told him that 
it was the Y.D's and he made some remark that the Y*Dfs were a bunoh of queers* 

Ernie let me have the letter, but he wanted It baok in the morning* 

It saysi 
Dr* B* Guy Talbott 
Citisens for Vietory 
68 Post Street 
Dear Fellow Americansi 

We, the undersigned Amerioan oitisens of Japanese extraction and 
Japanese aliens in the Tanforan Assembly Center send greetings to your rally 
demanding a seoond front in Europe. 

We, also, ory for an Immediate opening of a second front, for a 
vigorous land offensive* Sueh a tactic is necessary not only to divert Hitler1» 
foroes from the eastern front, but also as the deolsive strategy in winning 
the war for our united nations* 

There are billions of Asiatlo peoples waiting on still another front, 
a third front - • those heroic soldiers and unoonquerable peoples of China, 
those determined freedom-loving people of India, and those hundreds, thousands of 
workers, peasants and anti-militarists of Japan suppressed these many years by 
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their feudalistie war lords* They are waiting for planes, tanks, guns» ammuni-
tion, for our soldiers, our sailors, our fighters for freedom from the despotism 
of the Japanese militarists. 

Though we are not able to participate actively in the war effort due to 
our internment for the duration, we shall maintain our faith inthe traditions of 
Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln. We shall not forget the four freedoms enunciated 
in the speeeh of President Roosevelt. 

Due to our limited incomes * we regret that we oannot make any monetary 
contributions ̂ towards your rally. However, we unite our voices with yours, 
friends, for an immediate opening of a land offensive, for an early victory 
over Fascism. 

Yours for a quick victory, 
Undersigned residents of 
Tanforam Assembly Center« 

I got a lot of the blanks for the absent voter's ballot and we sent 
them in from the office this afternoon. A lot of the foras are available at 
theXEKZXfflOSKX Personal Aid Department and the House Managers are going to dis-
tribute them to all registered voters here so that they will proteot their 
franchise « 

The Federal Government through Mr. Evan Haynes, Regional Rent Director, 
Office of Price Administration have come forth with a policy regarding rentable 
property of Japanese evacuees. Davis issued the announcement that all Japanese 
here who have rentable property in defense rental areas must register it at 
once with the government. This is probably due to the great housing Mortage 
of these areas. 

Davis also Issued instructions on how to take care of ourselves in oase 
of a gas attack from airplanes. Most of the people here probably are not aware 
that the war oould be brought to us and there has been little done here to 
prepare the people in the event of a possible disaster. In case that we are 
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exposed to liquid gas, we should breathe through oloths wet with baking soda 
solution and wash eyss out with one teaspoon or more of same. And take bath 
as soon as possible* If the liquid gas splashes on you, it should be blotted 
with oleansing tissue and then dabbed with Clorox. 

We had our first full length movie here tonight. Peanna Durbin in 
"Spring Parade" and was everyone excited• Tickets were passed out to the 
1500 people in our district and the other areas will see the picture on 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings. Yoshio said that enough contributions 
had been received to take oare of pictures for the next four weeks. 

Emiko collected the tickets and received the cash donations ton! sfrt 
and Jack and I helped In the ushering. The fire department boys and Reo. 
leaders turned out to usher also and they certainly were needed. Right after 
roll oall (6sS0) everyone rushed for the Grandstands in order to get a good 
seat young and old. They had to bring their own cushions or seats since 
none could be provided. We had a terrific time controlling the crowd. They 
shoved and pushed just like a mob losing its head. I never saw suoh dis-
courtesy and the Issei were equally as guilty as the Nisei. Some of those 
old lady bitches just wouldn't cooperate. We wanted to put those with seats 
baok a little so that these would be room for people with cushions. But 
they moaned and complained and refused to budge. Finally Kim had to put these 
with seats on one side and the other side for those sitting on the floor. The 
Issei must understand English beoause moat of them In our district showed up 
and tiie place was packed. Tom and I saved a good spot for our family and Patsy 
and Yuri, but some fat girl got in front of Mlyako so that sho got a sore neok. 

Bette got her shoes from Sears Robuok today so now Emiko can wear hers. 
They made an agreement not to wear the new shoes until both received theirs. 
Mine did not come and they sent me a oheok. Emiko also had a very good job 
done on her shoes by lfir. Salto so that she now has six pairs of shoes which 
she oan wear around the plaoe. one for each day. I quess she will have to go 
barefooted on Sundays. 
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The girls are worried about leaving because that will mean 
a loss of |95.00 of free clothing which we are supposed to receive 
shortly» Alice and Jack will stay behind with Mom and Pop so they 
can send them on to us if we go first* Emiko insists on carrying 
her phonograph and records with her* We are allowed only two pieces 
of hand baggage so I don't know what she will do for clothes* 

Tuesdayf August 11, 1942 10*30 P.M. 
I awoke around 7:30 this morning but I did not get up until 

8i30. Tom brought some breakfast home from the messhall, but I 
only ate one hard boiled egg. It's best to stay in bed during the hour 
because everyone is rushing around to go off on the daily activities. 
Bette rushes but first to go to H. St with Patsy and some boys usually 
waiting. Then Jack and Tom are off. But the danger of being trampled 
over is not over until Alice and Emiko leave. They never go to 
breakfast either and usually they are in bed until the last possible 

t 
moment. Mike and Yoshi are usually waiting to take them to work and 
they go flying out in order to get to the office before the time-
keeper, who is more strict now and will dock them for being late. 
Miyako leaves for school more ldsui&y with Yusi* 

It Is only then that I start thinking about arising* I usually 
get up then around nine. Jimmy never gets to the office until 11*00 
although he has been coming a little earlier since he quit playing 
cards * 

A lot of exchange papers came in from the other camps this 
morning so I read them and the Chronicle until lttiOO* Then I went 
down to the House managers to look over the minutes for the week* 

A certain group of house managers are making it a custom XX to 
sit around and gab after the meeting, and Torao IsMylsu and Ken 
Fujii had a terrific argument going on when I enterdd* Several of 
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the fellows were discussing We hara, who is reputed to be the richest 
man In camp* Sine© his return from North Dakota, he has been in 
seclusion* He never did associate with the Japanese much on the 
outside and tended to iut look down upon them* Torao claimed that 
his non •cooperative attitude here was bad for morale and he should 
be forced to eat in the messhall with the common people. WeHara has 
only ©aten In his mess once since coming and his mother usually gets 
the food and brings it home« She tries to use his son's position 
(former) to get two pieces of moat Instead of a vegetable and meat 
and complains when it is not forthcoming. The ruling is that meals 
should only b© eaten in meashalls unless there is a sick individual 
in the home. Ken said that this was non© of the house managers 
business and he could eat at home if he felt like it. But Torao 
said that this was not the point. The man is here on the same basis 
as everyone else and he should not think he Is too good because he 
has a bankroll. Speares finally had to com© in and settle the argu-
ment. He said that nobody was a "king0 around here and that the 
man would have to get a hospital permit to continue eating privately 
or else he will have to go to the messhall like anyone else. 

Then Torao had a run in with one of the men in his barracks who 
squaked about everything. The man Is a janitor by occupation but 
he got a red cross certificate just before evacuation. The first 
clash came during the WRA occupational survey when the man insisted 
that he be recorded as a Red Cross Instructor. And during the time 
when no janitors were on the payroll here, the people In each bar-
racks took turns in cleaning the latrines. Just after the man finished 
his turn, a janitor was assigned to the work. This burnt the fellow 
up because his next door neighbor did not have to take a turn. He 
accuses Torao of persecuting him ever since Toraofs father gyped him 
on a business deal. Torao said he knew nothing about thfes deal and 
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that the man could go ahead and take hie petition arounl to have 
him removed as a house manager. Torao la willing to stake his 
confidence in the people of his barracks, claiming that he would 
resign if more than one person signed it. He believes the man is 
a crank and has not adjusted himself to this life yet. 

The house managers wanted to push through a ruling that no 
males could visit the women's dorm, but Chief White told them that 
the boys were perfectly free to go visiting as long as there were 
no scandals. Evidently rumors have been circulated about these 
single girls by some of the narrow minded busy bodies. Yesterday 
an Internal police came down to investigate rumors about "bad 
women" next door to us, but he only found Rev. Pujii and family! 

There is supposed to be a curfew here set between 12;00 and 
6L00 during which time no lights are to be on, but the official 
announcement has 

not been made yet. Nobody has bothered me about 
my light being on. 

I asked the house manager about all those rumors saying that 
the receptionist (Hlmeko) was responsible for the new visiting 
setup, but they claim that they did not start it. They called 
her down for being rude to visitors but she denied it. Torao claims 
that it is her personality at fault. However, I have been down in 
the Social Hall many times but I never saw her acting rude to any 
of the visitors. She Is most considerate. The trouble Is due to the 
lack of runners and some of the visitors get impatient when the person 
they wish to see does not turn up right away and they blame Hlmeko 
for this condition. 

After lunch Yae and her sister came in to visit us, Yae Is 17, 
cute, naive but has long smooth air (hair?), fresh looking complexion 
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and an engaging personality. She la just going to art school here. 
There are three sisters in the family; the father is dead. Yae and 
her youngest sister are very talented in drawing. Yae just attends 
art shhool here and has not enrolled in H.S. because she thinks that 
it is a waste of time. None of the family work. They came in here 
with Just the barest of necessities because they thought that they 
could only bring in what they could carry. They certainly do regret 
it now. Yae claims that she saw ag reen light in the next barracks 
last week and it scared her because she thot it was some kind of a 
ghost. Her sister added even more — she says that she saw a human 
hand stick out. Yae is worried about the postwar period and she 
expects to be working at something. She thinks that it is quite a 
problem. She is typically American in the way she talks and acts. 
In Poly H.S. in S.F. there was only one other Nisei girl so that 
Yae went around with caucasian students all the time. "Tt^ more 
fun and they treated me swell just before evacuation." She was work-
ing in a private home in order to help her family out while attend-
ing classes at the same time. She claims to be verjr tempramental. 

Bob showed me a letter sent by a woman who attended the second 
front Rally in Civic Auditorium. "I shall tell you about the 
Rally while it is still fresh in my mind. 

First Dr. Talbot not only selected your letter,(the one 103 of 
us signed) which was an excellent one, as one of the only two group 
letters to read (along with messages from Vice President Wallace and 
Wilkie) but he read it with a great deal of feeling and it received 
a tremendous hand from the audience. I had difficulty in keeping 
my seat.* 

Dr. Thomas and Morton Grodzens IXS were here today. They got 
an army "O.K.11 to come in to make social calls but they dould not 
discuss any of the project with us. An administrative bulletin 
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has con» out saying that all business conducted must be under the 
supervision of Davis or h5s representative and he has a right to 
sit in. No papers may be passed without inspection. Evidently, 
the Thomas trouble prompted this announcement. 

Thomas said that she had contacted Major — • on our moving and 
we could expect the order any deer now — ^his week or next week. 
Tom's name was not included on our half of the family so that she 

V 
will get this straightened out as soon asjshe gets to S.F. 

I can't describe the funny feeling tljiat came over me when I 
ff ' | 

heard the news. We had been expecting itjall along, yet - - - Hell, 
none of us really desire to be separated from friends and be planted 
in an unknown place, but the decision has been made* Since we have fim'r--

to go eventually it may as well be now. , Emiko's face dropped a mile 
when I told her. Bette was numb for a foment and Tom just came out 
and said he didn't want to go because hp would rather stay and see 
the free movies every Monday night. Bu!t this was only a momentary I : reaction. Tonight we started to pack a little, but we did not get very 

I 
far. Gods, what a mess It is going to be. We can take only a total 
of 150 lbs. each with us and the rest will follow by freight. Every-
thing has to be Inspected before it goes out. Since Jack and the others 
will come later, we will try to take as Wuch as we can with us. My .Ik . 
books and magazines will be a problem, but I want to take them because 
reading material will not be so available out there. 

I got in a quarrel with Alice about the money division tonight. 
She wanted to divide the whole thing by seven, and I wanted to take 
one bsilf out for the "Family pot" and then divide the rest propor-
tionately, with those working getting equal shares. I finally com-
promised by cutting the "Family pot* share down. Here is the way our I P four combined checks will be dlMded this month. 
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Family pot $ 15.00 
Jack, Alice, Emiko & I % $6.00 each I 24.00 
Bette 4.00 
Tom I 2.50 
Miyako fcI g.50 

;i.".{ $ 43.00 
Jack will get $3.00 additional from the family pot since he 

made all of the furniture during the first mongh in which we worked. 
My last month's check has been spent for shoes for the kids, while 
Jack has been spending a lot for Tom's clothes. Alice spends #3.10 
a month for things for Pop. She wants to keep Mom from spending 
what little she has because Wwe need something fofc the post war p»riodtt. 
I told her that Mom should take it out of the family pot and after we 
get to the relocation center, we would try to accumulate a little for " -V - " lip 
post war adjustments. Alice does not know when she will leave to get 
married. It all depends on whether Angelo gets into the Coast Guards. 
They can't marry in California because of the law* 

Bob, Jimmy, Soro and I were planning to start work on a final 
"big" edition of the Totalizer, but I won't be in on the end. We 
want to summarize the progress and activities of all of t he departments 
and the adjustments of the people since ooming and this is going to 
be «¿tremendous job, but it fcill be worth it. If an issue of this 
sort can be put out, it will be of good documentary value. I still 
think my "obsession11 on statistical figures has its value and we have 
packed a lot of numbers into out past issues. I got ambitious this 
afternoon and handed in five news stories to Toro. 

Moss was over this evening to have me look over his paper for 
the Town Hall Forum. I thought It was rather good; he did a lot of 
research on it. Helped him a little in his conclusions pointing 
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out that In spite of peculiarities in the Japanese family, the only 
logical outcome was going to be greater andg reater Americanization, 
a lot of it due to the present evacuation where things oriental will 
lie stressed less and less« At the same time I told him that there 
should be no indiscriminate casting aside of all things Japanese as 
all cultures had contributed to the American way of life and that 
it could continue to develop by adding the best of all cultures as 
a continuous process* 

Boy trouble strikes the Kikuchi girls once morel This tlA© it 
is Mlyako. For the past week, Horu down the way has had a crush on 
Yusi, Miyakofs best friend. He even made her a bracelet. But sud-
denly he shifted his affections to Fumiye and jealousy entered the 
picture. There has been a strong rivalry between the followers of 
Mlyako and Fumiye and when Fumiye stole the "man11 the atmosphere 
got tense. During dinner Miyako, taking Yual's side, and Fumiye 
were staring daggers at each other. Afterwards, Fumiye called Miyako 
"a bad name* and the chase was on. Fumiye was scared stiff when 
Mlyako caught her and asked what the word meant. Mas, Fumiyi's 
brotheiĵ came running up to protect his younger sister and he gave 
Mlyako a nasty shove. Mlyako let go with a haymaker and socked him 
across the face. Before It could go any further, Bette rushed over 
and stopped the fracas. Then the rest o f t h e Ikoras and the 
Kikuchls gathered around and acted as mediators* The feud was broken 
up by the caucasian police who chased Mas home for "shoving little 
girls around*. Miyako certainly has a terrific temper and she is 
not afraid of any of the boys. She would Just as soon fight them. 
The whole mess line going in for the second shift booked upon the 
•battle" in amusement. We shall have to teach Mlyako how to box if 
she is going to be fighting with the boys all of the time* 
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I kicked Emiko with my slipper tonight on the posterior and 
her dignity was hurt so she retaliated. She was very mad for a while 
but didn't stpy that way long. We ate oheese and crackers as a 
peace offering» She ate three more than I did! 
Wed, August 12j 1942 *0i30 P.M. 

This morning X went over to see Tad Fujita (he is chairman of 
the house managers) about news of progress on the coming elections, 
and he said that there was none. Things are very quiet* The house 

hell 
managers are not going to participate in it, and they gave him/for 
even accepting the appointment on the Election Committee« He said 
that they would of done the same thing if they were asked at that 
time, but they denied it* A few of the house managers were worried 
that they would get blacklisted in the WRA centers if they did not 
participate. One said that there was nothing to keep themfrom say-
ingi "I am not interested in this election,n 

Jimmy suggested that somebody go up and ask Davis if he would 
answer a few questions. According to the W.C«C«A, Manual, evacuees 
are supposed to get the right of a hearing. For example, in the 
canteen sitaation, the manager is supposed to go out and get stuff 
if it i s not on hand* As it is at present, no pastries can come 
into cajap and many of the items not available In the canteen cannot 
be obtained through the gates* This was only an insignificant ex-
ample; what the managers were interested in was to apply the principles 
of this regulation* Jimmy E, Wanted to go as far as to ask Davis if 
he would participate in the elections if he were in our place, know-
ing what a meaningless instrument it wi>ll be* 

Host of the house managers as well as residents who have been 
in contact with the administration are of the opinion that Qreene is 
the "big man" in camp and that he Is falling down tremendously on 
his Job, "All you have to do to get anything around here is to let 
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the Catholle Church here Is the only one that has those benches while 
the others have to use mess hall tables? (Greene is Catholic)« A 
few of the house managers are more calm about the whole thing and are 
putting their efforts into working on the relocation problems* Argu-
ments have died down about the We hara case and they said that he 
should be Ignored likewise* His house manager said that he did not 
tell him to eat in the messhall along with the rest because he was a 
"little high class11. This drew a big laugh. "Take his 65 buck suit 
off of him and he is just like any of us so why worry about him?" 

I went up to the Administration building afterwards and found 
out that only two nomination petitions had been taken out in the 
four days in which they were available. X got one and talked Bette 
into running. She will get a campaign manager from the H.S# group so 
that they can take part in this election. We may as well encourage 
£he young kida to get some democratic practice; it will be good ex-
perience for them» 

Nobby went down to stand in the line to cash our checks whi&e 
Taro figured out our shares. This month we got $10.25 apiece which 
was a raise. Sammy insisted on throwing his money Into the pot. 
Bob, Jimmy and I talked some more on the final edition and decided 
that the fields to cover should be limited to a few of the important 
ones, if we did this edition. The limit for coverage would be up to 
Sept» 1. We would have to get an "O.K.n from Davis for this extra 
supplement which may not be likely. We got to figuring out the amount 
of work that it would invoke, plus the technical difficulties and 
this made us hesitate a little» The staff is so limited and I pro-
bably will not be around, while Bob says he is definitely quitting 
on the 21st, the end of the work month» He wants to get the thing 

rolling. The idea is damn good, but it will be such a terrific Job 
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and everyone will be ruahed as hell near the end. It will be a 
good 80uvineer for the residents if we can swing it. Jimmy is 
about the beat creative writer on the staff, while Taro and Bob are 
plenty able in producing. X could gather the material for them to 
rewrite in a good style. 

We took a poll this afternoon and all of ua honestly believe 
that we put out the best paper, followed by Santa Anita. W© have 
an advantage in that we can work a whole week on it* the paper and 
thua stress quality aa well as be more selective in choice of 
material. Most of the other center papera have followed our lead 
in style. The Turlock paper la lousy. Pomona, Preano and North 
Portland put out good copy and rate high. Stockton is only fair. 
Manzanar fell down since they have gone into print. After we got 
throu h rating the papera, we -d&oided that we were too conceited 
and that all of the papera were the aame — all louay becauae we 
could not print what waa really going on and that it preaented a 
fal8e picture of thlnga by only mimeographing the bright side of 
thinga. We felt that we could have done a lot more if we were al-
lowed to have more freedom in conatructlve criticlam. 

We had a diacuaaion on the double and alngle atandard of morality 
thia afternoon after Bi&l came in with the rumor (?) that there were 
two more pregnant unmarried girla in camp. Toro maintained that the 
moral problem has not even commenced yet becauae in S.F. it waa well 
known in the Japaneae aection that Dr. — made all of hie money 
from hl8 abortion practice and was able to send hia son through college 
in a royal manner. He cited a X case of another doctor in @&pp, not 
practicing now, who waa involved in a acandal a few yeara back and his 
llcenae waa taken away after aervlng a sentence which has ruined his 
whole career. In Loa Angelaa, caaesof abortlona for unmarried mother8 
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were much more common and that "Shotgun" weddings were not rare. 
We got to talking about who was at fault in most cases, and 

Yuki maintained that it was usually the woman. I said that no 
social stigma should be placed upon a girl who had made a mistake, 
because a man can "sow his wild oats* but he will be looked up to 
in awe while a woman is ostracized in many communities. This 
started us off on whether both sexes should be judged on an equal 
basis, and t$ie opinion of the rest was "no" because the woman had 
to bear the child. I maintained that our attitudes had changed on 
many things like woman's place is the M M K home and women should not 
drink or smoke so that the M$$£&tMX approach to sex should also be-
come more wholesome and that both sexes should be judged by one 
standard. Ben, a medical student, came In and he agreed with my 
point, but the others said that 1 was too dogmatic and would not 
consider the fact that this was different. I replied that I was not 
advocating free love or anything like that, only that both sexes be 
judged from one basis and not have one for a man and another for a 
woman. Bob said that it was an individual matter while Toro added 
that our concepts of sex was too deeply rooted into our mores and 
customs to ever change the double standard fundamentally. Yuki 
asked me point blank if I woudtt consider marrying a girl who had 
had an affair or an illegitimate child. I said that I would not 
hunt around for such a girl but if I really found one that X loved X 
suppose I would marry her. She scoffed at this so I countered with 
the question whether she would marry a man who had been Involved in 
a long string of affairs and she said "Yes" but that was "different". 
Bill kept insisting that three couples were caught in the stables 
but we refused to be shocked. 
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This Sunday Tanforan will have its first wedding in camp* 
Jimmy says bury the story at the end of the news section, but X told 
him that the Totalizer could do a great public service by playing the 
story up ahead of the silly elections in order to encourage the 
young people to marry and not be afraid of the suture« I looked 
around for Toby H. and his fiancee for about two hours this afternoon 
but I could not find them. I wanted to interview them on their com-

and 
ing marriage/to find out where they are going for their honeymoon! 
Anyway they can go to the relocation camp as a honeymoon trip at the 
expense of the government. There are two other couples who have been exact 
allowed to go to San Mateo for marriage licenses, but the/date has 
not been set. None of these romances started in this csanp as the 
couples were going around together before coming here. 

Our editorial page this week will be devoted to the 
second front. Toro wrote an excellent editorial and if the people 
read It, they can get a lot out of it. Roy Ikeda received a letter 
from Mr. Talbot the Director of the Citizens for Victory Committee 
and that will also go on the editorial page. He said that the 
reading of the letter was one of the most dramatic moments at the 
Rally and that our patriotic gesture meant much. Things like this, 
if really felt within as the signers of this letter did, are not 
merely for publicity value; it helps to get the public more aware 
of the fact that we are Americans and not a bunch of treacherous 
Japs in a concentration camp. The letter must have made many of the 
people in the audience feel uneasy about how such a thing could 
happen in America. 

Mr. Pleasant, the negro barber who took over our place 
came down to see the family and deliver the sewing machine. He 
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said that business was good and he was making a "living". From the 
looks of hie new ear, he was making an understatement. ValleJo has 
over 80f000 population and Is in a terrific boom« Mr* Pleasant feels 
badly about our being unable to get anything out of the business 
because of the double cross from the landlord so that he is going to 
pay Pop #200 for the equipment which we had to leave behind. Its 
worth more than that* the location itself was worth #500 or more, 
but thru Pleasants1 kindness we will get $25.00 a month for the next 
6 or 8 months* He doesn't have to give us a cent and we couldn't 
very well do much about it* 

We had a very difficult time getting the sewing machine 
in. Mr. Pleasant waited in line for a long time (he arrived at one) 
and when he got to the window the dumb inspector told him that the 
sewing machine could not be brought in because "it would not fit 
through the window.* He told him to take it to San Bruno and ship 
it in by freight. So Pleasant drove down to San Bruno, but they 
would not accept it because it was not orated! So he came back and 
had to wait in line again. The inspector still said no. Tomate S, 
happened to be around helping on the package delivery so he came up 
to the office to tell me. I went down to see the Inspector and 
talked with him very calmly, but he still said that he was only 
working under orders. X asked him to wait until I explained the 
situation to Chief White. Chief White was most considerate and he 
said that there was no reason why the man could not drive the car in-
side the gate Just to unload the sewing machine so the inspector fin-
ally gave in. He rushed poor Mr. Pleasant so much and told him to 
scoot out as soon as the machine was unloaded that the man was scared 
stiff. Mr. Pleasant said that he could aot come in again this after-
noon since it was already 3jl5. It took hi# Si hours to get the sewing 
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machine through the gate.And the Inspector was not going to let me 
have it beeause two of the drawers were locked! I finally picked 
them with an old pair of scissors and he was satisfied. Alice had 
it delivered to the supply room so that the boys could crate it and 
leave it for us to take. 

I went to the Town Hall meeting tonight with Bette and 
Patsy. Emiko was going along also but she got sore because I teased 
her about her coat being too small for her so she stayed behind to 
help Alice with the ironing at the laundry. After I came home she 
was not sore any more. Bette had a gXX fight with Miyako because she 
teased her about fighting with boys, but all was forgotten by the time 
we went to bed. Jack coached Tom on his physics and Tom did not res-
pond too well. He doesn't care if he flunks, he wants "to be a car-
penter anyway." He learned the stuff fairly well as we wouldn't let 
him go to bed until he could give us the answers to most of the 
material. I don't suppose this is the ri^it way to get him interested 
in studies, but we feel that if he applies himself for an hour each 
evening, he can get the habit of concentrating on his books instead 
of being so distractable. 

The Town Hall meeting was one of the best which we have 
had. It was refreshing to hear those H#S. Kids speak so well. Thay 
are the cream of the H.S# crop. They were so sincere in what they 
had to say and they have the right attitude about the whole thing. 
A lot of the college Nisei are put to shame by these kids. They come 
rifeht out with their honest opinions. Maybe it is because they have 
not come into contact with the American economic world that they are 
so outspokenly American. X left there with a good feeling and my 

faith in the Nisei was renewed. If all the H.S. kids could think like 
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these speakers, we eould have no fear fort he future. The hope of 
the group lay In this young group« If they can be encouraged along 
these same lines, they will prove to be good leaders* Their outlook 
la so refreshing« 

They put a lot of work and research into the forum and 
Hero Katayazna was the guiding light* Moss Ashlzawa gave his talk 
very well* All of the speakers were good* They had that Poise« 
Kiyoko Kasai was the last of the speakers. This 17 year old senior 
spoke in such a cultured voice and her thinking was very matured« 
They were all good« I think that the H.S« should be doing more of 
this sort of stuff Instead of sticking to their silly academic sub-
jects« They can really make a contribution by discussing problems 
of this sort« Bette and Patsy were very much impressed* I think I 
should go into education In the relocation center as I would be much 
happier among these E«S, pupils—they are closer to America« 

The topic tonight was ''What is happening to the Japanese 
Family?11 Natsuko Katses gave a general talk on the role of the family 
in society and acted as the moderator for the evening« It's function 
not only is economic and reproduction but also it is a socializing 
agency which gives us the basic f/fundamental with which we can ad-
just ourselves into society* Besides this it helps to fulfill wishes 
of its members, such as recognition, understanding, security, loyalty 
and other social values* The family is an accepted way of living in 
society and standards of behavior are embodied thru it* The family 
as an institution is changing« How has it affected the evacuated Jap-
anese families? 

Natsuko then acted as the moderator and presented each 
of the speakers in turn* They were sitting on a desk placed on some 
of the council benches and each time one of them moved to shift his 
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position, the benches creaked as If they would cave In* Moss Ashlzawa 
was first* He lost all of his hair from some desease which he got in 
a barber shop so that he always wears a hat* Bill Oshlxna is the 
typical H*S, boy. Rhoda Nishlmura speaks like Eleanor Roosevelt. She 
beat Bette out for V5!ce Pres. Kiyoko Kasai had the most cultured 
voice and spoke very maturely. Ayako Ota, a cute girl, who gave a 
summary* These are the cream of the H*S* crop, says Shozo Tsuchlda* 

*What is happening to the Japanese Family? B 

In Moss Ashlz discussion, he brought out that there are 
several peculiarities In the Jap family. Among them werej 

1) Our families lack a common denominator, language, 
custom, and ©ulture, that we desire to be thorough-going Americans* 

2) We, Nisei, are on the border line of two cultures. WE 
have not been able to become thoroughly Americanized because of aQ) 
home influence and environment, b.) our color, c.) discrimination. 

5) Inadequate means of communication within the family. 
Often this leads to arguments rather than discussion. Also, ohildren 
often go off to solve their own problems, using their own devices* 

4) Many Japanese ways were predominant, in the home, 
habits, and customs, in education, religion, and In social ways. The 
Nisei had to conform to the in-group ways forthey were often depen-
dent upon it for work and social reasons. 

5) The economic set-up of the Japanese homes, the in-
ability of the parents to speak English, the customs and mannerslms 
of the home tended to make the children apologetic and self-conscious 
toward their Caucasian friends. 

Moss concluded with these thoughts. We should attempt to 
assimilate the good points of the Japanese culture into that of the 
American, keep in contact with the outside, discipline our minds and 
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thoughts, and surmount the various obstacles, color, discrimination, 
and cultural confusion« 

In Bill1s discussion he pointed out the fact that within 
approximately 1/6 of a square mile here at Tanforan there are 2236 
families constituting 7790 residents. In view of the statistics, he 
has been able to get a cross section of fcfc ideas regarding the pr@blam» 
Some of the typical thoughts expressed were* 

1) Families which were separated have been reunited» 
Because of this, they can face unseen hardships together. 

2) This type of living tends to make children loose am-
bition, creative abilities, and ingenuity« 

3) Children are becoming too independent« Since they 
work, eat, and play away from home a feeling of independence natur-
ally develops« 

4) Parents can devote more time to cultural aspects of 
life such as Americanization classes and art classes because they 
no longer have worries about making a living« 

5) Parents have more time, here at Tanforan to devote to 
the rearing of their children* 

6) The recreation department did a wonderful job during 
the adjustment period, However, it is believed by many now that 
other cultural aspects, such as education and religion should have tfceir 
share of the individual^ time« 

7) Prior to evacuation it was natural for us to eiaphasize 
the three R*s, however, here at Tanforan the environment is teaching 
us thru new R»s, that is, how to be ruder, rougher, and rowdier« 
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Rhoda Nishlmura's discussion on parental obligations stressed 
these points: 

1) Parents should consult their children before signing for 
repatriation. 

2) Pafcents should give the child a chance to choose his own 
rellglon* 

3) Parent s should try to learn the language and understand the 
ways and customs of the Caucasian race« 

4) Education should be encouraged, but the child must be de-
pendable in the eyes of the parents before he is sent away to school. 

5) Parents should keep children from developing an attitude 
of defeatism. 

6) Parental responsibilities in Tanforan include the encouraging 
of eating together, planning of activities to be done together, showing 
of interest in the activities of the children, discussing of personal 
problems and activities with children. 

Klyoko brought out these facts in her discussion. First, in 
our present situation, many Tanforanites our age are tending towards 
stressing the recreational phase of life. We are banking too much on 
the temporary nature of our stay here. Thus we are going all out for 
play until we are relocated. 

Secondly, we have responsibilities to others as well as to our-
selves. Among the responsibilities to others Include: 

li Moral responsibility toward younger members of the group. 
Our behaviorisms, customs, and language must be of the best before the 
impressionistic children. We must not lose sight of the fact that we 
are helping to form the attitudes of the younger generation who un-
fortunately have lost all contact with the Caucasian element. 
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2) Th/ough there are not too many chores to perform, it is our 
duty to share whatever household problems and responsibilities there are. 
To wash, iron, scrub the floor, carry water, help parents in their 
Americanization studies are examples of sharing responsibilities. 

3) Our responsibility to the community is of vital import. 
This means to maintain a high standard of conduct, to be gentlemanly 
or ladylike, as the situation requires * for examples, to avoid rowdyism, 
gate-crashing, keeping the radio on late and loud, and unnecessary noisi-
ness in the barracks. Our positive contribution to the community in-
clude participating in civil affairs, taking part in town hall discussion 
as we are tonight, maintaining our correspondence with cauoasian friends, 
all this to condition ourselves for the American Community in the future. 

4) Among our personal responsibilities is included being true to 
ourselves, disciplining our minds and our actions, and maintaining high 
ideals in spite of the handicaps. However difficult and uncertain the 
task, we should keep our eyes on a goal and do our best by striving in 
that direction 

Toro wants to encouage them to write so I asked them to come 
in tomorrow for a talk. 

August 13. 1942 Thursday, 11;05 
I spent most of the day looking for Toby Hirabayashi and Shlzu 

Mitsuyoshi who are going to get married this Sunday. (First Tanforan 
Wedding) It will be held in the Protestant Church and Toby said that I 
could come to represent the "press" If I wanted to. The couf>l© are trying 
to conduct the wedding in as much of a normal way as possible. Announce-
ments have been sent out to all of their friends and relatives. Shizu 
said that she had to move twice in Irvington so that they could get here 
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together. Otherwise they would have been split up and she would have 
had to go to the Turlock Center, whioh is now being sent to Gila. Shizu 
was telling me of a boy here Who came one day ahead of his fiancee, and 
she was sent to Pomona because they could not take any more S.F. people 
during those first few days when the buildings were not even completed» 

Shizu will hold a reception in her stables after the wedding and 
in the evening the couple will give a social at Lakeside Center (Rec. 4) 
for all of their friends» 

Shizu is 24 and a graduate of San Jose State College» She is one 
of the four in camp who have a teachers credential. Just before evacuatinn, 
she was teaching in a private school at Los Gatos. 

I went all the way out to her stables to see her and she was 
pretty nervous. "It's hard to describe just how I feel» It's a wonder-
ful feeling anyway. As long as you are with the one you love, that is 
the main thing." She said that the Nisei should get married now, "because 
we don't know what is going to come.11 She said that she was going to 
wear a bridal gown even if It was a messhall wedding, 

Toby Hirabayatohi only went through H.S» and then worked his own 
14 aere (leased) where he grew strawberries and truck farmed. He met 
Shizu during H.S. and they have been going steady for the past six years. 
He Is 27 and weighs about 160, height 6*7". A little bashful, but every-
one seems to be his friend. He used to be quite a baseball and basketball 
star for the Irvington Japanese teams. He works at Hec. 4 and teaches 
pyrocraft. He doesn't know whether he will go back to the farm. "The 
caucasions are pretty forgiving and I think that everything will turn 
out "O^K.", We may as well start from scratch and build up from there 
so that we can find some measure of happiness for the future. I would 
encourage all of the Nisei to get married and share the good with the 
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bad* No use worrying about the future« 
The carpenters are fixing up a room In the Hollywood Bowl for 

them and they will move there for the honeymoon« Toby is going to use 
the relocation move as his real honeymoon trip at the expense of the 
government• 

Shisu is probably mucji too intelligent for Toby, but they will 
probably get along swell. There is a danger that she w 111 grow much 
more than he in the future because she keeps up with current events. 
She thinks that Nisei girls are going to find it harder and harder to get 
married because the boys "are afraid to take a chance.* 

Alice got a letter from Chidorl and her explanation 
of the recent Santa Anita riots was that the WPA internal caucasian police 
were sent to search for phonographs and sugar and they started to steal 
money and other valuables from the stables of the residents. One of them 
got caught with a resulting riot due to the resentment against the search. 
They took a lot of unnecessary non-contraband articles* For two dqys and 
nights the military police were patrolling within the grounds. 

After luncji I took a nap and didn't start out for work until 
after Ii30. Most of my news stories for the week are in anyway. I 
spotted Yae and her sister having a picnic so 1 stopped to talk. Kay 
was drawing some pictures of the barracks. Yae cut art classes this 
afternoon because she got tired of pencil drawing* She wants me to come 
over before I leave so that her sis can make a drawing of me so I told 
her that I would drop by one of these evenings* By the tides I left them, 
it was 3tl5 so I had to rush up and flnslh up the marriage story* Jimmy-
is working hard on a darn good feature on the hospital and he let the 
editorial page go so that Taro had to get the material. He wanted me to 
write up the new student court but I was too lazy. toxktm Davis only 
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sent down one stencil so that we have nine to go. We are way behind 
schedule. Bob wants to revamp our style again and use the last four 
pages for a summary, but we couldn't decide whether it would be worth 
the effort to do this for the rest of the time here. We are so short 
staffed as It is. Bob will quit the 22nd and I will be golfig soon. 
This means that Tarof Jim and Ben will have to do all of the writing« 
Bill Is not much help« K. Isukamoto wanted me to give a big plug to 
the elections coming up but I wasn't much interested« He claims that we 
have to get a gig vote out because this is no time for the residents to get 
yellow and lay down Just because two of the previous elections were not 
so successful« There Is absolutely no interest at all in the elections. 
The peak of Interest was reached after the council was elected during 
the tiile the Constitution was being written. It came up a little for 
the Congress election, but It was a little forced, with the sweeping 
aside of self-government, all Interest was lost and I think the voting 
will be very light« I doubt if they get 27 persons even nominated« 

Most of this evening was passed in making boxes to pack my books 
In« My carpentry work was not too bad« There is a scarcity of wooden 
boxes around the place so Alice had some open lettuce crates sent down« 
I cut out cardboard and lined them« I barely got all of my books into 
one of them so had to make another one for the magazines« We decided 
to take all of them just In case there is a shortage of reading material 
there« I even put In their funny books and movie magazines« Now that 
the books are packed my biggest worry Is over« Pop is getting some of 
the stuff ready« He and Mom keep talking about snakes and boa constrictors 
In Arizona« I am afraid that I let myself In for It, especially if Tan* 
foran goes to a cool place. Mitch sent a card from Poston and he sayti 
that the people are intellectually dead« 
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The suspense of getting our order Is getting me down. I know that 
it Is coming soon, but when? I hope that they will give us two or three 
titof advance notice so that we can pack the rest of the things leisurely 
There is so much junk around; I don*t know where it was all accumulated 
from. 

Emiko made a skirt tonight. She has her leg all bandaged up 
because her ankl& hurfcfc. Her arches have probably fallen. She put the 
bandage up high so that people could see that her ank&fes were not 
naturally big. Alice read this evening, and Bette studied for the 
Chem exam with Yosh. Tom and Miyako listening to the Radio. Jack went 
"wolfing". 
Friday, August 14, 1942 9il0 

I went out to the hospital this morning to see Dr. Kitagawa. A 
long line of patients were waiting for service. When I presented myself 
at the information desk, the girl acted a little dumb and wanted me to 
wait until Dr. Kitagawa should chance into this section of the hospital. 
(There are three barracks for the hospital). X asked her if she could 
not send a message, but she said absolutely not; all I could do was to 
wait and hope that he would drop by before he made his rounds of the 
camp. I told the girl that I had come so that he would not have to come 
to my place. The ppor girl must have a very trying Job with all those 
patients making requests and she oould not reason very logically. 

X went around to the hospital in the rear>and caught Dr. Kitagawa 
just as he was coming out. He was glad that X came up because he said he 
was so busy that he hardly had time to do all of his work. So I got my 
second typhoid shot and prepared to suffer. 

On the way back I dropped into the Housing headquarters and we 
got into a discussion of the second front. One of the fellows said that 
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it was silly to even consider a second front now beoause Germany was 
too powerful and that this war would end in a stalemate. 

Jimmy H* said that it was not for the people to decide as it 
was purely a military matter. He said that the allies had too many 
fronts now ~ 31 to be specific and that they should consolidate and 
strike one blow at a time* I told him that I was thinking of using 
the question for "Your Opinion", but he backed out of giving me an 
answer because he said t hat he was an enemy alien and it would put him 
on the spot* 

George Kondo, 28, was more exact in his statement* He said that 
we should not open up a second front unless we had the men and the equip-
ment to strike a death blow.11! believe we should put every effort into 
winning the war, but we should be careful in our plans if we are to avoid 
another Dunkirk. If the military decide it can be done, then we will all 
back them to the finish* We mx here in this camp are affected just as 
much as the defense worker*11 

Frank Ogawa, 25, had a similar opinion* nWe should definitely 
open up a second front now beoause they will divert Germans from Russia. 
It would also bring up the morale of the Allies. If I were drafted. I 

r 
would go out on combat duty*" 

Kenjl Fujii stressed the fact that the voice of the people was 
important not only now, but in the peace terms, "if this were possible 
I think we could have lasting peace and really fulfill some of those 
dramatic Ideals. You will find that a lot of these Nisei (I would say the 
majority) believe that this is a racial war and so they hesitate to say 
anything. But I believe that we should feel strongly and speak up loudly 
for the Ideals we believe in, if we really believe in them." 
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Some of the fellows scoffed and saldt hat we should n<*t open 
up a second front until England stopped being so greedy* They said 
that we*t were- being made a bunch of suckers and that economic interests 
and not ideals were the basis of the war. A lot of them, chiefly Toby's 
cohorts, started to talk about relocation and one of them said, "Never 
mind the second front, relocation is more important." Another fellow 
(Kenjli) said that he was being small minded and very short sighted. 
They started to discuss plans of relocation. The general concensus was 
that Ut&fr would bf the destination of Tanforan. They wanted togpt the 
basis of self government going. J.H. said that to have real self gov't., 
we should have avoice in determining the admin1stratum. Evidently, 
Captain Speares wants to go to relocation, because they are going to 
write a letter to the WRA. Speares said that he was hampered here by 
the higher ups and could not do what he wished to do so that he would 
not take anything less than be one of the heads of the camp unit. He 
wanted to see the letter before they sett It. X don't think these fellows 
have any business meddling with just who they want as administrators and 
Speares is only playing up to them. The H.M. are not in a position 
to determine just who is an able administrator. This is the business 
of the WRA and all WCCA men should be kept out of the relocation camps 
so that a good fresh start can be made. I would rather have the "social 
crackpots" at the helm than some third rate WPA administrator who have 
no inkling of the deeper phases of the Japanese problem In the U.S. 

Afterwards X went up to the administration building and quizzed 
Ernie X on the second front. "I fm in favor of it. Russia is being 
pushed back now and if they are defeated, we won't be able to open up a 
front at all without terrible losses. Altho we will have to suffer now to 
open up a second front, it won't be as much as later on. Military leaders 
say that we have the men, equipment and supplies to keep it goilig. It 
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will shorten the war and we can get out of these camps then* This is 
a war that will have to be fought to a finishj the sooner we get it 
over with the better* The choice is democracy or Fascism* There is 
no alternative** 

Lorraine I, his girl friend, is a fourth generation J. in 
this country, but she never "gives the war a thought9n All of the 
girls I asked today were the same way* I am amazed at their lack of 
doing any thinking at all on the subject* 

Miller was raising hell upstairs because two scrip books were 
missing and he thinks that the H*M* who helped him in the distribution 
are responsible* Tomate said that they were not stolen, but that one 
of the fellows forgot to pull out the stubs so that Miller can't 
account for the missing two and T, believes that a checkup will re-
veal that the scrip books are in the box with the undistributed ones* 

Went in to see Kllpatrick about school information, but 
Mtzle had orders not to let a thing go out of the office* He let 
us borrow the weekly reports for a while but we have to bring them 
right back* The flower arrangement teacher came in and arranged some 
flowers on his desk every morning* 

Jack said that one of his 8th grade pupils had a dream last 
night about one million Japs invading the U* S. to rescue the Issei 
In the concentration camps* After they had done this, they lines 
all of the Nisei up and shot themi Evidently the little boy has been 
doing some thinking on the subject* 

I only ate a bite for lunch and worked briefly this after« 
noon* The fellows are trying to grind out 6 pages tonight, but I 
begged off on account of my sore arm from the typhoid shot* I didn't 
go to dinner because it hurt so much* Slept fitfully until about 9 
and then Pop cooked me a steak and insisted I eat It* It was good* 
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Emlko and Jack are on a diet together so they just peck at 
food and leave all of the starchy stuff alone. JSmiko Is having 
quite a time resisting all of the good things. They all went to the 
Gamival at Rec. 9« Bette got back because she came home alone at 
10i00 o'clock. Emiko went to find her with Tom, but she only went as 
far as the laundry where she stopped to iron a dress. 

Sat. Aug. 15a 1942 1*0145 
We slept late this morning, except Alice and Emiko who had 

to go to work. It was around 9s00 o'clock before any of the rest of us 
stirred. Jack went to some kind of a party and did not come in until 
late» Bette was tired from practicing folk dances for the Festival 
tomorrow. Jack had a string attached to the latch so that nobody would 
have to get out of bed when the roll call man came around in the morning 
but the noise of him trying to make the thing work woke us all up. 

Three stencils had to be run this morning so that we could not 
begin to assemble* Tom came up to help me deliver, but we could not 
use him. I just wandered down around by the canteen and talked to 
people for the rest of the morning* 

After lunch we started to assemble and I counted out all of the 
copies for each barracks. Lillian came around for a while. She is 
not interested in working on the paper anymore. She saps tftat at first 
it hurt^ but now that she looks back on it she has to laugh. According 
to her, Greene was so comical when he kept demanding her work badge* 
When she said that she did not have one, he ordered her not to step 
foot inside the newspaper office again. She comes around every noon to 
eat lunch with the staff* Lillian is finishing up her account of the 
experiences which she has had in this camp. She says that she uses the 
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Totalizer as the general outline of events which has happened« I 
looked over her rough draft and it was good, Lillian has the ability 
to write well and organize her material, something I wish I could do« 
She thinks that she will be leaving /very shortly for Massachusetts, 
The National Student Relocation Group has initiated a move to get her 
out so that she can take advantage of her scholarship at Wellesley, 

Nobby was very proud this afternoon because one of his 
high school teachers had written an artiole for "Freedon" magazine 
(a new one) in which he discussed some hardship cases of evacuaes. 
One of his illustrations was Nobby "who came to his high school and 
was so American in everything he did", Nobby was the water boy for 
the football team and an enthusiast of American Jazz, movies, and 
comic strips, "When Pearl Harbor came, he became quiet and subdued 
with a personal sense of tragedy«" When Nobby left for camp, his 
teacher told him that he was a good loyal American and t hat he should 
never lose faith in his ideals« 

I am afraid that the fellows in the office ribbed him a little 
too much and deflated his egotist conceit, which has become more and 
more evident lately« Nobby left us very irritated« I told him that 
he should not let these little things bother him because he had the 
possibilities to achieve much in life« Nobby Is so advanced for He 
age that it irritates his high school friends when he consciously at-
tempts to show them up* So he goes around with much older boys, a 
sort of hanger on around the fringes« They are inferior to him in-
tellectually, but they jitterbug and make a lot of noise, which is the 
badge of success for the younger kids« We in the office sort of 
deflate him at times so that he won H get too objectionable to everyone 
for his own good« Nobby has not said anything about the progress of 
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his parents1 repatriation lately. He has milked the last ounce of 
sympathy from us on this matter. 

Mitch dropped a line from Poston and he seems to be doing 
"OK". He is an administrative aide or a sort of trouble shooter 
in personnel difficulties. I think Ann is going to the Indian Service 
school to take up teaching. Mitch says that the intellectual level of 
Poston is low — largely a rural group and he has initiated a movement 
to get our staff there. Taro, Yuki and JBm want to go; Bob is undecided 
and 1*11 probably be in Poston. There is no doubt that with our 
present staff we could really put out a first class paper in the relo-
cation area. Bob wants me to write a column from Gila as long as the 
Tanfo tote is running. 

My arm still hurts from the typhoid shot so I got a couple 
of girls to help me deliver my papers. Da the way back, I stopped 
at the Sumo ring and watched the boys perform. Momo, Hornako, and Jiro 
were there so we talked for a while on this sport, but none tf them 
could explain it to me. I suppose it is good exercise, but I did not 
like the part where they bow down and receive a prize with the announcer 
saying something in Japanese. I think we could just as well get along 
without the Japanese customs on this sport. It's a sort of bowing 
down to superior man. A wrestler with a black belt evidently is in a 
class by himself, and in Japan this is carried over into civilian life 
and certain customs have to be observed when he is present. 

However, the way that it is done here, the only Japanese 
aspect of it 1 s the yells and announcing and the receiving of the 
prize in which the winner bows his head humbly. There really does not 
seem much to i-t except an exhibition of brute strength. The object is 
to throw the other fellow out of the little sand ring. There must be 
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skills and techinques to the sport though because some of those little 
fellows were tossing the big ones out regularly» 

We went to the Carnival up at Kec* 9 and played all sorts of 
games* I got the low score, I think* Tom and I left early and went 
to the H©0* hall in our district to play ping pong and dominoes* I 
told Emiko too bring Miyoko, Yusi, Bette and Pat home* Evidently she 
misunderstood me because they sent the kids home and stayed to dance. 
When Tom and X got home around lOtOO, Mom and Pop jumped on me for not 
bringing Patsy home because her mother always worried about her and 
only let her go on the condition that I bring her home early, I told 
Mom that I was not responsible for them and they knew enough to come 
home* They kept insisting that I should get Patsy (also Emiko and 
Bette) so I sent Tom over while I fried myself an egg sandwich* Tom 
climbed up a tree when he got there and yelled at them to go home* 
On the way home he teased them about staying out so late that they 
had to be sent for* "Patsy, you sure are going to catch heck,* This 
made them angry because he was wsuch a killjoy11 and they yelled at 
him so he ran home gleefully* Emiko promised to get him tomorrow 
because it was too late to be raising voices at thafc hour in the night* 
Emiko is angry because they thought that X had ditched them and tha# 
was why they got heck from Mom* They went to bed in a bad mood • 

I started to pack up some more of my things, but only got 
as far as to pull the trunk out* The general opinion around here now 
is that the Tanforan group is definitely going to Utah and people are 
goitfg around borrowing maps of the state to see whether it will be 
located in a hot part* The baggage tickets have arrived and the 
administrative heads have been taking trips to other camps being emptied 
so something will be developing shortly* 
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SUNDAY, AUGUST 16, 1942 10*20 
At 6i00 o'clock this morning I heard the pat-pat of feet going 

back and forth accross the rooms. •What the heck Is this?" I sleepily 
thought to myself. In the next room, I could hear, "Tom, get up and 
run around the track with me." "Sh, I don't wanna, I'm sleepy." "®h, 
c'mon Tom, please" "iSm sleepy, I don't wanna" "Please?" "O.K." So 
with a great deal of noise, the head went out. Twenty minutes later 
they came back from running around the track. Miyako got up and there 
was some more thump, thump. It was no use in trying to sleep so I 
turned the radio on. Bette suddenly got the idea that she is getting 
fat and so she Is running around the track with Yo and Komi. They 
have to have Tom along to set the pace. 

The rest of us stayed in bed until after nine, Just resting. 
We couldn't sleep because of all the noise. Bette was all excited 
today because she had to perform with all the girls in the Polk 
festival. Mom made a skirt for her and she was Just dying to wear 
it. She dashed to church and then dashed home to eat lunch. Then 
she scrubbed her face until it got all red and chapped. It took 
her about an hour to dress, and then she was off again. 

The rest of us were more leisurely. I got up around 9t30 and 
Tom and I went to take a shower. As usual, the Buddhist church crowd 
was out in front, staring away at the spectacle. I must have been watch 
absent minded today because I went into the showers with my wrist/onl 
And when I came* home, I left the soap and container there. 

I dragged Emiko and Alice out of bed and said that we had to 
get the laundry over with. The daily argument, of course, occurred 
then. This time it was between Emiko and Alice. Alice made the 
remark that the dishes were left undone last nite. Emiko said that 
it was Alice's turn and it was her fault since she went to visit 
Mrs. I. until 9300 o'colck. Alice said that this was no reason for / • ^m. - J*! • «wl 
leaving them, etc. etc. Mom entered the argument by calling both of 
them down for leaving a lot of work to Bette. Bette has some sort of 
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skin fungus on her hands for which she Is taking pills* It may be 
due to the strong soap or a vitamin deficiency. Since she can*t do 
the dishes extra work has been heaped on her to make up. Emiko 
gets angry too easily and Alice gets stubborn. Result! a big argument. 
Jack, Tom and I made funny faces until they had to laugh and it was 
all over. 

Today we did 126 pieces of laundry. Emiko stayed home to change 
the sheets and clean house. I don't know how so mucfc stuff accumulates 
in a week. Our stuff took four full lines when we want to hang them 
up. By this time it was noon and a lot of the women praised Jack and me 
for helping with the family laundry. It seems that 11 Japanese pride* 
prevents the male members of many of these families from lowering their 
dignity. 

Talked to Deki while waiting for the messhall line to go in. She 
says that she is going to Tule to be a medical social worker. The 
order is expected to come by next Friday. Deki also has another pos-
sibility of a job. The WRA want her to be a social worker to travel 
from camp to camp. I urged her to take this by all means since it 
would give her an opportunity to travel around a bit. She was not 
very sure of the details. 

We had the usual welners, cabbage and ice cream for lunoh and 
we piled up a huge plate full for Jack who ran around K&X**JOi the track 
and took a shower after doing the laundry. Bette went to the Grandstand 
for folk dancing right after dressing and Alice went down to see Angelo. 
Jack was teasing Tom and making him wrestle. Mom came In and bopped 
Tom on the ears for making too much noise and distrubing Mrs* I, who 
is ill right now. This made Tom mad and he went out for the rest of 
the day. I went over to read Mrs* X's paper and to visit her for a few 
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moments, Mrs» I. Is very much worried about Patsy, She believes that 
this is the age when she wants to go dancing all the time. Mrs» I. 
has no objections to dancing, but she does not want Patsy to go over-
board and neglect her intellectual life, and piano lessons» She says 
that ray sisters are different because there are older brothers and 
sisters around to advise them and that is why she likes Patsy to go out 
with Bette and Emiko. Mr» and Mrs» I. had a big argument this morning 
and I gather that it was over daughter» Mrs» 1» doesn't want Pat to 
stay in a camp and she would like to send her to school in New York 
where she has friends» Mrs. I. used tooperate a beauty salon in Boston 
while her husband was attending a music conservatory* Evidently they 
must be fairly well off because they had a nice home in S.F. and could 
afford private help to take care of Patsy and Yasl, besides sending 
them to private school. It couldn't have been f ram Mr. I's job because 
he was only a clerk on Grant Avenue in an art goods store» Anyway, Mp X. he believes 
does not wish to send Patsy out at this tlfie because»/that this is a 
time for families to stick together. The family behind us had some 
sort of squabble today too. It must be the lack of privacy and con-
finement which are getting on peoples nerves. Our family have only 
had minor quarrels (dally) for the past several weeks, but no major 
outbreaks» We get along surprisingly well in spite of the differences 
in temprament and personality, plus strong individuality of all the 
members. There is no doubt that our family presents a strong unified 
front to others» Several people commented to me today that we seemed 
to get along better than most brothers and sisters. 

It was rather windy in the grandstands but the streamers flying 
in the breeze out on the tracks and the brightly colored skirts made 
the folk festival very gay and colorful. One little girl lost her hat 
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in the wind. The crowd laughed as she chased It down the track, but 
were very sympathetic when she floppe d on her face over a rope stretched 
across the t rack to keep spectators away. Every once in a while a 
hugh plane would roar overhead. 

On Sunday afternoons there is usually a lot of activities going 
on for the young people. From where I was standing in the grand-
stands I could see about five baseball games in progress. Near the 
barber shop in the Infield a lot of fellows were pitching horseshoes 
in the newly constructed pits. On the far side of the track a basket-
ball game was in progress. Hext to them and out of sight the Sumo 
wrestlers were occupied. About 100 persons were sailing boats on the 
lake. Great crowds stand around the edge of the lake looking on, 
especially at the man who gives rides to kids in the boat he has built. 
Our center probably is the only one that can boast of a lake.(We have^wo 
The builder of the big sailboat is a former captain of a fishing 
schooner. (See Aug. 16, Tote for details), 

Henry Fujita, the Nat'l. Flycasting champion and his son usually 
come out to the lake on Sunday afternoons to practice. The new lake 
is more a scenic spot where couples go strolling over the bridge or 
sit on the benches under the transplanted row of trees around the edge 
of the lake, A fire Tower is being constructed out of eucalyptus 
limbs near one end of this Jake for the firemen to practice on, and 
also conserve water at the same time by shooting it into the lake in-
stead of out on the tracks as they do now. 

Sunday Is also a big day for tennis, two courts have been laid 
out on the tracks up by the postoffice, and there are always lots of 9 hole 
golfers going around the mlnature/golf course in the infield. For those 
who prefer milder activity, there are the weekly bridge tournaments. 
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The rest of the people go visiting each other or else have visitors 
in the grandstands* The "prison system® of seeing visiters has been 
eliminated, but the people kave to stay in the social hall to see 
their friends* Needless to say, the various churches draw capacity 
crowds on Sundays for those with nothing else to do. Most of the 
people around here dress up on Sunday now. 

I was talking to a friend in the social hall when a 
Caucasian visiter came up to me and inquired if I worked on the "Tote" 
I answered in the affirmative and he said "lt$s a fine paper, shake*" 
I shook hands and he passed a dollar into mine* X asked him what it 
was for and he told me to use it for postage to send out the"Tote" 
to various interested people that I wanted to pick out because "this 
was one way of showing the public i. ow American your group really 
are®81 Without saying anything else, he walked off leaving me with 
a silver dollar in my handll We can certainly use it because our 
exchange and mailing list is growing longer and longer* 

I got in a discussion with Kenji Fujli about the future 
of the Nisei and he is fairly optamistic. Before coming here, Kenji 
operated his own floral nursery and shipped carnations back east* 
He is only 24, but had three men working for him* He belonged to 
the caucaslon Eden Township Men*s Club and never experienced much 
discrimination. Here, Kenji Is a house manager* He got the job 
from the beginning when a fitend "pulled him in"* He likes the job 
because it deals with people, he likes to help them out* He thinks 
that the biggest problem right now is Relocation and hates to look 
beyond that* Kenji wants to leam some sort of trade In relocation* 
Eventually tee believes that he will go back into the florist business 
because this Is the type of work In which he has had the most ex-
perience* He say8 that the average worker is going to lose out-lege: 
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by t,his evacuation and the percentage of professional and technical 
Nisei who will be given an opportunity in their line will be small 
in comparison with the larger grou^p of "common people". He thinks 
that t he H.M. are a nice bunch of fellows but "sometimes they try to 
take too much credit for things that have been accomplished around 
here". This is one pfece where leadership has been developed, he 
believes, as the morning meetings express the sentiments of com-
munity opinion. But Kenji does not believe that House managing is 
the best field for him. He is afraid that employment will not be 
rationed out equally in the relocation centers. "One of the things 
that may wreck the relocation program is the petty politics. A 
man should be judged by his ability and not get a Job through pull 
in order to give the community the best possible service. I believe 
that the Nisei will come through and have the situation well in 
hand. Now is our chance to Americanize the more conservative Jap» 
anese." 

Mari Takala, 26, is another Nisei who has feotten into 
a new type of work here. She is a clerk out at the hospital. 
Previous to coming to camp, Mari worked as a domestic for 8 years, 
supporting the large family partially. She is from Half M0on Bay 
where her father had a small truok farm. Her hobby Is charcoal 
drawing and I went out to her house this afternoon to look at them. 
She has four brothers and four sisters and they run all over the 
place. Her father also has an artistic touch and he has built a 
miniature rock garden in front of messhall 16 where they eat, be-
sides carving out all sorts of things from old pieces of wood which 
he has picked up around the place. She doesn't think about the 
future. "We want to go back home, but we fcave nothing to go back 
. M 

to. Three of her brothers are in the maintatinance crew. Mari is 
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the oldest child. She has 

a pleasant personality and very natural 
in her conversation. She talks with ease and does not tighten up 
like a lot of these Nisei girls do. "I can milk a cow and tennis Is 
my favorite sport.* 

Emiko, Alice and Jack went to some sort of party» I was 
going to attend Toby's wedding social at Lakeside center, but I 
hated the idea of dressing up In a suit so I skipped it» Bette and 
I Just sat around and talked. Bette is determined to get through 
college and she hates the idea of being "among the Japs all of the 
time. They are so narrow minded and I'll get like them if I stay anound 
long enough»" Bette resolves to get a regular routine of studying 
after she goes to relocation center» 

Mr. Salto was over this evening and he spread a lot of 
gossip about the heat in Arizona. After he left. Mom and Pop 
were all worried because they heard that 30 people were dying off 
daily there and snakes crawled all over the place. They want me to 
cancel going to Gila. This put me in a spot and I saidt hat the 
Army order had already gone through» Pop thought that maybe It would 
be better to wait until the whole canp want because Tanforan may 
be sent to a good place. They looked so pathetic. I didn't know 
what to say except that It was too late now and that they should 
not listen to so muc£ of the Issei gossjM>. Something tells me that 
I may be making a mistake taking them down to Gila, but there is no 
choice now. Hell, I don't want to go there myself, I would rather 
be in S.F. with my freedom, but we don't get much choice about these 
matters now» It's one hell of a mess, enough to disgust anyone» What 
to do now? 
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Monday, August 17, 1942 8s00 
The house is not so noisy for a little while so that I 

can have a little privacy until the lids come in« I had to wait 
for Bette because she used the table after I cleared it all off. 
The girls in her Rec. 8 club have ordered a red jacket and all the 
girls are embroidering "Tanforettes" on the upper right side. Bette 
"just had* to get hers done this evening« Mow she has gone off to 
the library and from there she will come bac^ to go to the laundry 
to iron the wash« Emiko went to take a long shower and wash her 

ftt 
hair« Jack is ushering up/the movies and "to look over the c rop". 
Tom amd Miyako have chased off to catch some kittens for pets« 
Alice is reading« 

Our paper staff has been disrupted all day and we only 
got a little copy in for McQueen's approval« Mitch is bombarding 
us with letters for the staff to come to Poston at once« Taro, Yuki 
and Bob spent all day writing lettersf to various WRA officials to 
get a transfer there« Reactions to these centers are an individual 
matter« Kido writes hysterical pieces in the Pacific Citizen about 
Poston, while Mitch is full of extravagant praise« It all depends 
upon the outlook of the person« Toro and Jimmy were after me all 
day to go to Gila« Bob says to stick around here and go with the 
group« t 

Anyway, following are excerpts from Mitche's letter to 
us I (Yuki was too busy writing letters of reference to retype it 
for me and I could not get ahold of another one)» 

Kids: Aug« 13, 
"The Center press is not going to be started until all 

of the evacuees are settled and that will take us until the end of 
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of the month. The press is under a funny arrangement here. Under 
the administrative setup the press is in the department of Public 
relations. The gee that is the head of this department is a guy 
named Horris James, a man sent here from Hawaii and who is supposed 
to keep the press fin line1. I hear he is a member of the Bavy 
Intelligence. After a short talk I had with him this morning I 
gather that he is going to set up a press department in each of the 
three centers which will gather the news to be edited and printed 
in center #1# How the editorial policy is going to be set by five 
managing editors who will take turns editing the paper. These 
editors will be chosen on the basis of merit. I hear that he is 
going to give all of the writers an examination — something like 
a civil service ex and he is goiig to chose the highest five. The 
editors are supposed to be impartial, i.e. they can't be a member 
of the center council, etc. 

"The rag will be a 5 column four page affair like 
Manzanar. For the first month or so the paper will be set up 
by hand and later on they will get a linotype.....As it is set 
up now I believe there will be some blue penciling." 

"The administrative staff as far as the cultural and 
educational aspect of the center is concerned ite beyond reproach. 
The Ed. program has perspective and is going to be rich. It is 
planned to have courses of Jr. College level. There is at present 
frhree seminars on the great books. The teachers are all progressive 
and very intelligent. Too good for the Japst they're all Ph.D's 
from siball universities like St. John's and the Miekel John school 
in S.F., where progressive education reigns. This guy Powell for 
whom I work is excellent — a prof, of philosophy at Wisconsin and 
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and with the Mieke1John school in S.F. — talks the jargon of the 
longshoreman and thinks like the New Republic.... For Charlie's 
information — there is a sociological survey being conducted 
here by a Dr. Lelghton, a Capt. in the Navy, a swell guy who is a 
social psychiatrist and an anthropologist by profession. His 
survey is not for history but for use in improving life at Poston. 
He is trying to get the kids on his staff university credit not 
only for an A.B. but for Ph.D. Boy that is something... What a 
Program11! 

"When you guys write the letters to the WRA etc, qualify 
yourselves not as writers, but as prospective teachers. This is 
very important. Tell every sonofabitch who is a radical to come 
we need then — the deadheads are plentiful..* It is still very 
warm and the food is fair at best, but goddamit we have such a 
good top that you don't give a damn... 

"Charlie* come here rather than to Gila." 
Mlfeh. 

Mitch would make a good press agent and the paper staff 
hao been sold. But X guess I'm stuck with Gila. Icd£ft be de-
ciding at a moments notice where I watt to goj I have a whole 
family that I am making a decision for. If It were just myself, 
it would make no difference, but I'll be damned If I am going 
into a community of Japs without some safety valve which I can 
fall back upon. Tulare and Turlock are at Gila now — this means 
that there will be the greatest proportion of rural people there 
— and more Japanesy. Here X don't notice this element so much 
because I am with the Nisei most of the time and they probably are 
more advanced In this group. 
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Tad Tant pulled out for the Idaho camp today. He didn't 
want to go, but the Army is sending him as an optometrist. He la only 
around 24. Tad was not doing optometry work here. He was in the 
Red. Depft. and very popular. 0ne of the few young Buddhist leaders. 
The whole Rec. staff turned out to give him a sendoff. The scouts 
played "Auld Lang Syne* and t he Damn Cossacks sang f,Goodby Tad* 
and a group of girls also sang. It was very touching and Tad broke 
down and cried. I hate these fussy farewells. It's not that we 
will ever see our friends again. At sometime, someplace our tracks 
usually cross. A number of professional and technical people have 
been going out so gradually that it is not noticeable to the com-
munity. They lack these people in the other centers. Dr. Togasaki 
believes that she will be senG to Olla. 

An indication of the unrest and uncertainty of this 
community is revealed by the way sensational letters get around* 
The most terrifying events are copied off and they pass from 
hand to hand* The Issei, not having news sources or Japanese 
language papers, swallow these stories whole and they spread 
the rumor on* It is a sort of dally pastime with them. They 
have little else to occupy their minds and enforced idleness gives 
them a chance to spread all sorts ofs tories. The Nisei aré equal-
ly as guilty. Everyone feels that moving time Is due again shortly 
and they like to speculate on our destination* Utah by concensus* 
A rumor circulating today was that the carpenters were leaving at 
the end of the month to befcfcn construction on& &h@ new homes in the 
relocation (Utah) center* I traced it down and found out that one 
of the carpenters had said that he wished he could go in an advane 
group to help with some of the building* 
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are 
There km./a great many versions of the Santa Anita riot 

of about a week ago. The choice Is the hysterical and obviously 
grossly exaggerated one sent to Bill Kochiyama by a friend. Copies 
of It are now circulating around camp. But, this version is sim-
ilar to Chidori's, only hers was not so excited. 

INSERT 
August 15, 1942 

"The following manuscript is an exact copy of a personal letter 
written by a young Japanese-American evacuee at the Santa Anita 
Wartime Civilian Control Administration Assembly Center to his 
friend held at the Tanforan Assembly Centerg 

"Aug. 5. 
HI — 

"Well, guess what? I couldn't mail the letter because 
we had trouble here and all letters were stop« I don't know 
when you will get it. Bfit I am mailing it anyway. 

"You know the chief of Police here was at Tanforan and 
he came here to be the chief here. Weil you know he and his oops 
try to raid this camp for contrabands. That was alright but when 
the cops broke the door and rob money and what not from us, Well 
you can guess what happen. We all, everyone in camp quit work and 
about 10,000 guys and girls started to beat up the cops and break 
every place as the government house and police station, boyI What 
excitment. Spme guys beat up a stodge (a Korean) pigion. Maybe 
he is dead I don't know. T^ey caught him in the government house, 
broke in and hit him with tables, chairs, and finally with a type-
writer well, you can guess. Then the mob when after the cops that 
broke in and rob the people. The cops were soared shits. They ran 
In the Orange* mess but couple hundred guys ran in and threw cups 
and platea at them and draged them out. After they got the copa out 
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they got hit and kicked and finally one cop drew a gun an wave It 
at the crowd. He didn't shoot because he knew dam well if he fird 
he would get killed. The cops ran off to the main gates and a 
rescue oar came and took them out* He got socked with rock and ; 
what not. Then the amy came with armored ears with guns and sub 
machine gUBa. Broked the rfcot of at least 10^000 persons. The 
army took over the camp and we are not working yet. I don't know 
what Is going to happen. It looks like we will be shipped out of 
here in a jiffy. Don't know where. Only guys working are the 
mess halls. 

They army with their armored car are patrolling the 
camp now. 

We were suppose to get canteen books and clothes In 10 
days but X don't khink we will get it for f . 1 (writing illegible). 

Well, so long. Tell Moby and £m about it but tell them 
not to worry. 

Thanks 
(signed) Ed.* 

"This incident is not in the papers." 
*At Santa Anita WCCA Assembly Center, field mess halls are ident-
ified by color names rather than by numbers. 

Fumi, T. and X were talking this morning and she said 
that Mrs. Edtes, the AssH Center Manager told her that yesterday 
somebody had slashed the tires of a visitor's car left out on the 
highway and this was one of the reasons why the administration 
wish to discourage visitors. They feel that too many curious people 
want to get in just to look at us like animals in the zoo and that 
is the reason for such a long technical procedure in getting a 
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visitors pass. She is about the 20th person who hints that there 
is a lot of graft going on in the administration. I don't know 
how much truth there is to it. 

Not any interest in the new elections. Everybody just 
Daighs it off. I think that only four petition/ forms have gone 
out and the deadline is tomorrow. Bette went around this morning 
with Patsy and easily got her petition filled so she is as good as 
elected if they hold an election. I doubt if they will. Davis will 
have to call the whole thing off if he doesn't get at least 27 can-
didates. Or he may just appoint his 9 man panel. I tried to get 
the use of the Council typewriter again for the newspaper until 
the Advisory Council comes into office, but Davis will not let us 
have it. Taro and Jim want to lay off this week because we are so 
understaffed. Six of us will have to do the whole thing and Bill 
is not of much use — he puts a terrific amount of work into it 
but we have given him bp as hopeless. Lillian took her typewriter 
today so that we only have three around for us to use. Nobbv gets 
in the way by writing personal letters on one of them. Bob says 
he is through this issue for sure. Taro, Jim and Yuki are taking 
Mitch's advise — "To hell with the rag; write your letters to the 
WRA.w Bob wants me to pile up material so that when X leave they 
will have a little on hand. «Lillian's dismissal and Alex's ill-
ness left us In a hell of a spot and we decided that it was no use 
In trying to work up a summary of camp life now. We had to work 
up a new layout. I'm going to start another feature on employment, 
interviewing various workers and finding out what they think of 
their jobs and what they hope to do In relocation camp. This will 
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take up two columns. I tried to get some high school girls to do 
the women's column but no luck. W© were going to eliminate it 
until I coaxed Yuki into writing about Sundays wedding, stressing 
the point that the girls around here would go for it. So she con-
sented and even stayed overtime to get the copy in. 

A number of people are leaving the center for outside 
jobs. There are no restrictions for certain half Japanese, but 
certain limitations are put on full Japanese volentarily leaving. 
They must go beyond the boundaries of the Westem Defense Cosnmand 
and cannot remain in California, Washington, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, 
Nevada, Utah, and Arizona. Colorado cannot be entered either "unless 
unusual circumstances obtain and the case has exceptional merit." 
The/ person must have employment verified or else a financial statement 
or availability of funds in order that he does not become a public 
charge. Costs of transportation must be paid personally by the 
person leaving. A final condition is that the person must have a 
letter from the law enforcement agency of the proposed locality 
saying that there is no objection to the establishment of residence 
there. Several girls have gone under these conditions, chiefly to 
marry some Nisei in the Army. Bessie P. is leaving shortly to marry 
Geo. Y. in Chicago where he has a job in a cooperative. 

Mrs. Shizlmura came over this evening to visit Mom and 
she spread a lot of rumors about Arizona. She wanted Alice to write 
to Sears for a dress. The one that she ordered before was "too 
young fbr her." Mrs. S. is a very plain woman and she mumbles 
while talking. She has a very irritating laugh. She tells Mom 
all about the big snakes in Arizona, just passing gossip. I wish 
I could keep her out of the place. 
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Alice received a letter from an old caucasian high school 
friend which expresses the opinion of a lot of well meaning people! 

"When I found out where you were evacuated, I was at first 
inclined to sympathize a bit with you. But when you think It over, 
you folks are really better off than we are. Because you will be 
moved inland and will not be in such danger of bombings as we are 
and you do not have to see your loved ones go off to war, perhaps 
never to returnj you are all together and as far as freedom Is 
concerned, we do not have it in the strict sense of the word, either, 
because we will not be able to take vacations this year and with 
the rubber and gas shortage, you can bet we don11 go any more than 
necessary. And, although you've heard it before, no doubt, I think 
you will be thankful that you are a Japanese in America and not an 
American in Japan.... X will try to get down to see you before 
you move inland." 

Even this close friend consider us (The Nisei) as Japanese 
and not American. The work of educating these people is going to 
be an immense job. And she is of Jewish extraction at that, several 
generations removed from Europe! 

Tom and I pulled a little joke on Emiko tonight and X 
think it hurt her feelings. She is very sensitive about her extra 
avoirdupois and has been trying hard to go on a diet. Tonight, ske 
slipped out and had a box of cheese crackers out of view near her 
bed. Tom and I found it and while she was out of the room, we put 
all the crackers into another box and hid them. We left one cracker 
in the original box with an enclosed note saying a "Remember your 
Dieti Wise up, BubAI" She came in later munching away on a hamburger 
sandwich and reading a movie mag. Innocently, she reached for a 
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cheese cracker only to pull out our note. The expression on her 
face was so funny, a sort of guilty look. Tom and I Just howled I 
She was raging mad, a cover up for her feelings but we kept laugh-
ing and returned her crackers. Finally, she broke down and saw 
the humor of the whole thing instead of taking it as a personal 
affront and so she laughed with us. She ate all the cheese crackers 
by herself afterwardstt How Tom and I have a secret on her. (Emiko 
was whispering to Betfce: "It is rumored that Mickey Roomey is go-
ing to have a babyl") 

I spent most of the day going around and talking to 
about nine workers around camp in order to initiate the new em-
ployment series for the Tote. Kode around in a car for the first 
tine in three months with Larry K. while he delivered foods to all 
the messhalls. Larry is 24 and he worked for the S. Transfer Co., 
in S.F. at $70 a month, after working 14-16 hours a day on his 
long hauls with no overtime. The helpers on the turcks only got 
about $60. One man was hired and paid union wages $200.00 so that 
this company could boast that it paid "union wages" to all of the 
workers. Larry worked for them six years. He does not think thepe 
is much difference in the type of work which he is doing. "It is 
much easier than on the outside. The chief difference is that I 
always used to drive long distances up and down the state, but here 
the hauls are very short. Sometimes I feel like going right through 
that gate Just to see how it feels to get on the highway again, 
My biggest problem is to avoid hitting those young kids who jump 
out from behind the barracks. They have almost forgotten that 
there is such a thing as an automobile." 

Larry likes his job and the fellows he works with. H© 
says they all work hard "just like on a regular job", although a 
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few of them slack, with the excuse that they are only getting $8.00 
a month anyway. 

Larry expects to do the same type of work after he gets 
out of camp. "Once In a while I think about the post-war period, 
but I give up. It's going to be tough as hell to get established 
once more. The going will be hard for the bulk of us. I think that 
some of the prejudices will break down if we prove that we are "loyal" 
and then maybe the"ilakujins"(Caucasians) will give us jobs instead 
of trying to spit on us all thr© time." 

Larry got his job here through pull—one of his friends 
got him in. He says the whole commissary bunch got in thi s way. 
"Lots of good guys are left out of jobs around here because there 
is not enough work to go around. All I can say is that you should 
do your best. What the hell; have fun If you can and things may 
turn out OK, I hope." 

Larry graduated from H.S.. He reads dire novels and funny 
books chiefly. Once in the while, he reads the paper to keep up 
on current events, but "not much of the heavy stuff"* Never thinks 
much about the war. He used to gamble a lot here, but quit when 
poker was prohibited. "My chief activity now is to dig up dates 
for the dances in my spare time, and Ifm having a hard time. 

Emlko and I were Just talking about Alice. She waited 
until Alice was asleep. Alice has not said anything about her plans 
to us, but she confides in Emiko occasionally. She told E# that 
Angelo was going into the Army in the next two months so that she 
wants to leave camp and be with him for alittle while. This is 
going to complicate matters still more* Half of us will be going 
to Gila shortly. This means that Alice will have to initiate the 
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move to get out of camp through the WCCAoffices. This takes a lot 
of time. Jack and I talked it over and he isn't sure what Alice 
should do. I said that maybe Alice should get fixed up with a job 
through Mariko right away. She has had several offers previously, 
but was waiting in the hopes that Angelo would get into the Coast 
Guards. The new development changes the situation. I doubt if 
the engagement would last until after the war (assuming it will 
last 4-5 years more), I told Jack that it was up to Alice to make 
up her mind. If she got out, she would have to be married in some 
state where there is no law against these types of marriages. She 
could be with him for that small time anyway and if he is sent 
overseas, she could continue to work in Chicago or some other place 
until his return—if he does return. I feel that she may as well 
take the chance now. She probably is going through quite a mental 
struggle in order to arrive at tk a definite decision. But she will 
have to make up her mind soon because procedlngs through the WCCA 
are very slow and complicated. I guess this is what would be called 
a war marriage, only it is complicated by the "Japanese problem.11 

Jack says that he is not banking on the Student Relocation Group but 
he will go out after Alice as he feels that he can get a job easily 
enough. I told him that I would stick it out in canp and I didn't 
know what I would do afterwards because I could not continue on for 
a further degree with the family to be considered. There may be 
the possibility that the draft will include us later on. I think 
I would just as soon go then. Life is really getting interesting. 
Sometimes I get overwhelmed with such a lost feeling and then a wave 
of rage and resentment develops when I think of being concentrated 
in such a small area. Individual cases don't mean a damn anymore, 
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hut principles and ideals are important. And Mary Ogl thinks that 
I am a social butterfly around heret I was talking for a while 
with her In the library at noon time. It's the third time I have 
seen her since coming here. Used to see her quite a bit on the 
campus. Mary plans to go on with the library work in the relocation 
center. They have a fair collection of books now. Certainly is an 
increase over the 40 X gave them when they started out I They must 
have 4 or 5,000 volumes now. A lot of young children come in reg-
ularly and they are keeping up with their reading interests. Most 
of them speak surprisingly good english. 

Today was one of my very good days. Nothing disturbed 
me much and I made several pleasant contacts. There are so many 
interesting people in camp. They are Americans! Sometimes they 
may say things that arise out of their bewildered feelings, but 
they can't throw off the environmental effects of the American way 
of life which is ingrained in them. The injustices of evacuation 
will some day come to light. It is a blot upon our national life — 
like the negro problem, the way labor gets kicked around, the un-
equal distribution of wealth, the sad plight of the farmers, the 
slums of our large cities, and a multitude of other things. It 
would make me dizzy just to think about them rlgftt now. 
Tuesday. August 18. 1942 10»50 P.M. 

We went tothe movies for the second time. After the roll 
call, the mob just poured out across the field in order to get a 
place in line. Tom and Emiko went before the second siren rang 
and I Just sauntered out a couple of minutes later. Some of the 
house captains were out in the middle of the infield to Intercept 
fchose people that left before it was time. They spotted us and 
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we 
wanted to send us back. One of the men asked where/were from and 
Ernlko said that she was from barracks 7 and that she had to get up 
there before the rest of the people In order to usher. The man 
wanted to know her name In order to report us for breaking the rail 
call rules« Before she could answer, the mob started running 
across the track. So we ran too. When we got half way across, the 
siren blew so we slowed down to a walk« Tom went on ahead and he 
saved us a place in line. Bettefs crowd of Rec. Hall friends were 
accumulated In one place after the girls went up and down the line 
pulling out the members of their girls club. 

The movies were scheduled for eight o'clock and place 
was not supposed to be upon until 7:30, but the 1500 people were 
In line by 6j36. It extended all the way down past the postoffice 
In three columns. The shows are given every Monday, Tuesday, Friday 
and Saturday night with 1600 people attending each showing. Only 
the first 7 or 800 to get in can see the picture very well. This 
week a lot of blankets were put up against the windows to darken 
the place and two loudspeakers have been installed on the girdles 
crossing the large room. 

The Issel are as bad as the kids when it comes to push-
ing and crowding in. They just come and plop down on any space 
that is even left slightly open. And they take their shoes offl 
Seeing a show is a form of self torture. One sits on the floor 
and the ©uamnions do not eliminate the hardness of the bo&rffis. 
Soon your baok gets tired and the feet cramped. You shuffle around 
to get an easier position and step on somebodys hand. The owner 
of the hand turns around and gives you a dirty look. About half 
way through the picture, your neck gets awfully stiff from looking 
up at an angle. With people pressing in on you from both sides, 
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you feel suffocated. And to add further torture the sound is not 
very clear. But in spite of all this, everyone that can walk to 
the grandstands comes for the show. This week Abbot and Costello 
in "Hold that Ghost" was playing. The audience really seemed to 
enjoy the picture, but I thought it was a bit corny. But why should 
X be an old wet blanket? 

The film scheduled for next week was "Citizen Kane" but 
Yoshlo K, told me that he had to cancel it upon the Hequest of 
Mr, Thompson of the Red, Dep't,, who claimed that the pciture would 
be too deep for 80$ ofnthe audience and he ghought that comedies 
should be shown, 

I was not going to goM but after I got into the paper 
office I changed my mind and went along with Ben, The kids had 
a seat saved for me, I think that Emiko's screaming was funnier 
than the picture, Everytime a hand reached out for somebody's 
throat, she had fits, Bette's club were just as bad. This must 
be the best way to enjoy spooky pictures, I can't say that I dis-
liked it, because it was fairly funny and enjoyable under the cir-
cumstance, But X certainly do miss those soft loge seats in the 
big S«F, theatersI 

Akl Morlwakl said that Aug, 12 was the first time hfes 
house captains got a 100$ head count for the roll call. Every 
evening there is usually a number of people absent. The house 
managers were raising heck because they have to tell the people to 
quit stealing the lumber again. They even take the fences down to 
build furniture. 

The shoe repair service is coming along, Mr, Salto 
says that they have 16 cobblers in their department now, but 
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only about five of them can work at a time because of the lack of 
facilities. All of the repairs are done without machinery, and 
they do a vepy good piece of work. The workers get first choice. 
The House Managers are compiling a list of needy persons so that they 
can be given immediate service. Kay Xkeda has been appointed as a 
social worker by the Education Department to study the Juvenile de-
linquency cases9 if any, and advise the mothers on how to handle 
the problem. Kay says that most of the Issei mothers don't take 
much stock in her advice because they think that she is too young. 
Kimi Mfukai who was formerly head of the S,P. Jap. YWCA is also 
doing social work under Green, but she says that all she does is 
to act as a clothing clerk and is not too enthusiastic about the £3b. 

This week the house managers put a lot of donation bot-
tles in the messhalls to collect money to pay the five boys who 
have been helping with the package delivery, Davis will not put 
theji on the payroll so the H. M. are taking the responsibility to 
see that they get something for their services. Tad Fujita told 
me this afternoon that they have already collected over $140.00 
from the various messhalls this week:. Tomato says that there is 
quite a rumor going around that Tule Lake will be emptied and the 
people will be sent to Arizona because of the difficulty in getting 
it ready for agriculture. Claims that $80,000 worth of potato seed 
has gone to waste. 

Taro, Yukl and Jim are still taking it easy. 1 worked 
not 

hard today on the new feature on employment. Bob and I could/fit 
it into two columns so that I am going to take the whole page. 
Bob is set on quitting with this Issue so that we had to plead 
with him, but he is adamant. Taro said he would take 25$ of his other load and Jim the/25^, but it was no go. X am trying to pile up a 
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little ahead *hen I leave* I»11 get my stuff all In by Thursday 
and then I can sit around and let them worry about the dummy* I 
will sort of miss the gang. We have a lot of fun together. The 
work is beginning to get a little heavier now that X am responsible 
for the most of the news section with Bob, Whats your opinion and 
now the employment page* 

Dr. Thomas was here today, but she was refused admit-
tance. Evidently the administration will try to keep her out of 
here* It probably is Mr. Greene's doings. 

P0or Yosh T* is quite a problme for Bette and Emiko* 
First he had a crush on Bette until she shook him off. Then he 
hangs on to Emiko and she hasnlt been able to get rid of him. He 
is 16 years old and one of the smart boys in the H.S. But he has 
such an infatuation on Emiko that she is getting annoyed. He 
follows her every step. At eight he is down at our door to walk 
her to work. At noon he is waiting to take her home. Then he 
rushes to mess #2 way up on the other side of the field to eat. 
Then he rushes back to walk her to work again and then he goes 
home. The sarnie thing at night* And he is over in our house al-
most every evening. If she goes to the laundry he follows along. 
And every event that E. attends he is Jobnny on the spot. This 
evening after the show Patsy, Bette and E. went a round about way 
home to avoid him, but he caught up with them in the middle of th© 
field. They were so obvious in their dllpleasure and then they 
started to run leaving him flat with Alice and the rest of us. 
Jack, Alice and I told them that they should not do such a thing 
when we got home, because it was rude and discourteous. We told 
E* that she should be nice to him and handle him with tact and he 
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would soon get over it* E. wanted to apologize to him tomorrow 
but we said that this would only make it worse and that the best 
|hlng to do was to forget it, remembering not ©o do such a thing 
again as it was not very good manners. Yosh is a sort of 2>nely 
boy because he does not get along with the other boys in nthe gang" 
He is a sort of Nobby, only not so noisy. Yosh is very intelligent 
but young girls Judge more on the basis of Jitterbugging. Yosh 
has a big collection of records, but evidently that is not enough. 
He is just too advanced mentally for the Nisei his age and has 

< ' 

more possibilities than most of the social type of "party boys". 
He is Just too persistant and slow to take a hint, that's all. X 
feel sorry for the boy. 

Some of the other centers have been having a little 
trouble about the Caucasian employees smuggling in liquor to the 
residents. The radio this morning announced that several men in 
Santa Anita were arrested for violating the Federal regulation on 
this matter. There is a rumor going around that one man was caught 
for doing the same thing here. I do know that some liquor does get 
into the placej I have seen it. Anyway Davis sent a notice on 
these regulation« to the administrative staff of the Interior 
Security Police today. The only department that can have any 
alcoholic beverage is Mess and Lodging which is authorized to 
hold in locked storage sacramental wine for issue when it is neces-
sary for religious services. 

Davis says that any member of the administrative staff 
or internal police under the influence of liquor or in possession 
of it will be discharged and prosecuted under the Federal law. The 
aame thing applies to bringing in of any of the contraband goods. 
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This coming Monday, after the roll call, a physical 
count vL 11 be taken of ill federal property in every barracks and 
we have to remain indoors until it is completed. The H.M. and 
house captains will be responsible for the count and all activities 
will be suspended for that evening. The administration wants to 
take an inventory of all federal property. We are asked to have 
all federal property put out on a spot where it can be easily 
recorded. We only have blankets, mattresses, cots and a few dishes 
Nobu Nishimoto told me today that oner 1,000 canvas mattress covers 
are missing. He believes that the people have been taking them to 
make sails for the sail boats and to wrap blankets in when they 
leave. 

The S.F, News is b eginning a series of articles on 
Tanforan. I don't think much of the title, ''Tanforan's Eittle 
Tokyoln And I would like to know where she gets the idea that 
our stables are lined with plywoodl And if they cook 16,000 dough-
nuts at a time, X haven It seen any of them yet. Neither has anyone 
else in camp. I suppose it is difficult for a newspaper writer to 
get all the details straight. The first article is not too bad, 
except for the statement that only b% of the Klbei and 75# of the 
Nisei were loyal. This statement was credited to a Japanese. 
And the girls are wondering where the private shower and toilet 
rooms are located. ' < 

Had a long talk with June Matsude today. She is from 
S.F. and one of the popular type of girls (see my article in Tota-
lizer). She would hate to give her opinion about the war and 
doesn't want to think about why we are ln this capp. June doesn't 
know how we can break down prejudices and believes that the N̂lsfel 
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will still be behind the eight ball when we get out«* She Is a 
Buddhist and conservative In some ways. I think she has a very 
appealing personality and she makes friends easily although she 
sticks with her old friends here. 
INSERT 
Diet Kitchen Worker» Attractive June Mat suda, 19, 3-19 came to 
Tanforan straight from the S„F.Junior College Campus where she 
was a Home Econ Major. She was a member of the Alpha Gamma Sigma 
society and the Students Club. June has never worked full time 
lffefore. 

For the past two months, she has been an assistant in 
the Diet Kitchen, preparing foods and serving. *My work is interest-
ing because I'm learning how to prepare all types of food and what's 
good for people with certain ailments,* she claims. A lot of people 
ask her for melon seeds which they will plant in the relocation casnter. 

June likes the gang of 15 girls and 6 boys who are hdr 
co-workers. She gets griped at those patients who demand food not 
on the daily menu, but believes that most of them are interesting 
people. 

June believes that she will be a career girl for a while. 
*I think that 1 will go into something else in the relocation camp. 
I want to specialize in some vocational course instead of continu-
ing with a straight acadmeic program in school. After I get out I 
want to go to a fashion design school and design clothes until I 
get married. I don't think I will get married until after the war, 
but the boys around here are swell." In her off hours, June knits 
a lot, chiefly socks and sweaters. R©ading is her hobby. She 
borrows all of the latest best sellers from her friends. "I read 
the newspaper every day, too, but not in detail," she added. 
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June attends most camp wide activities. She visits 
her friends a lot, "but they all live on the other side of the 
tracks now." June likes Jive music on the radio and she is 
learning how to jitterbug so that she will not gain too much 
wfeight from sanpling at the diet kitchen." 

Wednesday, August 19. 1942 
Bette took a spill yesterday while running around the 

track and bruised and skinned her arm. It was so sore this 
morning that she stayed in bed this morning. Everything goes off 
schedule when she doesn't get up. N0body got up to let the House 
Captain know we were present for the roll call, Miyako and Tom 
overslept and Tom was late for school, nobody got Pop's food, and 
Alice and Emiko were not on time for work either. Bette is a sort 
of clock. 

Everyone wondered what was wrong with her. Pop came in 
and was disturbed because he thought she was concealing a major 
injury. I cooked her two fried eggs on toast and coffee, plus 
grapefruit for breakfast. And the rumor went around that Bette 
had broken her arm so she wore a scarf around it just to fool her 
friends. When she went up to the hospital for a checkup, the doctor 
told her to keep the scarf on for a couple of days because her arm 
muscles were bruised. That's what she gets for getting up at 6 in 
the morning to run around the trackI 

Nominations for the Advisory Panel elections were closed 
yesterday and only two petitions were handed in Rev. T. Goto and 
Bette'sit The election committee met with Davis and this morning 
K. Tsukamoto came up to tell me that the elections were off and 
that Davis would appoint his 9 men for the advisory committee. 
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Tsukamoto was very disappointed with the attitude of the 
people. "Cefrtfcin groups are against everything. They feel that they 
are not appreciated for what they have done around here so they push 
down everything. They have given up.* He evidently meant the house 
managers, but the general lack of Interest is camp-wide as far as 
the elections are concerned. Besides being a farce, most of the 
residents are concerned primarily with relocation and they feel 
that the titf© left here will be short. 

Bob Tsuda is definitely set on quitting the paper this 
Sat. and the staff has been trying to coax him to stay on. But Bob 
claims that we will be going to Utah for sure by the 15th and he 
wants to get a little rest before thê nad rush. "Where are we going" 
is the chief topic of conversation everyplace and the people will 
be greatly surprised if it is not Utah. They seem to have the idea 
that the climate there will be much more agreeable than in Arizona. 
Many of the people want to go to Wyoming, and Bob tells me that the 
former San Franciscans in Santa Anita will be given a chance to 
join this group» 

Pop has the packing fever now. He doesn't know whether 
to board the things up or not. Chief White says that all the 
baggage will have to be inspected so Alice is trying to have them send 
someone down here to look over the things before we tie them up. 
Some of the people who have left here forgot to leave the keys to 
their baggage and they will not send the stuff until the owners 
send the keys back so that they can open up the trunks. This mean 
that they will not get their baggage for several weeks. They go 
through everything very thoroughly; but when all the people start 
to move, the inspection will probably be very hasty« 
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X went in to see Chief White today and he claims that we 
have no crime problems« He indicated that it was much better at 

m1 

Tulare because he was closer to the people. He said that the 
administration there gave the people a big sendoff program, but 
that such a thing was unlikely here. I weakly remarked that maybe 
It was because Davis was too busy with his executive duties to 
really get close to the people. White stated that this lack of 
support made it more difficult to get the close cooperation of 
the people and that was why some of them have been holding out on 
Japanese literature and records. Davis has not made it clear that 
the books will be orated away and sent to the relocation center 
when the people leave. He says that if they are not turned in, the 
Army may crack down and so he went to the house managers to have 
them tell the people that it was for their own protection. He 
told me that 20 of the interior police at Santa Anita have been 
fired because of the recent riots and the whole department is being 
reorganized again. Chief White appears to have a fairly good under-
standing of the problems of the Japanese here and he is very sym-
pathetic in his attitudes. A man came in to ask him If it was "OK* 
if he sent for a chisel and White told him to go ahead. He pro-
bably is at conflict with Davis and he does not like to enforce 
some of the more unnecessary regulations. He probably liked it 
much better at Tulare where he was not so tied down. 

Alex came up to the office today and his recovery from 
the appendectomy has been rapid. He wanted to write up Pop for his 
Navy Man Series so we went over the aberlal again. Lillian comes 
around to eat with the bunch at messhall #2. She must be very 
lonesome because she does not have many friends. She believes that 
she will get out shortly and is getting excited because school 
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commences on the 27th of this month. 
Dr. Thomas was here this afternoon with Morton Grodzins. 

They went to one of the Army officials in S»F. and he gave them 
a pass to come here right away after Davls had refused them admis-
sion. Dr. Thomas went to a luncheon yesterday with a lot of U.C. 
notables —Sproul and Deutch — given in honor of Provinse and 
and Myer of the WEA and she says that the setup in the WRA looks 
good. There is not much chance that the WCCA officials will get 
into the program. Our departure has been delayed for about a week 
since the Army has stopped all movement into Gila. The place is 

/ 

a madhouse and there are not enough facilities ready for the people. 
We will really get the pioneer life, more so than when we first 
came here. Earle bashfully announced that he was going to be a 
father and wondered how it would affect his draft status — its 7j 
months away. He probably was not planning upon it. I don't see 
how any sane person would have a baby at this time. 

I went over to see Dave about the clothing and he said 
that new items had been added to the basic clothing, but he didn't 
want to publicize it. He is disgusted with Green for making the 
program so much like a relief procedure. $58,000 has been appro-
priated so that they have to discourage people from taking the full 
allotment. Dave said that the Pomona people got gyped out of their 
clothing because they left before it arrived and the merchandise was 
all sent back to Sears. The people around here are getting more 
and more in ne et of clothing and most of the people have been buy-
ing from the mail order houses. 
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Crossed over to the barber shop to see Yoneo P. who is 
in charge. He was my barber in S*F*, The barbers have hung a 
picture of Chang Kal Check as the Chief style of hair cuts that 
they specialize in. He is bald, I thought at first that it was 
a picture of some Jap general* The barber shop looks fairly 
classy now. Most of the barbers are Issei, The chairs have all 
been built by the carpenters and they serve the purpose very well* 

We almost had another visitor move in on us. There are 
five kittens living under our barracks and the people are taking 
them for pets, Tom and Miyako brought one home, but Pop would 
not have it around because he said that it would mess the place 
up and he would be the one to always clean it up, Emiko, Bette 
and I sided with him because we said the place was already too 
crowded. But Tom and Alice kept arguing. They said that we were 
mean. Pop did not even want it in the hoi® e for tonight because 
they would want to keep it for another and another and keep 
postponing getting rid of It, Alice and Tom finally got disgusted 
and they went all around the neighborhood to find it a home. They 
finally gave it to a young girl. The girl's father objected to it, 
but he was voted down by the rest of his family, 

Alice still has not done anything about her situation. 
She gets so much on the defensive everytime Jack and I talk to 
her that it is no use. We just want to help her, but she has the 
idea that we look down on Angelo or something. She Just can»t 
make the break yet and she feels that she is indispensable to the 
family and fiercely clings to this belief. This is probably one 
of the reasons why she unconsciously resents Jatek and I because 
she feels that her place in the family status has been usurped. 
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She made the remark this afternoon that one of the reasons why 
she did not go was because there would be nobody to look after 
Mom and the laundry if half of us went to Gila. I said that 
Jack could do it and that it would only be for a couple of weeks 
anyway before we were rejoined. 

Alice is going through a struggle in her mind. She is 
set on marrying Angelo, but doesn't know whether to do it before 
he joins the Army. It is up to us to leave her alone and think 
it out for herself. She might as well make the plunge; it's her 
happiness and she can't keep postponing it forever. This is war 
now, but afterwards there will also be a severe period of read-
justment. Because of her present uncertainties, she is very touchy 
and would probably "blow off" if we even attempted to give her 
any advice. I think she realizes that we are not trying to get 
rid of her, only thinking of her best welfare. She has had four 
months of secretarial experience and could undoubtedly get some 
sort of office work if she went to Chicago and joined Mariko. 
This would be the easiest way for her to get out of the camp. Then 
she could do what she pleased. Angelo is leaving for the middle 
west next week. He is going to deliver a ear to some Nisei in the 
Army and all of his expenses will be paid. He will stay out there 
so that it is likely that Alice will be making up her mind very 
shortly. This time I think she will make the break. 

Pop Sax uses one of those wooden pillows to sleep on. 
A friend of his gave it to him and he claims that it gives him a 
massage on the back of the head and is good for him. I don't see 
how he can sleep on such a hard object. It is of solid wood, 
smoothly polished, and about 4wx 6"x 8n in size. X don't think he 
has used one of the things for over 40 years. 
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The Totalizer staff got In the S.F. News today In the 
second of the series on Tanforan. Ties woman writing the series 
only scratches the surface when discussing the problems involved, 
but she appears to be sympathetic enough. When I went to see about 
buying a paper, they told me that about 1600 copies of the four S*F. 
and Oakland Tribuaia were sold daily. 

The canteen still gets a rush business but choice of 
items are very limited. Toothbrushes came in the other day and 
the 120 dozen were sold out in two days. Toothpastes are not avail-
able as yet, and the girls are having difficulty in buying sanitary 
items. They sell huge quantities of ice cream and soda water. 
Besides candy and a few bakery items, there is nothing else to select 
from. The stock is definitely limited and wholesalers have dif-
ficulty in filling the orders. Soda water is getting harder to 
stock up on because of the shortage of metals for the tops. In 
spite of that, about 200 cases of beverages are received several 
times weekly. 

Miss Green of the U.G. Social Welfare Depft. wrote today 
to ask me If I am still interested in the possibility of a scholar-
ship. bxAxk Fredrloa Hatch's sister is doing some work with the 
Friends Society about scholarship and she is sending me an appli-
cation form, They think that there may be a chance for the U. of 
Chicago as Miss Abbot, Dean of the Soc. Service school Is a Quaker 
and would be interested In taking in students. 

I hate to turn down this offer, but I just can't see 
going on to school at this time. This is about the third offer 
with which I have been tempted, but I have to get to a relocation 
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center to try my lfack first and X can't see my way clear on doing 
more graduate work. All available Nisei will be needed in these 
centers and it may be the opportunity which we have been looking 
for. However, I have been doing a little thinking lately and 
have arrived at the conclusion that X will never be happy in a 
wholly Japanese community. There Is something about it which 
raises resentment. My only hope is to get into Slvil Service and 
the prospects are not so goe right now. 

My former classmates in the U,C. Social Welfare depart-
ments are not doing so badly. Li11a is working in an agency In 
S.F. Irene is with the Alameda Go-. Charities Comm. Helen Greer 
is with the State Dep't. of Soc. Welfare and Elma Kahn recently 
left for the New York school of Soc. Work. Fredrica Hatch is 
with the WRA. Lois Gran and Jim Rossen got fired from the ACCC 
because they were too critical of agency policies and practices. 
Mrs. Davis is with the Family Service Assoc. in Sao Diego doing 
Foster Home placement and Ruth Cooper is leaving the Dep't. as 
Instruetbr to go to the regional office in S.F. of the U.S. Child* 
ren's Bureau, as medical social work consultant« Doris Douglas, 
Ruth Wiley, Beth Clark and Mary Carriger are with the Child Welfare 
Services in Idaho. Kathryn Taggart is with the USO in Salinas, ad 
June May with the USO * Jewish Welfare Board in Seattle; Jo 
Wasson is with USO in Tacoma. Harry Lee is in the shipyards and 
Martha Ezralow will do research for Prof. Hunington this term. I 
haven't heard much of the others. Deki is leaving for Tule Lake 
Friday as medical social worker and Naoko is doing Soc. work in 
Merced, but will be leaving for Colorado shortly. X still have 
to get my first taste of actual social work. It looks like the 
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the men are not so successful In this line yet, but they are 
getting in more and more, 

Jimmy Yamamoto is the interesting personage who I met 
for today. He was bom in S, Jose, but has llared In So. Calif* 
most of his life. He is || and has had two children since his 
marriage in 1956. He Is one of those broad squat types but hfcs 
mind is alert* 

After he graduated from the Los Angeles High School, 
he worked a couple of years doing odd Jobs. At 22 he opened up 
his own retail store and sold out for a profit in 1922. For the 
next three years he was an auto salesman in the Japanese section 
of L*A. 

Jimmy was always interested in farming so he bought 
a small ranch on the outskirts of L.A. and for the next five years 
he grew truck products. Prom 1930-39 he was a produce buyer for 
a large company and then he opened up his WSSL own retail store 
in 1939, moving to Santa Maria. He was able to s ell out for a 
profit Just before evacuation so he came to S.F. to Join his wife's 
family. Jimmy told me that the way the Japanese were gyped out of 
their property was really pitiful* One of his neighbors lost abo* 
|5,000 on his business when some sly person got him all excited 
with the news that the Japanese would have to leave in 24 hours 
and that all property would be confiscated. The Japanese man sold 
out at a tremendous loss In order to salvage a little cash out of 
his life's work. And Jimmy related many Incidents of the people 
losing household goods by selling for practically nothing. 

When he came here he said that he was going to loaf 
because he felt bitter about the whole thing, but ni just coulfln't 
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stand being idle. It is not the money, but I wanted to be of 
some service to the people when I «aw the conditions so I got 
a job as the butcher on May 3." He didn't know a thing about it 
tout he learned fast and since he was the first one in, he auto-
matically became the boss of the other Nisei butchers. There are 
17 fellows in there now. They work hard, but also find a lot of 
time to horse around. "Let's open up a whorehouse for the com-
missary boys" 11 Look out or I'll run this cleaner up your — 1 1 

"Damn you, quit your bitching around" etc.. I guess they a re Just 
a bunch of red blooded fellows. One of the butchers — Mas — is 
a pre-med student and he bandages the boys all up when t hey cut 
themselves up. He got the job because he knew all about anatomy. 
Yonzo is one of the 6 former fishermen in there. They have had 
some experience in handling fish while fishing up and down the 
coast ao they got the job. Another fellow was a successful stock 
$nd bond salesman in S.F. Prank is the champion sumo wrestler in 
ampx camp. "We all got cut up before we got efficient. In here 
fe don't have to be so particular about displaying meat cuts, so 
you just cut. We have no problems except to keep those messhall 
managers happy. They are always howling for mo»e meat." 

Jimmy is indefinite about relocation plans. "X like 
farming so that I may try to get into it In a supervisory capacity. 
I really don't care what I do as long as I keep busy." 

"I think it was a big mistake to bring us here. We could 
be doing better service on the outside, particularly in the agri-
cultural areas of the state. I am positive that the majority of toe 
people here are more than willing to do their part in the war 
effort. Those that hold contrary views are definitely in the minority 
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and they can b e weeded out. Right now many of the Nisei are be-
wildered by the whole thing and they don't know what to think, 
but they will come out of it. They will have to adjust themselves 
to the post war conditions and that will be the real struggle. 
Most will want to go back to the original place of evacuation, but 
there may be nothing there for them. I don't know what they wllldo. 

But they should not become discouraged I think that it 
is very important for the Nisei to retain their American rights 
and privileges. I follow the war very closely and I cannot see what 
good they can gain by hoping for a Fascist victory.11 

Jimmy was very sincere in his opinions and he has a very 
mature attitude towards the whole problem. He does not fear for 
the future as far as he himself is concerned as he is financially 
able to startjover again and he has had experience in many lines of 
work. A very likeable person. , 
Thursday. August 20, 1942 10:40 

The American Legion held a State Convention which ended 
yesterday and among the resolutions passed, to be presented to the 
National body was one to abolish conscientious objector camps and 
make refusal of Army Service a felony. They voted to admit veterans 
of this war to membership after a heated opposition. Deportation 
of all Japanese, including the Nisei, was voted in a resolution, 
but recalled and killed when it was pointed out that many of the 
Nisei were citizens and legally undeportable. They wanted Bridges 
deported and questioned the certification of the Communist party 
for the primary elections. 

Louis Adamic sent me a copy of his latest book, "What's 
Your Name?" It goes into the question of "foreign" names, and 
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whether or not to change, giving reasons for and against, and who 
should and who should not. He says that I could have 3 copies for 
$5 or 1 for #7.75 etc. to give or sell to friends, but nobody 
around here has any cash to spare. Not many of my friends are 
buying books now because we arebn the move and it is additional 
luggage. As soon as we get to the relocation center, a lot of 
people will undoubtedly start to buy good books« Mr. Adamlc has 
sent me copies of all his recent books and I have distributed many 
of his pamphlets around. In my opinion, "My America" is the best 
book he has done. It has something it it which gives one a sense 
of understanding, some feeling of the pulse of America. Yukl S. 
thinks that this is the most significant of his books also and 
she plans to purchase a copy. W 

Irene wrote and told me that the possible job which she 
referred me to was through Olita Browniee of the U.S. Children's 
Bureau who mentioned my name for either a FSA or SSB job, speaking 
knowledge of Japanese not required. It is a rather indefinite 
proposition. 

Irene urges me to fill out the application form which 
Fredrica Hatch is sending me because she feels that a sbholarship 
would definitely be given — the chances are so good. My mind is 
fairly well made up; I just don11 see the purpose of going on 
right now. I still haven't had the "chance" for work that I want 
and I am set on going to the relocation center to see if things 
will not work out. An additional year at school will be an op-
portunity missed at this time. I don't think I will regret my 
decision, but I aay. 
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X told Mom about It this morning and she wants me to get 
another "degree11 because the Japanese will look up to it. I said 
that this was silly — a man should not be judged on how many 
degrees he holds, but on what he does. That is the trouble with 
the Japanese — they are always bowing down to a person who they 
think is superior. The only reason that Mom would like mfe to get 
an additional degree is that it would add to her prestige. The 
Issei never did get to achieve what they wanted and they try to 
foster their frustrations on the children. They keep pushing and 
pushing them just so that they can have a son or daughter who is a 
college graduate. They often do not stop to consider that a lot 
of these people are not fitted or ready for a college education 
and consequently they drift through without a goal or a purpose. 
When they get out they have nothing. This is one of the reasons why 
so many of the A.B.'s went back to farm work, plus lack of economic 
opportunities« 

I have made up my mind that if I ever go to school again, 
it will be because I have a definite purpose and goal. I can't 
see it right now. School at this time would merely be an escape 
from the realities of our present problems for me. Later on I 
may want to go on, I think. 

Patsy got her picture in the third of the S.P. Hews series 
on Tanforan. Like the others, it is superficial and doesn't say 
much. The S.F.Hews is the most popular paper in camp right now. 
People get in a long line after lunch in order to purchase it and 
they have Increased the order. There was such a demand for the fi-
frst two articles in this series that the Canteen ordered a lot of the 
back two Issues for the large number who left their names requesting the 
copied. 
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Bob will not reconsider so we will be very short staffed 
next week. Alex will be able to take some of the load. If I 
suddenly go, Taro and Jimmy will have to do a lot of the leg work. 
Everyone is Just about fed up and we are making no elaborate plans 
for the final issue. Jimmy believes that he will be leaving for Poston 
soon. Yukl is all wound up in the marlonnette show and she is way 
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behind on her stenoil cutting. Taro has taken up golf and ha is 
relaxing these days. Davis sent our finished stencils down at 4¡¡30 
and Emiko and Marg. were only able to run off | of a stencil. This 
means 9j to go I But we don't worry anymore. 

Bill H, went to the Rec. Staff meeting this morning. They 
are planning a big three day celebration for over the Labor Pay 
Holidays with huge programs that will give all the talent In camp 
an opportunity to ahow their atuff. But Ernie T. and othera in the 
Ed. Dep't. are raialng a big squabble and are oppoaed to auch a 
lengthy celebration. The Ed. Dep't. aald that thia would diarupt 
the achool schedule and the puplla would not settle down and get 
back to their studies for several days afterwards. The Ed. Dep't. 
feela that it has gomw up now and they implied that the promotlona 
for many of the atudent8, who left in the middL © of the term, would 
depend upon the gradea that they received here. In other words, the 
Ed. Dep't« now conaidera itself aa a formal achool. Shojo told me 
thia afternoon that all of the teachera wero competant and able to 
take the aame status aa any hglh achool faculty and that the only 
difficulty waa in facilities! He wanted me to give a lecture for 
the Contemporary World and its Newa" class, but I begged off because 
of the uncertainty of my leaving and the "heavy burden" of the paper 
work. He wanted me to speak on the future work opportunities of 
the Nlaie and I did not feel qualified enough to talk on the subject. 
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Sammy and I had a silly discussion today* He maintained 
that the students who went to U,C* were smarter and had a higher 
I.Q* than those that went to a small college. I maintained that curve 
the intelligence would be almost equal and that there would 
not be that great difference since a larger college would also 
have a greater proportion of not so smart people, making the curve 
bill shaped in both instances. Ee claimed that any person with a B 
average at Gal* In the liberal arts college would get an A average 
at a small college by doing the same amount of work* I claimed 
that this was too broad a generalization* Sam|sy is a Phi Bete* 
He also went on to claim that the Japanese were intellectually 
superior to the white race and I accused him of accepting Hitler 
doctrines* Sammy has a definite class consciousness. He comes 
from a family economically well off, but since he has been associated 
with us, a lot of his dogmatic opinions have been discarded. Today 
he admitted that a Phi Bete key was not the ultimate of success In 
life. I pointed out that the reason why so many Nisei got good 
grades was because they escaped Into studies and did not develop 
a well rounded personality* X elaborated that the grading system was 
actually harmful for a person desiring education because It tended 
to make him lose sight of the real purpose of education* He tried 
to say that the students at Tanfo had a higher I.Q. curve than an 
average caucaslon school. According to what some of the teachers 
say, this Is not true. They are definitely backward in all English 
courses. It seems to me that any differences that do exist are ¡s 
largely due to environmental circumstances. It is Just as silly 
to say that all Japanese are imitative. They would be Just as In-
ventive if the circumstances demanded it* We call Sammy the 
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"Fascist Republican", but actually he Is open minded and wants 
to learn« He hasn't any social consciousness because he has taken too 
many math courses at college and does not have the background. Here 
he Is out of college and he has never heard of the Socco-Vanzetti 
case. He is a believer in rugged individualism and is of the opinion 
that any person can be a success regardless of the environmental 
obstacles. W© have been giving him the works lately and he is doing 
a lot of reading on social problems and developing rapidly. By the 
time he gets out of our clutches, we will make a radical out of him. 
He is one nice kid who hasn't ever faced the reality of life, but is 
still in the shadows of the Ivory Tower. He is going on to school 
to be an engineer. _ 

We went to the program at the social hall this evening and 
it was packed to capacity. They put on the life and works of 
Stephen Foster and the sets which they made were really artistic and 
effective, Henry Fuji! sang two songs and Eva sang one. Yuki's sister 
did a soft shoe tap dance. Goro Suzuki stole the show with his 
dramatic rendition of "Old Man River" which is not a Foster song. 
It was written by Jerome Kern, but a large part of the audience 
probably did not know this, especially the Issei present. 

Afterwards we want up to the office and had a party — 13 
of us including Emiko, Bette and Alice. We had lots to eat and made 
plenty of noise dancing around. Lillian got word that she could go 
to Wellesley and is leaving in a couple of days so we gave it in her 
honor. 

I hat a funny feeling all through the evening — melancholy 
and so did not get into the full swing of things although I made the 
attempt. I don't know what was disturbing me, but I just couldn't 
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shake the mood off. Had a terrific headache besides (it still is 
splitting my head) so I took it easy. Taro and Jimmy and Nobby 
had a lot of fun learning how to tango. On the way up, Alice disturb, 
ed a couple necking in the dark H.S. room outside of our office and 
they scurried off in a hurry» 

We came home about 10t30 so that Taro and Jimmy could go 
to work getting the dummy for the new» section ready for the cutting of 
the stencils tomorrow. Lots of couples were still strolling around 
the track. On the way home Alice said that her mind was made up to 
marry Angelo, but she did not say what steps she had taken, if any, 
to get out of the camp. 

We are going to play up the State Primary elections this 
week and bury the Ad. Panel elections here. Davis will probably 
call it off officially in a couple of days. 
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August 21. 1942 — Friday 8>00 
Earl came over with three of these volumes which he ordered 

from a mail order house. It took them over a montfci to get them here. 
Evidently the company ran out of the 300 page books and they sent 
these instead. Dr. Thomas said that they would pay for the books out 
of the study fund but Earl wants to keep them for ourselves instead 
of passing them out so he will ask her if arrangements can be made. 
We have not been taking any of the paper which Freddie has been re-
ceiving. 

This study is a funny thing. Here we are supposed to be work-
ing together but we have not had any get together In the past months. 
I rarely see any of the others around. Fred is all wound up in his 
Rec program and Doris is busy in the employment office. Occasionally I 
see Earle since he is not working now. Ben is about the only one that 
I ever see around. We Just don't go around in the same crowd and even 
in this limited 180 acre place, one may not see his acquaintances for 
weeks. 

I was on my way to the hospital this morning to get my third 
and last typhoid shot. I went by a round about way and stopped in at 
the latrine. A messenger boy came in and asked if I was "Charles 
Kikuchi" I said "Yes" so he handed me a note asking me to report to 
Mr. Gunder of the personnel office immediately. "Well, here is the note 
for me to go to Gila," I thot. I got a little excited and rushed down 
to the employment office without going for my typhoid. 

Gunder merely wanted to know If I still wanted to go and I said 
"Yes". That was that. He told me that I could expect the order to move 
in about a week. So I went back to the hospital and got my typhoid shot 
from Dr. Kltagawa. Got a ride back to the office in a turck. The 
fellow had to drive at 15 miles per in secon/d gear. 

Charles Klkuchi 
8-21-42 
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John Y* was there and we started to talkebout Nisei morale. 
nWe talk about giving the old people more leisure time here, but ac-
tually they have to work harder because the Nisei do not lighten the 
load for them. They are too proud to help out. Lately I made the 
rounds of the laundries and It hurt to see all of those old women 
carrying buckets of water and scrubbing those clothes. My sister 
works in the hospital and she tells me that a lot of women are coming 
in because they have overworked. Why donft the Totalizer carry an ed-
itorial on the topic of whether the/ youn£ peopl® should help with the 
homework? A lot of the fellows like my brothers loaf around and they 
don't do anything except go to the messhalls and ree halls. In this 
life we have to forget all that and have more cooperation in the family." 
John was afraid that the family life would fall apart in the relocation 
center if a great change was not made in the attitudes. 

Jack came in about then to tell me that Mrs. Adamle had written 
him a letter saying that there was a possibility of getting him a factory 
job in Cleveland with one of her friends. At the same time Jack could 
attend Western Reserve University for his med course. She wanted to 
know whether he wished to work full time and attend evening school part 
time or vise versa. Jack is going to write and tell her that he wants 
to work full time at first. Alice is also going to leave. She says 
that her mind Is made up now and she has written Mariko a letter ask-
ing for her to look around for a job for her. She has also written to 
Washington, D.C. for a job. It is her plan to get out of the camp and 
then get married. When Angelo goes into the Army, Alice intends to 
keep working. We were talking about it to day and Alice feels that she 
must make the break at this time. Emiko will probably take over a lot 
of the family responsibility if she is given the chance. Up to now, 
Alice sort of gave her the feeling that she was not capable of it and 
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Emlko resented this greatly* 
Bette went to the movies again tonight with her girl friend«* 

Emlko and Patsy went to the Eee Hall to play ping-pong* She says thrt 
Mr* Gonzales claims that one of the bones in her back sticks out and 
this is one of the reasons why she has headaches* 

Jack put on his Jr* H,S, program this afternoon and they pre-
sented fountain pens and pencils to the seven all *A* students, 6 of 
them were girls* Emlko, Bette, Alice, Patsy and I were invited guests 
so thst we got refreshments along with the kifis* Tom and Jack had an 
argument so thefe Tom refused to put on his play* He would not go to 
the party, but he came in later andhung around the back* Mom got mad 
at Jack for teasing Tom so she chased him with a stick* Tom was faking 
a lot, yelling more than necessary because he knew that Mom would come 
to his rescue* 

Mom la getting better these days and has been on her feet much 
more* She can straighten up now* X was surprised to see that she was 
actually getting fat* Pop has been feeding her so well* They have con-
tinued to get along well and appear fairly well adjusted to this life 
at Tanforan* How they are doing a lot of unnecessary worrying about 
Gila, Pop has been getting more of his things packed up for us to takB 
along* Both Mom and Pop have been taking It easy* They sit around most 
of the day listening to news reports* Pop has started to make a big 
boa/t for Tom and he has been working on it a little the past few days* 
Pop has one objectionable habit which he has developed In the past few 
months* Somehow or other he has the idea that garlic is good for his 
health* So he eats them by the dozens* Now he smells like a regular 
garlic factory and It smells his side of the house all up* 

Davis came into the office about 4s30 today to tell us that we 
oould publish the news that the relocation of this center would take place 
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between the 15th and the 50th of September« Taro was In the process of 
cutting the heads for the news page so that we had to make a completely-
new dummy and throw out a couple of the leas important stories« This wag 
the first time that he has ever given us advance news of any sort« Davis 
said that no family or community groups would be separated in the re* 
location, but he would not disclose the exact place to which this camp 
would go because this information is classified as confidential military 
Information and he could net release it at the present time« 

Davis said to make a note of the faot th«t any resident who falls 
to cooperate for the general benefit of the entire oenter or who was a 
"disturbing influence" In the center In the preparation for relocation 
would be subject to immediate relocation, with the possibility that he 
would be separated from his community group and even from his family group« 

He said that instructions concerning the exact days on which in-
dividuals would be relocated, plus other detailed information would be 
posted on the official bulletin boards« He wanted us to ask the residents 
to cooperate In preserving the orderly routine of center operations prior 
to relocation« 

We felt that this was a big "scoop" so got the stencil ready in 
a hurry and we all came up here this evening to get the thing run off« 
Everyone got here early, but our spirits were dashed when Davis came in 
and said that we could not print the news because the Army would not 
give clearance. So another stenoll had to be cut« 

Just when we were ready to run it off Davis came in and said 
that he wanted the news in this edition, but Taro argued that this was 
impossible because it would mean the making up of a new dummy and stenoll* 
Davis asked if we could put It on a special page. We said that this in-
volved too much additional work and with our limited staff we could not 
do It« So Davis will try to have his secretary cut the stencil and after 
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it was run off, we can staple it to the regular edition» Lillian, Ben, 
Sam, Taro and I got into a long bull session while we worked. I claimed 
that the Nisei were too sensitive about taking a firm stand on the war 
and that was why they satfd, "Hitler, Mussolini, and ToJo,* being very 
careful not to mention Hirohito's name because of the possible reactions. 
Taro said that the only reason why he did this was for propaganda pur-
poses. If he wanted to educate the Nisei, he felt that the real symbol 
of Japanese militarism should be used—that symbol being Tojo and not 
Hirohito, who is only a pawn. He dislikes the Japanese militarists Just 
as much as I do andhe claimed that there was more of the good cultural 
aspects of Japan attached to Hirohltos name than the evil aspects of mili-
tarism. He said that we should not be blind and desire to destroy all 
things Japanese indiscriminately. 

Ben made the point that democracy did not have anything to d> with 
economics and that economic opportunities would make no difference in 
furthering the process of these ideals. We all Jumped on him so that he 
backed down. 

Lillian came up for the last time before leaving for Massachusetts 
on her scholarship to Wellesley. She argued that democracy in this 
country would exist no matter Which side won the war because this was a 
war of "power" and in her observations of past wars she had become con-
vinced that principles were unimportant. I said that thJfea was too ultra-
practical and this was not consistent with her beliefs in democracy be-
cause it did make a difference in the post war difference as to whether 
democracy or fascism gained the upper hand. If Fascism won all the peoples 
of the world would have less chance to achieve any chance of freedom, 
whereas democracy offered some hope for a future. Sammy said that she was 
Just saying this for effect so Lillian reconsidered her statements. 
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Jimmy and Taro then went off Into a discussion of modern writers. 
Taro believes that the Nisei are suckers for sentimentalism and they go 
for the gushy type of writing. He calls people like Edgar Guest "mental 
masturbators" of a slow order who aro n o t spontaneous In their writings, 
but who merely write t o achieve certain results. "They force it out 
artificially and are very artificial, but the NJsel are taken in." Taro 
has read widely and he can r e e l off the naiaes of writers and books In 
a rapid fire manner* 

Taro told us a little about himself tonight. He comes from a 
fairly well to do family in Idaho. His father was a representative for 
a Japanese American paper and was taken in by the FBI at the beginning of 
the war, but has been released recently. He has a brother who is the 
financial secretary for the JACL and a sister who is in Federal Civil 
Service work. 

Taro came out to S.F. four or five years ago after doing grad 
work at the U. of Utah—he was a Phi Bete and has won numerous prizes 
for writing essays. Taro has a #30 gold piece as a souvineer of one of 
the prizes. He came out here with the intention of editing a new Japa-
nese paper—published in English only but It failed due to lack of ad-
vertisers. So he went to work os§ a couple of the other Japanese American 
papers at #60 a month, plus meals. He did not think that there was much 
future In this so he went to work as a houseboy for a former Russian 
countess, receiving #30 a month plus room and board. On the side he 
worked as a stock clerk down town and received around #50 or more so that 
some months he was able to save over $60. But the houseboy Job got on 
his nerves and h# thought that a college graduate should be doing moreso 
he went to work as a linotyplst on another Japanese American paper at 
aroung $65.00 a month. The editor was only getting #75. From these 
Taro worked on the "Pacific Citizen", the official organ of the J.A.C.L. 
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When the Tolan Committee came around he wrote most of the speeches for 
the J.A.C.L. leaders appearing before the committee. Afterwards he 
went back to the "Nichl Bel* at around #60.00 a month. "There is no 
future for a Nisei journalist because I don't believe any of them ever 
made over |B0.00 a month. The publishers used to make their money by 
publishing the directory and sponsoring Japanese movies — one publisher 
made enough to send his son through Northwestern U. in fine style." 

At the same period Taro kept active In the liberal circles. He 
belonged to the Artist and Writers group, organized by Isamu Noguchi, 
the famous painter and this was one of the only groups that took a firm 
anti Japan militarist stand. 

Some of the fellows from the campus — including Kenny and Wa&ny 
and Jimmy S. — used to attend these meetings, but I never got around to 
it. 

Yuki picked up another letter about the Santa Anita riots and 
she made me a copy. This one was not so hysterical as some of the others 
but the facts are similar. We have never had any serious trouble like 
this around here. The nearest thing to it was the threatened strike of 
the maintenance crew which was adjusted by the Council. 

It is now 3j30 A.M. and we are trying to grind the paper out. 
Taro and Jimmy are doing the work. My arm is sore from the typhoid 
shots. 
INSERT Copy of letter Santa Anita Assembly Center 
' Aug. 16, 1942 
Dear f'| 

Maybe you have already read in the newspapers about the trouble 
at Santa Anita. It accured about l| or 2 weeks after I received your 
letter. The whole thing started from the inspection of each barrack 
by the internal police. About 160 policemen from outside came into the 
camn to collect all contraband. 
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As far as collecting the contraband was all right. However, 
they went on ahead and took: away electric stove (even with doctor's 
permit), canned food for the baby and sick old people. Some cops went 
as far as slipping off the partly done crockefcing and took away the 
needles.Boyl those girls were cuss/ing. Who wouldn't? How about you? 
Even hammers and saws. Some took away knives and forks brought from 
their home. You know the ones that the WCCA told us to bring. Pew went 
as far as breaking into the barrack, taking the lock off with the crow 
bar and ramsack the rooms. Turned the whole place upside down. If the 
suit case ware locked they took the whole thing. Many of the people of 
these barracks were working so natuaally they weren't home. Boy! when 
they came home and found their place broken in and everything 
scattered all over the place they were madded than hell. 

There were no notice from the Center Manager about the search. 
They came around like the FBI's. 

The workers went back to their respective jobs after lunch but 
they were told to go home and watch their homes. We all came home. No 
work so everybody went to watcj^ the cops search the homes. At first 
there were 2 or 3 people. Pretty soon there were 10, then 50 and soon 
100. The cops got scared and went away to the place where other cops 
were making their search. We all allowed them around. Boyl by the 
time we got to the place there was a big crowd following the cops. When 
we got there, there was a big crowd there too. There were about 1000 
people. 

Soon the man whose house was broken in began to raise hell with 
the cops. Saying "give me back my suitcase. I have all the money in 
there." The cops wouldn't give him the money at first but later they 
gave just the money and kept the suit qase with just ordinary clothes 
In them. 
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The people started to holler "tatake, tatake" In Japanese. By this 

time there was a big mob there. The cops tried to walk away but the 
crowd just circled him and wouldn't let him get away. The crowd just 
yelling "Tatake! Tatake1" in Japanese. "Beat him upi Beat him upt in 
English. 

The cops turn pall and was scared stiff. The Japanese would Just 
close in on them. Then one of the cops that came from outside took out 
his pistol aid said, "if you come any closer I am going to shoot." One 
young kid walked out and said, "Just try it." 

The crowd just laughed and wouldn't move. Another cop that was 
with him took away his pistol. Then the police truck came to the rescue 
Someone in the crowd threw a big rock at the car. The driver came out to 
take this boy away but, Oh NOt everybody started to hit the cop. Be-
fore you knew it the cops had bleady nose and everything. He then ran 
into the Mess Hall. Crowd followed him into the mess hall and he got a 
barrage of cups and plates. Then he ran for the gate and the soldiers 
close the gates on him. 

Then part of the crowd wanted to beat up the Korean who is a stool 
pigeon. He was the one who was helping the cops collect the contraband 
and load it on to the truck. He too got scared and ran for the gates 
but it was closed. The regular cops statittoed here at Santa Anita took 
this Korean to the Government house to protect hiih. The crowd just 
broke in and beat the daylight out of him. Smashed several chair over 
hi 

s head. Nothing was handy in the office so someone picked up a type-
writer and beat him over the head with it. The cops tried to telephone 
for help bufe someone had already cut the telephone wires from outside. 
Boy\ I am telling you that it was a sight to watch. Seeing the way the 
Japanese beat up this Korean, the cops got so scared, he just Jumped 
head first out through the window. 
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Well in the meantire the commander of the M.P, got the order from 

San Francisco to stop the riot so the soldiers came into the camp and 
saved the Korean* If the soldier dldn*t come he would have been beaten 
to death« The soldiers took him to the center hospital but the doctors 
would not do much for him. Soon afterwards, he was transferred to the 
Los Angeles General Hospital. I heard that he had a fractured skull and 
several broken ribs. 

From then on Martial Law was declared in Santa Anita Assembly Cen-
ter« No one was allowed to leave the camp. Even the "hakujin" workers« 
Carpenters, camoflage net inspectors, infack no one was allowed to leave 
until the Martial Law was lifted. Poor innocent hakujin workers. They 
couldn't go home for almost 5 days, Postoffice was closed. All dept. 
was closed except the Commissary and Hospital and part of the Wearhouse 
that handled food. The Soldiers patroled the camp those few days. 

The soldiers didn't know what was happening. They thought it was a 
riot to break out here. One soldier wqs so seared pale that his rifle 
was rattling and was ready to pass out. When the soldiers learned what 
happened, they went and had a time of their life. Talking to the nihonjin 
girls« 

Well now it's all over and everything is back to normal. Manager 
and Police Sargent was fired. All of the Mess Hall Managers (Caucasians) 
was also fired. I read in the paper that they were selling liquior to 
the Japanese in the Center. Now there is only one hakujin in each Mess 
Hall. Rest of the dept as Chief Steward and Chief Cooks are nihonjin. 
These jobs were held by hakujins..,. 

I will write to you soon again. Please extend my best regards to 
your parents and sister.,, 

Yours 
G 
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Inserts 
Official Family Bulletin #1 (Tanforan) 

In order to have more complete family harmony, the following regulations 
are suggested« ) 

I Obtaining of food. 
In order to apportion the undeslreable task more equally so that your 

father will not starve to death, definite days are set aside for this duty, 
Monday and Tue sday-—Emiko 
Wednesday, Thurs. and Fri,—Aliee (̂ hle lnoludes taking the pan up 
Sat, and Sunday -—Bette for both times*) 

II Washing dishes at the kitchen does net constitute washing dishes* The one 
getting the food does not have to do dishes for that day, Doln? It voluntary 
out of turn does not count, 
IXXft'e will do all of the rough washt the other washing, hanging, and bringing 
in the laundry shall be distributed evenly, 
IV Bette shall be responsible for the house eleaning* It shall be done with 
eare and flness and not rushed through. Previous committments are not that 
Important, 
V Ton shall make his own bed in the morning and be responsible for emptying 
the garbage twice a day, 
VI House oleaning on week ends shall be a Joint effort* 
VIITom shall clean up all of his mess and lHyako shall hang up her elothes 
and put her toys away imsiediately after using* 
VIIlThe emptying of the chamber shall be the sains as for getting the food* 
It is suggested that there shall be no exceptions in order not to eomplioate 
natters• 
IX Visiting hours ends at 9t00 sharp for all minors* There shall be no visiting 
between dinner and roll call* 
X Tom shall take Pop to the toilet* 
XX Bette shall do some studying before nine o'clock if possible* Confueious 
sayi "Improvement of the mind Is essential for a well rounded person,* 
XllBette shall rub mom's leg ¿ally* 

The above suggestions are forwarded in good spirit and should not be taken 
as personal chastisement. You may aooept or rejeot them as you will* We recognise 
that you are all good, hard workers and do things cheerfully without complaint, 
but sometimes these little details are overlooked and in order to clarify matters 
a definite sohedule Is proposed* 

The Family Counoll 
P* S, We still love you Approved and passed by Mr, Davis, oenter mgr* 
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August 22, 1942 — Saturday 
Davis finally decided that it would be too much bother to put 

the information about moving into an extra so Emlko Just ran off the 
mimeograph bulletin to be posted with the Information that Davis had 
previously given us* 

Everyone around the camp already knows the news now because we 
passed it on« Only the story has grown to the belief that Utah has defi-
nitely been announced and that Mess 8 would go first, followed by 15 and 
2. A section of the fence is being taken down and made into a gate be-
hind our barracks and people will leave from there. A platform is to 
be constructed for the baggage since the train goes right past the back 
of the camp. This morning people were running around grabbing what 
boxes they could in order to get started with their pqcklng. There 
seems to be a general relaxation of the tension which has been building 
up, although the place of relocation is not announced yet. 

The Relocation committee met in the grandstands this morning and 
Tad asked me to come so I left the staff to staple the papers without 
my aid. X wasn't doing anything anyway, except to heckle Taro about 
his love life. 

This committee is greatly concerned about setting up some sort of 
organization as soon as the new camp is reached. They were a little 
uncertain about the type of administration which would prevail there 
so I tried to tell tham what little I knew about the policy of the WRA 
as compared to the WCCA. I did not think that there would be a chance 
of many of the WCCA people getting into the relocation program. The 
committee has given up this idea and they are writing letters to see if 
they can get some sort of recognition from the WRA so that when they get 
to the new center, they can help avoid some of the confusions we had 

around here when we first entered. 
The committee is very informal and members present were; Former 
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Councilmen Ernie Uyama, Ogawa, Yamasakl and Ichisaka, House Managers 
John Yoshino, Tad Fujita, Earl, Nobu Takahashi and chief head counter 
"Babe" Moriwakl. I represented the Totalizer. 

The question arose as to whether the people In the new community 
would recognize them. Babe thought that we would not get the same re-
action as was directed against the Temporary Council, who were made the 
scapegoats for all the confusion at first. John Yoshino was appointed 
to talk to key men of the Church, Cooperative and Issel groups and try 
to work xlfch them In so that a unified frontcould be presented. 

Babe and X thought that the Issei must recognize the fact that this 
was principally the Nisei future and that they should not try to dominate 
the picture. About 100 Issei are taking cooperative classes now with 
the idea of taking over at relocation. One of them made the remark to 
Franks "Let the Issei handle this matter." Babe Is opposed to having 
the Issei in the picture, "it's about time theyrreallzed that we can't 
always be bowing to their wishes. Some of us are getting to be 55 and 
40 years old and why should we not try to develop the responsibility? 
The Issei as a group are too old and it will be the wisei who are going 
to support them after the war. I was in business with an Issei and 
just because he was older he wanted to run everything his own way. He 
didn't want to keep books, but I made him. It was a good thing because 
when Dec y came around everything was in order. Otherwise he would have 
had a lot of embarrassing questions to answer and he w>uld have been sunk. 
It's the same thing here. Sure, they are older, but they don't know 
any more about this new problem than we do. % are the ones to do the 
work and they must recognize the fact that we have to take a firm stand 
in this whole business. A lot of the Issei have the idea that we are 
all going to Japan after and war and they want to lead us in the "right 
direction." They say that our citizenship is no good, etc. and that we 
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should listen to them, X am not condemning the whole Issfti group, but 
the ones who want to get into control are often the more pro National-
istic ones* We don't want that.11 

Tobyj "The Issel power is hard to buck. You know how it is. I 
remember when the war broke out, I was on the Board of Gov. of the Golden 
Gate Institute (Japanese language school) but I never had a say. Well 
when war broke out, they showed the whole thing on to us and told us to 
settle everything. Now they are complaining that we did not do things 
right and that we are not experienced enough to handle! these problems 
so they want to lead us. How to break down this attitude and yet not 
cast them aside? A lot of the feeling is defensive. They have been 
pushed aside here as far as self govt was concerned and they don't like 
it. I can't blame them for that but that should not be the basis for 
saying that they must get into contol or everything will be a failure. 
We have to work out something so that we can get the greatest degree of 
cooperation.11 

Ernie did not believe that it was a matter of Issel-Nisei conflict. 
He thought that the greatest trouble would come from the church groups. 
They would try to control the coops. If this happened there would be 
lack of cooperation by the various church factions in this center, Ernie 
said that the coop idea wouM be a failure from the beginning if the 
Issel were not allowed an equal vote. The church attitude was not prac-
tical, he thought, because they believed too much in turning the other 
cheek, regardless of what happened. 

It was agreed by all that the greatest problem would be to coor-
dinate all the Interest groups as much as possible so that a good start 
would be made. Several mentioned the fact that up at Tule there was a 
lot of conflict. The northern group had gotten control of things and 
the Sacto bunch were trying to dislodge them. There have been several 
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rumors around that Walter Tsukamoto, former national president of the 
JACL had been mobbed. The %t'l Headquarters from Salt Lake sent the 
Tote a telegram saying that they had contacted the WRA and that no vio-
lence had oocurred. There seems to be a general dissatisfaction among 
many of the people there because food has been difficult to obtain-
especially sugar. Each mess hall has been rationed to 15 lbs a week. 
The people, viewing these immediate lacks, have grumbled a lot and 
don't cooperate fully. The Committee did not think that we would have 
any of this trouble. 

Nobji Nishimoto told me this morning that the reason for the count 
of Federal property was because so many of the people had made pants 
and shirts out of the Army blankets. This indicates that the people 
are in need of clothing. If the group leaves before Sears sends the 
8tuff, they may not get it at all. 

Bette says that the girls of the centerette club is giving her a 
farewell party next week. 

Spain declared war on the U.S. yesterday and Brazil declared war 
on the Axis. Only a few more nations left out of the war now. There 
seems to be a lot of action in the Pacific and the U.S. is taking a 
little offensive now. Allies made a fairly successful Commando raid 
on Dieppe the other day on a much larger s cale than previously. The 
Germans still are pushing ahead in the Caucasus. 

Miss Greene of the Social Welfare Dept at U.C. came with Miss Hall 
of the U.S. Children's Eureau of New Orleans to visit me. We had quite 
a long discussion on the social problems around here and how a social 
worker could fit into the program. She asked me again if I were inter-
ested in a fellowship at U. of Chicago and I gave her my point of view 
on the setup. I told her that I was desperately anxious to go to the 
relocation center Just to see if X could be of some good in fitting into 
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the picture« I felt that I would never have another opportunity to 
get an oxperience like this and I go into it with my eyes wide open« 
Later on I could oontinue school for a further advanced degree but X 
would never get a chance like this again« I hold a lot of high hopes 
and think that something good can be developed out of it in spite of 
the fact that it is no choice of mine to be put in a concentration camp. 
I still feel that this is part of the whole phase of the wider minority 
problem of America and of the world. Miss Greene saw this point and 
she said that if I decided to reconsider at any time, she was sure that 
some arrangements could be made. She brought me some books, magazines 
and fruit« It makes one feel good Inside to have friends whoare inter-
ested in one's welfare« Miss Greene may do some teaching of social 
case work at Manzanar on the weekends, flying down on Friday evening, 
I have been sending the dep't papers and occasional letters to keep 
them aware of the fact that this is a social problem which needs all the 
skills and abilities of social agencies and individual social workers« 

I wasn't going to the dance this evening, bug when I saw the very 
original decorations at the social hall, the fever got me« Jack took 
Joan N., his rival's girl friend and now the score is even because H«0« 
got Hedy, Alice is going with George Urabe« Emiko and Bette went to 
see the puppet show and hobby exhibition at our rec hall and Tom and 
Mlyako also went« 

Pop was excited all evening about the pending relocation and he is 
really going to pack in earnest tomorrow» He was irritated with Alice 
because she did not write the letter to Mr. Pleasant asking him for 
the saw and thanking him for bringing the sewing machine. 

We had a very lousy dinner tonight so the family came home and we 
and 

cooked 
a lot of eggsymlxed it up with the rice. It was delicious. 

We have been getting all sorts of foods and fruits in abundance but 
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I have a feeling that it will be scarcer in the relocation center« 
I was in the showers for 45 minutes this evening talking to some 

young fellow that Knew Jack In L«A« He says that he doesn't like it 
here because the fellows are too tame. He is going to try to get sent 
with the Santa Anita boys "who know how to raise hell." This is about 
the only thing that he thinks Is worth while doing. I asked him if he 
ever thought of the future and he said that we had no future and the 
best thing to do is to have fun while there is time. He would hate to 
get sent to Japan because "they are old fashioned too." However, he 
does not feel that he can do anything about it because of the prejudice 
"We are hopeless cases, that's all." The boy Is only around 21 and he 
had been working in a produce market in L.A. for the past several yeass 
"We got fair wages, but I just blew It In every Saturday night." The 
boy apparently has no hopes or ambitions at this time. He has not 
worked at all since he has been here. "I Just loaf around all the time 
and it is getting me down." 

Mary was working in the library so that we did not go to the 
dance until after 9. It was a sort of formal affair and most of the 
girls came dressed up and in high heels. They were given gardenias 
at the door. The fellows wore dark suits and bow ties, if they had 
them. The orchestra, led by Tom Tsuji, made its debut at a big dance 
and it was not bad. The dance itself was good and Just like some of 
those on the outside, except that most of the snatches of conversation 
which I caught was about relocation to Utah. 

Afterwards, we came home and had something to eat. Bette had a 
whole half of a salami, but they ate it before we came so that we had 
to be contented with toasted cheese and meat sandwiches with hot milk. 
Took Mary home about 12)00. 
Mary Is one of the librarians here. Right now she is worried about 
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how they are going to take all of those books to the relocation camp* 
The WRA said that they would pay the freight if the WCCA refused* If 
worse comes to worst, Mary will have the people she knows take it out 
as personal luggage* She is very much interested in the library and w 
would like to get out for a year to get her certificate. She is a U.C* 
graduate and was president of the Japanese Somen's Club last term* 

August 23, 1942 — Sunday — 12:10 
We thought that we were going to get up early, but everyone over-

slept. Zenchl, the supply manager at our messhall, has been giving 
Pop special food for his diet and he has sort of taken our family under 
his wing. So that when nobody appeared for breakfast, he brought over 
a whole lot of bacon, eggs, toast, and cantaloupes. Bette got up and 
went off to'church. We had planned to get an early s tart on the laun-
dry, but we got sidetracked for a while. Jack and Tom went to run 
around the track five times and then take a shower. Alice got up to 
start the housecleaning, but received little cooperation. Emiko took 
her time getting up and I was reading Time magazine in bed. When Jack 
came in, we all got the idea that we would like real coffee so we made 
a pot. From there we went on to a big breakfast. Since we will be 
leaving soon, we put everything in the wash. It was almost 11§00 before 
we got started. Alice stayed behind to clean house and Jack, Emlko, 
Tom aird I went to the laundry. Mlyako and Yuri did their doikls' dresses. 
We didn't get finished until 12:30 so went on the second shift. Hie 
weenies and beans were not very appetizing so we brought them home and 
just had salad and Ice cream. 

After lunch Bette and Jack went to hang the wash up* Alice went 
up to see Angelo and Emlko went up a little later on to get her phono-
graph. Angelo put about $12 of parts in repairing it, but he only 
charged her Bette and Pat went off to work In the hobby and puppet 
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show at our rec hall« 
There was a big crowd there so I did not attempt to go In this 

afternoon. Stood around and talked to Tarof Yukl, Koz and some others« 
We started to talk about relocation and what the people would do« Koz 
gave a very good point on the object and alms which we should havej 
"I'd like to see the Nisei get into the war effort more definitely« 
If we do participate in this way, we can ease that isolation feeling 
and our relationships with the wofe&d will be mue|t closer, I hope we 
can do it in some form of an industrialized program, like making clothing 
for the Army, or war materials for the Red Cross« This is very Impor-
tant because what we do directly in the war effort will determine our 
place in post war America« We must avoid isolation«" Koz I is 24 
years old« She was with the WCCA helping in the evacuation until re-
cently, She is supposed to be doing social work here, but it is mean-
ingless, nso I spend my time in the library reading about Juvenile 
delinquency on office time," Koz never has received any training in 
social work, but had a clerical job with the State Civil Service for 
several years previous to evacuation, 

I thought that the question would be good for "Your Opinion" since 
it would be closely related to the impending relocation so I spent some 
time in asking a few Nisei what they hoped to accomplish in the reloca-
tion center« A lot of the young Nisei whom I spoke to out by the ball 
game Just had not thought alsrout It or they did not know« They had no 
plans and apparently some of them Just didn't know because they knew 
so little about the WRA program« Mary Y works as a hospital clerk« 
She is 19, She would like to go on to school but if she has to work 
she wants a soft Job of some kind. 

Interrupted Dr« Carl Hirota (32) on the golf course and he said: 

"My aim is to have this group have the best set of teeth possible from 
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the health standpoint. If the clinic is free I am sure that we can do 
it. Another aim I have is to do some research on the dental facial 
relationships of this controlled group. I have been taking some sta-
tistics while here. I think that this may be some contribution to my 
field. I feel that I may be able to do some studying in my field also 
and I have brought many technical books to ready" Carl was one of the 
most active "liberals" of the JACL in S*F. 

Mos Ito, 24, U.C. grad in pharmacy would like to get out for one 
year of study in an eastern university. Otherwise, "anything in my 
field. I would like to manufacture our own drugs. The prime idea is 
to keep the costs and expenses down so that the community may have more 
profits accruing in the cooperative setup." 

Nobu Takahashi, 25, U.C, grad In Ag-Econ thinks he may be taken 
\ 

into the Army Intelligence. But if he goes to relocation he would like 
to be in the coop field and help stabilize the plan. From a personal 
basis, he believes that the experience will be valuable in order to pre-
pare himself for the post war chaos. Agriculture, he believes, will 
have unlimited opportunities for any trained men because of the dlsloQ 
cation which is bound to come to all peoples» 

Stopped in at the office to see if Lillian was there, but she had 
left for Massachusetts one hour before so I did not get to see her off. > 

Said goodbye to Ang since he Is leaving for Missouri next week. Alice 
hopes to get out shortly so that they can get married. Angelos "May I 
have your permission to take this bag off your hands?" Met "Take her 
away$" Angelo said he was so embarrassed when he went through the 
formality of asking pop for his daughter's hand, but I don't know when 
he did it. 

Quite a few rumors about where the center is going for relocation. 
Many are not so sure that it will be Utah. Some say that the group will 
be split up between Idaho and Arkansas. Tomate said that a lot of people 
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in hie barraoks believe that we will be sent to Wyoming to rejoin the former San 
Praneiseans that were in Pomona* Ken says his district has a hopeful idea that they 
will to Colorado to rejoin the former San Franciscans who are leaving from Santa 
Anita to go there« Our barracks are set in Utah• Pop is getting very anxious about 
the whole thing« lie gave Tom a long leoture on how to avoid rattlesnakes, and he 
has a hammer and saw all set out for me to take along, so that I will be able to 
open up the boxes whioh we will take« We will divide up a lot of the things just 
in oase we get separated and they get sent to Utah (?) Instead of Oila by mistake« 
The gov't will provide speoial aooomadations for the ill and the house-manager oame 
around to find out a list of things Pop would need and to recommend a pullman for 
him to the hospital, who will recommend this to the WGCA« 

T told Emiko to start peeking, but all she did was her seoord« I went to the 
songfest out by the new lake this evening and then to the hobby show* Left Pop 
and Emiko early as I wanted to do some more packing. Did nob accomplish much be-

JodOnt 
cause Isomc Nogato, Tqp*o, Jim» Ben, Sam, YUki, and Alex were over and we just sat 
around and talk« Jjcl(£?le& up the hot dogs and made some sandwiches whioh we served 
with tea« They looked at cur sorapbooks and photo albums« Early in the evening, 
/̂ jfobby, Mike a Shig, Yosh and another boy were over but they only stayed a little while 
sinoe the girls were not in yet« Bette went to a young people's church social with 
her girl friends« 

It was almost 12 before our guests left and I think I pulled a boner by bring* 
out their ooats too soon« Afterwards Erlko, B@tt© and Alioe went to wash the 
dishes so I helped them« Jack and X told them that they got a little too "oa ty" in 
discussing personalities and "enough was enough«" 

Emiko and I had a little argument« I told her that she should discuss family 
affairs outside of the family, especially anything that would insinuate that she 
was tied down and Emiko "blew up" and said that she never did such things and 
blamed it on Bette, who "always tells Patsy everything«" She left the washroom 
in a great rage slamming the door behind her ( We were in the woman's washroom 
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nobody tvt sisters around thought) Emiko still takes things very personally and is 
touchy when oritioieed even when she Is wrong« She has been alittle resentful 
about Bette lately beflause she feels that she has to do more work around the house 
than Bette* Alioe and I told her that she was older and should not look on things 
this way as It was a part of her responsibility* I think she got the point "ok*, 
only she is by temperment not as industrious as Bette, inolining to be more easy 
going about everything. 

Setsuko, the little girl who used to talk so much Japanese (causing a fight 
with Miyako at one time) is getting to speak good English and she doesn't speak 
nSarly as muoh Japanese anymore. A lot of it is due to the association with 
Miyako * ?om also wants to be oalled Tom and not his Japanese name "Takeshi". 
When ealled by his J. name he says« "My, name Is Tomt" 
QjY White of JT. P. State cam© to visit me this afternoon and bring me some 

magazines • I only got to talk with him about half an hour because it took the visitors 
such a long time to get in. The word must have gone out that this camp is leaving 
soon and the people are coming to tee their friends for the last time before they 
leave aa there was a noticeable increase In visitors.today. Next weekend and the 
following one will probably be even greater. Think I will drop a line to Chief 
White to see if he can put an extra man at the visitors window. 

Alice was telling me about the terrific business which Mr. Pleasant is doing 
in our former barber shop in Vail©jo. He has built a Utile room on the roof to 
store our things so that he can expand the barber shop. He has five chairs in 
there now and a shoeshine fellow. Since he is the only Negro barber in Vallejo, 
he has a large business since all of the new colored workers at Mare Island patronipe 
him. Alioe says that he grosses about #60 a day. Mrs. Z. charges him around $70 
a month for rent. We were only paying #25. No wonder she got greedy and brpke her 
agreement. We had an unwritten lease with her and was supposed to get everything 
over the $25 rent when we sub leased it. Now the whole thing is out of our hands« 
Mr. Pleasant has been very decent and he is paying Pop #200 for theequipment that 
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he left behind and also watching our things for us* Dodo wrote and said that 
everybody was rolling in money in lallejo with no place to spend it« She wished 
she could be in a camp (she is Chinese«*Amerioan) because maybe her family would 
then develop a family unity like ours« She says her father and mother are too 
greedy making money and they negleot their children or else don't have t'me for 
them in the mad haste to accumulate money« 

August 24, 1942 11i00 
It was one cf those real foggy days today, almost like rain« We have only had 

two real hot days this summer* I got up there early in order to vote but there 
was such a crowd that the olerk said he would come baok again tomorrow morning« 

Jim, Taro, and I spent all morning debating whe her to have a final big 
edition of the paper or not« Taro and Jim were against it as they did not feel 
that it was worth the effort« I thought that the residents would appreciate suoh 
a thing « Of 

course, it will mean a lot of extra work, but it's good to keep busy* 
I almost had them convinced, but they definitely said no when I suggested 24 pagest 
We don't want to do any recapitulating but we could give some sort of picture of 
the general program« Bob was not around this morning« He has quit but will be in 
to help us, when we get in a spot« 

After lunch. Bob came in and I started in on him« Bill H« was very displeased 
because he wants about four pages for sports and he passed the word around to the 
Reo« dept that we are against sports« Bill has a very short sighted view of things 
and he just doesn't fit Into the paper work. All of his writings have to be re-
written by the staff very extensively and he never shows up except once or twice a 
week« We told him that although sports was a fine thing« we could not overbalance 
the paper by giving it disproportionate space« He mumbled something about all of the 
other center papers giving it a lot of space, but we answered that we did not 
necessarily have to follow their lead* 

Bob was not so keen on the final big edition, but we got to talking about how 
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we eould do it by cutting down to 6 pages in the next imo editions and than having 
around twenty pages for the last. We ceuld do this by working ahead on some of the 
features* Anyway, we won Taro over so that it looks like we will go into this plan 
as Jimmy will have no heavy objections to this method* 

Here is our tentative plaudit will have to be changed considerably. 
No flowery and false praise of the administration-only give them the courtesy 

ppaoe* No filling up tho pages with a lot of names of people working in eaoh 
department* 

Pour pages of a calender of events for the four months we have been here. This 
is to be done with a light touch. I am to dig up some of the faots for this and 
Taro will give it his touch. Jimmy will give to touch to Ed, Reo, Library and 
sports with Ben and Bill to help. Bob and I will do two pages of "your opinions" 
and "Employment*-2 pages with me to get the rough draft of it in and Bob to fit 
it into the space, ĥen there will be four pages for relocation and a one page 
editorial giving a final mes age from the staff* Alex will help me with the news, 
if possible, during the next two weeks and take over when 1 leave. He will also be 
working on some of hie features. Yuki will do tho stencil cutting. Th® only thing 
that holds us baot is the lack of technical help. We could really go to town if 
we had a little larger staff and the equipment, Afld some sort cf final edition would 
be sometkfinĝ for the people to remember the plaoo by. 

lobby did not bother us very much today* He is mad at us because we don't 
pay enough attention to him anymore so lie was busy all day writing to Pres. Roosevelt 
explaining the slight of a 14 yr. old Nisei boy. He was running around to Yuki all 
afternoon for advice on what to write. 

W© don't have too much choice in the candidate for the primaries. T t»ve 
marked my ballot already and same of them for no reason at all. I will have the clerk 
seal it in the morning. I voted for Olson, Patterson, Peek, Hi ley and Johnson—all 
incumbents. Kenny for Attorney Ganeral, Dexter for Superintendent of Public Tnstruotion, 
and the judges were incumbent with no opposition. The staff followed Labor-C.I.O^ 
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under way. I am afraid Adamio is on the wrong bean in this instance. In the first 
place, the Nisei are only 21, average age, and they could not be trained to take 
over the gov't of a nation in such a short ti e. There just are not that many 
capable men about. Just look at the time we are having in getting self gov't 
going, ^e have no real leaders yet and those that are in key positions are 
generally mistrusted. Ho«» much more keener would this feeling b© if they were 
sent to take charge of a nation that have plenty of brilliant and capable men 
in the non-military phases of public life. 

More dangerous than this is the fact that this mowement o>uld "be changed 
in spirit and with the history of antl orientalism in this state, the plan could 
be widely sdopted just to use It as a means M deporting the "Japs. hey could 
just dump them into Japan and wash their whole hand of the Japanese problem in 
the U. S, i£r. Adamio is a little too lndealistlc in this instance. You just oan't 
cram democracy down a person's throat. The plan does not lay enough stree on the 
economic aspects of the war. It is only a political solution-something that I 
would like to see-all nations with a democratic system of gov't, but I don't see 
how mass picking of Nisei to send to Japan would do the trick. Leaders are not 
trained, they are born with that soaethlng which comes out in time ¡828 stress. I 
have yet to see any sizable amount of it around here, 

August 25, 1942 
he staff is certainly taking it easy these days. Instead of working cJbead 

/ 

for the final issue, we have hit a letdown period and catching on our rest, Bob 
and Bill were not around today, Jim only dropped in briefly. It took almost all 
morning to wote. Around 400 voted yesterday, and this morning there were over 200 
more, -̂he countyolerk was able to go faster because Emi and I he$pdd him seal the 
ballots• 

I got in line behind 8raoe W (23 years) and as the wait was very long, 
wergot to talking about her work here. She lives next door to me, but I never had talk-
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ed much with lier * ®raoe is a Mills College graduate, majorîng in Psychology, 
When she arrived here, she was very anxious to start a pre-rrart ëry; school as she 
thought that this would be one ££ the ways that young parents could be helped to 
to make initial adjustments. Since the Rec. Dept. got going before the educational 
program, he got them to sponsor the school, Kay Uchida , who was also waiting 
to vote, went to Mills with Grace and she Is in the same work, Grace is now the 
Superviser of the school» She expects to oontinue with the same type of work in 
the relocation center. "There is so much that can be done in this line of endeavor. 
For instance, we can help the young working mothers by taking care of their 
children and seeing that they are helped in making constructive adjustments • Tf© 
believe in teaching Amerioanzation to the children while they are yooung as vrell as 
to gradually make them aware of social customs and mores* We would like to teach 
them to get along with others. he first six years ina child*s life is most 
important in making personality adjustments later on. We don't want them to grow up 
with an Inferiority complex." Grace says that one of their greatest problems are tte 
several children of mixed marriages, Even at a very young age, the other ohildren 
have shunned and isolate them. $he believes that this is the reflection of the 
parent*s attitudes who have a strong pride in race and it has been a very difficult 
job to break this down among the little ohildren. It is n^t so noticeable now - the 
mixed marriage children are being drawn more and more into the group life. 

Hay Uohida's father was one of the more successful managers of an Importing 
house on Grant Avenue. His family lived in Berkeley and he sent Kay to Mills while 
Yo, her sister went to Cal. lo is in the Reo. deportment here. Kay likes it here 
and believes that the thing which she will remember moat about Tanforan is her work 
in the preschool nursery "because it was an opportunity to do what I always wanted to 
do. ĥia is the first chance I have had to put into practice what I had received 
training. Another thing I will remember is the creativity of the Japanese residents 
which will remain very vivid in my mind. I was amazed at the skill they i wealed 
in the hobby show. One of the things that this place lias brought out Is that we have 
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talent in all the fields» Look at the improvement in the living quarters which 
started frm nothing. None of us can ever forget those stables I And the cooper-
ation of the people Is another thing which we can well remember• It started with 
great disorder but now the community is well developed 

Yoshino will reader Tanforan most because "our town has been a typical 
counterpart of any normal American community its size, in spite of vhe fact that 
abnormal conditions end circumstances brought us together. Mot exactly a Utopian 
dream, still, we've come a long ways from our prewar days, fe have become actively 
conscious of community life«the greatest good for the greatest number* 

ttBabew Moriwakl, who is in charge of the roll call says that he would remettber 
the aptitude of the people to adjust themselves. He believes that the people here 
have an amasing power to dig in and develop a community program. He is fairly cer-
tain that it will carry over into the relocation center because nthey are made of stern 
stuff and will overcome the physical disadvantages 

Henry Tanaka, 37, a house captain will remember the line up and regimentations 
of the mess hall. He says lie is getting used to the tin plate, Most of his time 
here has been spenti in building three sailboats and he is going to take one of them 
along for a s©uvineer# He will miss the Lake« 

Bill Fuiti believes the thing which stands out most vividly about this place is 
the initiative and Ingenuity of the people here to produce something constructive. 
Ee thinks that the cooperative spirit is very noticeable. Ho has no worries about 
the relocation project, but doesnot know about afterwards. Bill is also a C. C. 
student, 

Most of the people I talked to about voting said that they felt it was necessary 3[n 
order to protect their rights of franchise which they oherish more than ever at 
this time. Jhey felt that they would like to carry on their daily life as inuoh 
as possible as on the outside. A few made the remark that it would not ia%ke any V 
difference who they voted for ani they had not studied the list of candidates, 
marking blindly. 
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ehiefly* Yas A« earns in and said to pass the word around for San Pranolsoans 
not id vote for Thersa Msikle for Judge of the Superior Court beoause she had 
turned down the request of a Portuguese man to get his Japanese wife out of this 
oamp, with the remarks "The idea of him marrying a Japt" We were going to vote 
for IfoKeage ?anyway, but lots of the Nisti will vote for him beoause of this story* 

Emiko was sie Y today and the dootor earns down and el fid that she had diarrhea* 
She didn't eat anything all day beoause her stomaoh was bothering her* Her baok 
hurt also so Ipounded it a bit for her* She kept running to the ohamber all day» 
7 times in 8 hours and poor Bette had to keep emptying it* 

Jack, Alice, Tom and Miyako went to see "Elephant Boy" at the movies tonight* 
Pop wanted to talk about packing so I stayed home* I did not want to do any 
pounding on the boards as that wouM have disturbed Emi so I Just thought about it* 

Bette and Alioe forgot to bring our laundry in from the line for the seeond 
evening* The old woman who "owns" the line got saroastio about it this afternoon 
as she had no plaoe to put her things up on* Monday is a heavy wash day in our 
neighborhood and all of the lines are taken up. Pop bawl d 3ette our for forgetting, 
to bring it in* 

?hare is absolutely no political life around the oaiap now* Everyone is con-
cerned with getting ready to move* Alioe got some more of those soa^ wooden orate 
boxes sent down from the supply deporters* '¿hey took the count 6& the Federal 
property afVr roll call and nobody was permitted to be out for the hour* I don't 
know where Jaok and Alioe were during that time* 

From Admin's bulletin,vol*1, no8/9s I urge it (plan for sending Nisei to take 
over gov't of Japan after war to teaoh them democracy) receive serious consideration 
by the people of the Fee if 1© ooast, where at this time tens of thousands of Nesei are 
hels in virtual concentration samps* Why not start a movement to carefully select 
as a beginning, say* a thousand of these young people who are unquestionably Amerloans, 
and then begin to train them for various funotlons in postwar Japan* 

Adamio suggests 9r* Reason Bird, president of Oooidental College to get this mov't 
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It was Inoouraging to see the continued interest in voting* There was only 
one oounty olerk from San Burno and this meant a very long wait in the line* A 
rwmber of the JJes0i stood in line for several hours yesterday afternoon without 
getting to the desk* They started to line up at 8t00o*clook this morning« It was 
eleven before I got to the olerk as I was going up and down the line talking to 
various people* 

This eleotion coses at a time when the native sons of the Golden West is 
starting to oarry their battle for the of oitisenship to the Nisei to the 

S* Supreme Court* It will probably be thrown out again as the Supreme Court have 
twice said that all born in the tJ* S* are citizens of this country* Vic says that 
the H*S*G*W* are still trying to force the City Registrar of S* P* to remove our 
names fiiem the eleotion rolls beoause we hold oual oitisenship* If they did this they 
would also have to throw out the Italian, English and other groups that have dual 
Citizenship* S* F* will only have a light 60$ vote as it is* Some young Nisei wrote 
a letter telling the group to buy war bonds with the money they collected to oarry 
this silly court fight on* 
Dr* Thomas and Mr« Gradsins were in again today* They are only supposed to make soolal 
calls with us bo we oanft discuss the project* Dr* Thomaŝ oes not know when our order 
will come although it has boon moved to the top of the list* Dysentery is very 
prevalent in the Southwest so that she has consulted one of the leading dieticians 
in the country on what to eat* (Dr* Agnes Fay Morgan) 

On her advise Dr* Thomas has sent down a supply of fruit juioes* a bottle of 
Galen 3 concentrate (#5*00 a pint) as a suppliment to our diet* She said that we should 
avoid bulky foods — fibrous fruits« cabbage* and especially sweets and milk« We 
should concentrate on meats* cheese* crackers, and fruit juices and Vitamin B* 
Mr* Gradsins mentioned that we were to get a raise* lord knows for what* The others in thi 
study must really be producing valuable data* Thos sort of hasty empty! " " ad 

is so illogical that It doesnft make sense* Fred amused me today by his 
over Prof* Obata* who he introduced to Dr* Thomas* Fred should be a press agent for 
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this place, he likes It so muck. These Church people must certainly have a lot of faith la 
God, but I don't think they are practical enough in many Instances, The church people 
around here get along s© palsy-walsy with the administration — they get slapped down 
and then come back with the other cheek turned. As long as they don*t try to eblve 
this whole nrobleu! by religion they will get along in their little sphfcre. The trouble 
is that they try to include everyone, Nabu Nistaemoto is going into a seminar because 
he thinks that religion in the only way that the Nisei can carry their future heavy 
burdens• 

Tom was busy all evening pounding away on some boards to make a floor seat for 
Emiko to «it. ^ Pi the movies. Emike was still in bed. The ohair did not come out 
riprht so he rot «nad and broke it up. We said that he should not give up so easily so 
he went to worv built another one. Betty spent most of the evening writing a 
composition on the oha3,lange of relocation. Later on she went to the l̂ tndry to help 
Alice iron. 

w® lousy fish tonight and it was so bad that we did not eat it. We 
brought all of the rice heme and then fried it with some eggs and meat. J am afraid that 
we will really inter the food around here. It was oold this evening so we had to eat 
something hot in order to keep our blood circulating. Well, in a few daysj now we will 
be beaded for the hot country and we can say, "Move over Gila Monsters, here we oome." 

MW&fco wrote fr«a Chicago and she still seems to be having an excising time with 
all those ftisei soldiers dropping in for a lack of a better place to hang around. 
She went out with F a f c t v t h e only :ieei Captain. 

August 26, 1942 — Wednesday — 8i46 
Spent half the morning getting some papers and other all wrapped to 

send to Dr. Thomas. I put scotch tape on it and when I took it to the post office they 
said that it would cost #4.38 first class. So X took the seals off to insure it, and 
then the postman asked me what was in it. I said that there was sone written materal 

V 

and he answered that it would be first class regardless. X didn't have that much 
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money on me so I brought the whole thing home and just wrapped up the essential 
things* It cost $1.14* 

After lunch I was laying around when Teo Rislfté knocked on the door« He had a 
message from Mr. Gunder telling me to come up right away« 

"This time is lt#" I thought* It was almost a feeling of relief* I went up there 
and the first thing Gunder said wast "Casa Grand©% "What's that?" I asked* "Arizona"» 
said he digging his fat nose baok into the papers« 

So I asked him a lot of detailed questions* We are leaving next Tuesday at 
6t45 in the morning* The train will leave at 3tl5 from San Franoisco* I asked his 
whether we would have any time to stop over in the city* Gunder tried to ̂ ive me a 

N 

scare story about how the Daylight limited did not want any Japanese and that they were 
going to shoot us right on the train* It will take 24 hours to get to Gila* There will 
be a one hour stop over in Los Angeles and we will arrive about Si40 on Wednesday* It 
will probably be hot as biases* 

Four meals will be provided at 7S¿ each* We will be limited to 150 lbs of 
personal luggage» anything more will have to be paid for by us* All of the rest of the 
stull will be sent on later* Blankets will be inoluded as part of our personal luggage* 
The inspector will come down on Monday to look through our stuff* 
It Is hard to ?escribe my feelings* I just don't feel anything* It's another move* only 
this time there Is a lot more packing to do. Everyone took it rather calmly* Emlko «% 
started her packing and Bette waited around for a trunk* I made a box for Emlko's records« 
Pop has been Misy all evening getting out essential things for us to take* He got an 
old tea kettle out and gave me detailed instructions on how to boll the water in 
Arlsonla so that the water won't make us siok* Tom got a lot of cardboard boxes and the 
place Is new a mess* 

Alice was fixing her Jacket all evening* Jack went for a Montgomery Ward cat* 
alogue so that we could order some things while they are still left on the market* 
Bee ordered rope, nails» plane* and a lot of other stuff* We will use our family 
pot up for these things* We did not know whether or not to get additional olothing 
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sine© our basic clothiiig may arrive, but it does not look so likely* 
Miss Greene sent some more books to me today so I had to repack some more of 

my things* I didn't do muoh work in the office today because I wanted to start 
getting some of my things in order. Taw was a little worried about not getting enough news 
in for this issue, but I'll make up for it tomorrow. Bob hasnft been in for two days 
now, but Alex is filling In a little» But Bob is the spark plug that keeps things in 
order * 

I. is busy with his cards again. He picked up twelve dollars in the past few 
days* A bunch of fellows play in the afternoon* Gambling is still flourishing 
although driven farther underground. Some fellows were oought the other day and Rio 
says they were fined $25*00 a piece. Mien two of the fellows came back from jail 
they beat the man who had informed on them up. Then claim that he was spreading 
rumors about some girl* 

A bunch of the TJ. C* follows are over in Jim,s room every night. They sit 
around and play bridge or just talk. Hero, his ro-oar fcate. is trying to get out of this 
camp. He has 7 more units to get his AB in Architecture. His father is a general 
manager of a big importing firm in Hilo, Hawaii and he has been sending Her© to U. C. 
for the p«st two or three years* Hero can't go back to Hawaii for the duration. He 
says that his father is still doing good business over there and that most of his 
Nisei and Sansi's friends are still working in defense jobs. A lot of them are in the 
Army and now training in Wisconsin. Hero expects to be able to attend St. Louis 
U. as soon as the police there give him the "ok". He thinks thatlfte Nisei in 
Calif, are not so Amerioan as those in Hawaii and believe that this is due to 
the bitterness which they have taken evacuation, plus tha* fact that they are not 
having the same economic opportunities as those in Hawaii. He mentioned several 
Nisei judges and other public officials. The city of Hilo is almost all Japanese in 
population, but it is farther from the Japanese oustoms then S. F. Jap town. Hero 
does not believe that they will ever attempt to put the Japanese American residents 
of Hawaii into concentration camps because they have broved their loya&ty. He has 
no doubt that the Nisei here would also do their part given the chance. 
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Jaok seems to have run into a little difficulty with the FBI» For the 
Junior H» 8», the kids plokod the school colors of red and white» Jaok used the 
Vallejo Junior High school song and just substituted the rod and white oolors in 
the plaoe of tho Vallejo oolors» Today an FBI man oame around and asked about the 
song» He thought that it was subversive because the oolors are tho same as the 
Japanese flag» Jaok said that the man was going to investigate his background» 
He told Jaok not to tell tho kids about the song and he will observe them on Sept» 
11 when they have a school party to see if they sing it with extra emotion. 

Bette wont to a party this afternoon given by some girls who are giving her a 
send off when she loaves» She did not eat much at dinner» Wo Just had rice and 
soms pork» All of us decided to bring it home and out tho meat up and mix it in with 
eggs and tho rice. Pop fixed it up flor us» I took an oxtra portion and left it on tho bu 
bureau» Alice came in to piok up all tho dishes to wash» When she picked up mine 
I told her to save it. Jaok said» "throw it out," so I repeated for her to save it. 
Evidently she did not hear me» Afterwards me started to pack a little and Alice fixed her 
jacket. This sort of infurated me (evacuation norvos) but I did not say anything. 
Earlier in the day I had had an argument with her about soms mineral oil which was 

yU 

labeled for intei-al use. I said that I was going to use it for hair oil (as most of tho 
pharmacists had suggested) and she said that I could not because it was for inter̂ l use. 
They yesterday, Jaok and I were peeged at her because she had turnod in some of our 
spoons as Federal property» 

Anyway» I wont to got my meat and rice later around 9|30 but it was not there. 
Mom said Alice had thrown it out» I asked Alioe, "What*s tho idea, I told you to 
save it»" 

"Tou did not, you said throw it out»" 
"God damn it, I said for you to save it» I told you twice»" 
Bettet "I remember him saying it»" 
Emlftot "ft», he said throw it out»" 
Alloci "Quit yelling, you know you said throw it out." 

J I almost broke a blood vessel» It was the first time I had over gotten so dam 
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mad, especially when Alios sat there looking so righteous* Jaek kept egging 
both bf us on* She made one more remark about it so X got exasperated and 
slapped her for the first time in my life* It was the first time I had ever slapped 

i 
any girl* Alloet "You eoward* hitting a girl with glasses*" They she kloked at me 
so X slapped her again* Z felt so repentant immediately* Pop oame in a bawled her 
out* Mom oame In to bawl me out* We kloked thea both out of the room and told them 
not to Interfer* Alioe went out in the oold wind in a rage* Bmiko and Jaok laughed 
because they thought it was so funny arguing over whether Alice did or did not hear me 
say "save it*" Only Alice said that X told her to throw it out* X don't know what made me 
so irritated* Perhaps the impending move* nerves on edge for the long wait although X 
had not realised It* Anyway, X felt so sorry and like a heel afterwards so X went out 
to look for Alice* X could not find her so dropped over to Jimmy's place for a 
while to plok up the ironing board whloh X had loaned him about three months ago* Xt 
was 11«50 before X got home* 

X went in at 12t&0 and woke her up to apologise to her* X guess it's all 
"ok" now* And all over a measly dish of rice — Jap food at that t Maybe we will 
have a whole series of family squabbles before we leave* One of the things which 
has been disturbing me* X think, is the fact that X am taking the responsltlblity of 
taking the family to Arlsonia and it will be hard for thea there and X know that they 
may think It Is my fault if the weather gets extra hot while the weather at 
Utah is good* Well* the die is oast now and there Is not much X can do about it* 

August 27* 1942 — Thursday 
The diarrhea epidemic whloh has been sweeping our district oaeught up to me* 

About the middle of the night X got a sharp pain in my stomaoh whloh grew in intensity* 
By morning X felt weak, with a headache and baokaohe added* X went to the shower room 
and took a very hot shower, but It did not help much* X went up to the paper office and 
got a few stories* Wo are way behind this week* Cutting the paper down to six 
pages did not help muofc — instead of working ahead, we have been taking it easy* 
exoept Toro* 
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Z have almost finished up the two pages of "your opinions" and two pages of employ« 
rent interviews of workers for the final edition and Bob is cutting thej} down» % 
showed up today* Jim has been practically useless as he is preocoupled withHis card 
gams «» says he won f 12*00 in the last session* It's the same bunch whioh 
ws used to hare up in ths grand stands for our games* Alex is now on the payro&l — 
they transferred him from ths messhall and he will work on some features and take my 
place in getting ths news when Z leave * Bill Hota has oome around in the last ooupla 
of days * He had to get his sports stuff In by today* Tor© was a little orritated because 
it was late in coming in and he has to rewrite it anyway* 

Davis still will not give us clearance on publishing ths date for relocation* 
He says that the Army will not give the *ok*" 

They started to take the applications today for those that wished to sign up as 
advance workers to the new oenter* There were a lot of young Nlseo up in ths File Ckerk's 
office filling out the forms* Mary Yomashiro signed up as a hospital worker without 
letting her family know* Her brother, Fred, raised the roof when ha found out* He 
started into the laundry and started to bawl her out, but when he saw Emlko ironing in 
there, he cooled off and said that he would speak to her kmm when she got horns* Mary is 
only 19 and her family does not want her going off alone* Everyone of the workers 
believe the oenter will ba Utah. They will not be told of thsir destination until they gat 
on ths train, whioh will be ths 9th of this month* Masll Xyogoku will go as a dietician, 
sinoa H* S* will ba let out about than* The workers whioh aae chiefly going will ba 
oooks, messhall workers, baggage oraw, and soma clerical workers* The doctors and 
nurses will also go early* 

We asked Davis about the Advisory Committee, but ha would not sand any word 
about whether ha salaotad them or not* They will probably skip the whole thing* 

The group around hare interested in relocation today had a meeting in the 
Councit chamber * A lot of the former Is sol businessman ware there and they wanted to 
make sure that they will have a strong say In the oooperatives * The whole bunch (Toby, 
KoloVuna & Co*) want to get the thing all set up so that they can take control* Ernie 
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has sort of dropped out from this former oounell group and their cohorta• He la more 
interested in the wider issues* The Comrodes are circulating a peftition to fcsk the 
WRA to only have strong anto-Faseists» those who have taken a firm stand, be eligible 
for "key" positions in the TftA centers. Whis will not be restrloted to oltlsens only, but 
to those that hold strong demooratlo beliefs* X signed the petition yesterday as well 
a8 all of the staff present* Toby and Kosafcura were discussing it this afternoon and 
they made the statement that they would have to kill this movement beoause you oould not 
penalise the residents this way* Toby olalmed that anyone advooatlon suoh a thing was 
Intolerant himself and dangerous for the group* Toby and Ernie fundamentally are poles 
apart* Toby olings to a lot of conservative ideas and tends to cater to the Zssei* 
But» he cannot be branded as a conservative beoause a lot of his ideas are also progressive* | 
The only thing wrong with him is that his social vision is not as broad as Ernie*s* 
The same goes for Kosakura* But they are good men to have and potential leaders* 
The people seem to have dlnfldenoe In them* Maybe the group needs more of these 
praotioal men* 

Davis ade the announcement thday that evacuees would be permitted to take with 
them on the train for relocation only personal effects and bedding as will be 
required by them en route* They will only be able to take a handbag, suitcase or other 
paokage containing personal effects aotually required* The whole thing is not to 
exoeed 12 ou feet for each individual* All other personal property will be shipped 
by freight at Gov Ms expense. 

A lot of people have been bringing a lot of things into this center from storage on 
the outside in order that they can take it with them to the relocation center. Nov 
Davis says that the only things that can com© in are empty trunks» packing boxes* 
clothing, professional equipment and reference books which will be required in work a* 
the M A center * 

The WRA is supposed to pay for the shipment of household effects now In storage 
ourslde of this oenter. Zt seems toat the WCCA does not wish tf&equlee oooure any 
additional expenses» forolng the URA to pay for the oosts* 
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Tod Hlroda was planning to go to Oakland on special permission to plok up some 
stored things like a memeograph machine to take along, but now nobody will be given 
permission to be absent from this center, even if that person wishes to get equipment 
which will be used for the benefit of the group* 

The administration put out a bulletin yesterday thinking the ministers in this 
camp for their work and services which has been voluntary* This is probably Oreeas's 
work* The 16 protectant ministers» 9 buddhist priests, one 7t'h Day Adventlst, and two 
Catholic leaders were thanked for assist! g the Service division In handling the 
social problems of the Center and for conducting services and activities for the spirit-
ual well being and general welfare of all residents* 

S many calls for Home visits have gone to the hospital that Dr* Kitogown has 
issued instructions saying that they will only make home calls on Invalids or urgent 
emergency cases* All other patients will be brought to the Infirmary for treatment by 
the ambulance between the hours of 9 and 4 EM* Outside hospitalisation will be 
provided only to absolute emergenoy oases* I asked Dr» Kitogowa if he got many minor home 
calls and he said that this has been one of their main problems* For every little ache 
and pain, the people call the hospital and then expect a doctor to come iismediately* 
He said that they could not do this with their limited staff, but believe that his 
staff is doing a wonderful job in looking after the health of the people here* 

Hlraeko was all excited today* All of the messenger bosy quit and she had no 
way to notify the resident̂  about their visitors* She said they might as well close 
down visiting now instead of Sept 11* The crowds have been getting larger these 
days and there will most likely be a big mob this weekend* 
Has brought in his friend Shigero X Into the Tote office today* Shig* just came in 
from the Hawaiian Islands on a transprot last night* He has a speoial army permit to \ 
travel and he is the 1st Hisei that has been allowed to corns over to the mainland 
<sinee Deo 7* No Nisei can go to the Islands now* Shig expects to be in the U* 8« 1 
for the Duration« He is 4F in the draft but says that a lot of his friends are in 
the Army receiving training is Wisconsin for overseas combat duty* 
Shig is on his way to the U* of Chioago to reoeive training for T1ICA work. The 
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WCCA of floe in 8* F. made him come down here and sleep in a stable over night as a guest of 
the government andwfor his own protection«*1 8hig laughed at this safety precaution* 

In the Islands he says that the Klsei are really doing their part* The reaction 
over there la that we were not given muoh of a chance because of* race descrimination* 
He says that a lot of the workers from the mainland came over there with these prejudiced 
ideas» but the "Haolea" over there treat them just like before* Be has not heard of 
one case of disloyalty or aobotage* judge Abe« whose daughter Is here,(Jhe was 
studying at tf.C«,} was arrested for having a Japanese flag, but the charges were 
dismissed* They have curfew over there at 10*00 for everyone and aliens have to be in 
at 8* Shig says that the Niaei over there feel sorry for us in "concentration camps" 
but they do not get much news about it* His YMCA group has been collection books to 
send to the camps * 

Mr* Tyons told me t at the final full paycheck will most likely be distributed next 
Monday or Tuesday* I asked him how I could get mine if I left before the checks 
arrived* He said that Jack could not collect it for me, but they would send it on to 
the relocation center* last month 2427 people were on the payroll, to be receiving 
#21,672,72* Thia is the largest amount paid out yet and the moat workers* The reason 
for the great inorease In the number of workers and only slight increase In payroll la 
that they put a lot of them on at part time instead of lopping many off of the 
payroll* Toro asked Greene for extra he&p An the paper and Greene said that nobody in 
the Service Division takes it easy because he will not allow it since it la bad for 

\ 

morale* Well our morale must be good beoause the paper ataff worked almost 60 hours 
last week instead of the required 44« 
Mr. Miller said that free scrip books will also be distributed for the month of 
Sept« He had to get a clearance fro* the WCCA offices« The full amount will be given« 
They have a large stock of sorip tickets on hand because they were sent In from the 
other centers* And the canteen wants to g*t rid of its stock« Boy, what a rush there 
will be« There atill is about #30,000 worth of sorip out in the community« The people 
have been watting for tooth powders and other necessary drugs but they never get enough In 
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A lot of the eerip books will probably be thrown away« 
Greene promises that the olothing will be here soon and If the people leave 

before it arrives, the olothes will be sent on to the relocation center* Most of the 
people I have talked to have given up the Idea of ever getting them. 

Barber shop service is going full swing and they seem to be able to take care 
of everyone, ĥe shoe repairers still have not received their tools and they have 
not been able to handle more than the workers shoes« They do a darned good job. 
The administration provides the leather, but the shoemakers use all of their own 
tools* \ 

Bette and Emiko went to a party given by the Stablemate boys. Tomorrow 
Bette and Patsy are Invited to another roc« hall party while Emiko will probably 
will go to Bee, 7 for the program which they are giving there* The number of parties 
are coming in bunches now that relocation is impending, Over the Labor Day weekend, 
there will be a three day Mardi Gras and the details have almost all worked out now, 

A lot of fellows and girls came up to me today to bid me goodbye« The news 
got around pretty fast, X didn't do any packing today because I was not feeling 
so good, I only ate once (lightly) today« Alice went to a s Inspiration tonight, 
while Jack went to bed at 7iS0J He t inks he Is getting a cold and wants to get 
over it by Sunday as he is challenging the "Champ" to a title bout. He has been • -"•( [¡V 
working out for the past couple of weeks, 

1 .-1 . • ; . J , ; 
furl Oshima is sitting here now next to me, she cams with Alioe from the pro-

gram tonight, Yuri is 19 years old and the oldest girl In a family of seven, Yuri 
Is a messhall worker« jShe says that the gang really get the food« They take all the 
milk and meeit that they want, Yuri was in a Merritt business school before she came 
here taking a Commercial course. She wants to get into offioe work in the relooation 
oenter, 

Yuri is from San Leandro and has never mixed much with the Japanese groups. 
She is quite mature for her age. Most of her spare time is used up by playing 

/1 
badmlngton and taking singing lessons. She sang in the talent shows several times. 
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I'm trying to get a ticket from her so that I can go to the play tomorrow night— 
' -Ti ' X if ay stomach it willing* 

Tliro Bando* 50» is a Stanford graduate and he has been the owner of a sporting 
goods store in San Jl&teo for several years* He majored in Social Soienoes and is now 
teaohing in the High School* He believes that the Hisel teaohers here are superior 
to the ordinary oauoasian teachers because they only go into it when they are failures 
at everything else* Hlro will go into teaohing in the relocation ©enter* He hopes 
they will have a better organisation there than the first frustrating community 
organisation which has developed due to the laok of material* 

"Its been a good experience for us teaohers expeolally beoause we had to teaoh 
without textbooks and this made us master the course* We have an unusually intelligent 

a 

staff and the kids have been able to profit a great deal from it»" Hlro is teaohing 
English to the high school kids* The thing whieh he will remember the most about 
Tâ foran was "the slush and the mire In the infield when we first got here* We 
were practically marooned in our quarters* Everytime we stepped out of the deer* : H r l Mfl I| ' •--., 
we would sink donm ̂ o our k n e e s j 

Roy Watonabe, the ohief architect# 30, is a U, C. grad. He lived in §* f* 
formerly and is very much interested in the Nisei* He hopes that they will net | " I -Vfv-fA 
|et discouraged beoause it will be hard after the war* Hoy would like to» see tho 
He S. kids get ambitions up to strive for the highest* ?he things about Tanforan 
whieh stioks out in his mind 1« "the swell baseball te im we had* We got beaten elfery-
tirae, but we had a lot of fun* One of the most important things I noticed w*i the I fr| | V 
elose cooperation between the P. P. and East Bay people here* I thought that there 
would be a lot of frictions» but this was not the oase* I made a lot of new friends 
awong them* One of my ohief pleasures here was the assooiations I had with the ; \ 
ordinary gardlners* They are not drab, but have a lot of talent. With our present 
group» I am sure that the program oan be carried to a successful conclusion** 
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IteQueen will be with us until the end« In my employment stories for the 
final edition, he deleted all references about the future« He crossed out oomments 
like» "the future is not so promising", "the going will be tough for most of us 
after the war", "We are an unwanted group", "Nobody wanted to some here in the first 
place," "there may be nothing for us when we go back", "after the war, what?" It 
seems that he Is carrying through the policy of letting us only pioture the rosy 
side of the pioture« 

Jiftmy m*hinura Bill fwtfttL * la eharg« of the file clerks project 
ixm a 9mpU of tellev» tfeat 1 h«v® fatten to \ssmr fairly well and I occasionally 
dreg» in for a itaf is an elder fall«® lilm wm forking for an importing 
company for twelve years before earning here« After he finished Sacramento J« C. 
he attended tJ« S. P« and got a law degree, but he lias never practiced. When he 
goes to relocation he and Yoshio Katayama intend to set up some sort of legal staff. 
He believes that a Social Welfare department will be absolutely necessary in relooation 
and is a little worried about adjustment of the young Nisei« James it a bridge fan and 
last night, they had an overflow orowd in the pile office for a tournament« 

For the past several months he has been working on a relooation project 
whieh appears practical• It is his desire to take about 200 families up to Happy 
Valley and set up a reloeaion project in the lumber country, ĥe oonoession has 
already been worked out and he has received the consent of the townspeople• The 
idea is to supply lumber to the Wavy or the shipyards. Jimmy believes that this 
will be a definite contribution to the war effort as well as a sound profit making 
plan. He has written many public officials to sound them out. Gov. Olson is not 
reeeptlvei Dr. Witt says no. Hs showed me a letter that the idea is meritorious and 
he will turn it over to the W* R. H. Wendell Wllkle wrote that the Idea was good, 
but he was so busy in other things right now that he oould not take up another 
projeot to lend his support to at t' is time« 

A series of practical plans like this would really make good use of all this 
wasted manpower. It would give the Nisei (and Issel) a chance to prove loyalty with-
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out being being restrioted by armed guard® . At the same time, the money used for 
the IRA could be put into more definite defense work. Of oourse, this particular 
pvejeet ls tmll and limited, but it oould be one of the ways to rosettle the group. 

T^ apathy of the paper still continues, except for Taro. I have them con-
vinced that a 24 page final will not be so difficult. Taro haa boon so busy 
cutting heads that I have made assignments for stories to oovor and sot the deadline, 
Bill was so hurt about not having enough spaeo that Jimmy, Y, and I said he oould 
have two pages. Also told Nobby he oould have a final column if ho oould got it 
in by Wednesday. Nobby has boon so lasy that Taro is only going to give him a 
sorip book for his wages this month. I told Alex to go ahead on his features for the 
final as he has some good stuff. We have a good staff and the rest of thea will 
whip things into exoellent shape starting from next week. 

1 worked on the calendar all afternoon digging up data for Taro and did a little 
research on the old files of the Tote also, finished up the last page of "TOW 
OPINIONS" so that my work 1s all in now. Bob made a oompliasntry remark about how 
the staff talks about the final edition, while I go out and bring the stuff In for 
six pages just like that. Taro wants mo to do all of the research for the calendar, 
but I bogged off claiming that I had to st*rt packing. Ifm going to miss the gang-
even Bill-as we've had a lot of £un working together and there has boon vory few 
clashes of temperaments. A largo part of it is duo to the faot that we think 
pretty nmoh alike on the whole war situation. 

Greene came in this afternoon to ask if any of us were staying when the move-
ment for relocation starts. I told him that our final edition would be out by the 
12th so that the staff ooul leave in the regular order. Asked him about the type-
writer which he promised us a long time ago. We are using our own typewriters ye* 
and they have never provided us with One. (taMtel said that he sent three down to 
ths olothing departmeat and that they were very scare©, but ho would try to got 
one. Gunder has been yelling for typewriters because he needs them for all the 
work in making up forms for the people leaving. The administration are praotieally 
forcing all of the office workers to stay with the last on the false promise that 
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they will be taken oare of adequately in the relooatlon oenter-most of them have 
agreed to stay Anyway, Greene most surprisingly got a typewriter from the clothing 
department and sent it up this afternoon* They have finished with all of the oloth-
ing orders now and the staff has been out down* How we rejoiced I But we still 
needed another one so I cornered Toby and told him that Greene said wo oould have the 
former council typewriter which has been looked up and is tot in use* '̂ oby did not 
want to give it up as they have i>**n using It for their own oorrospondanoo* But, I 
told him that we would let them use it anythime so they gave it up* oby has boon 
holding out on us all this time* 

Now that we have enottgh typewriters* T&ro said that we would need extra help 
to out the stenolls* Nobu Kltozoko offered to help us* and I am supposed to oontaot 
Yuri* Taro thought that we oould get Evelyn Kamure to ooms in and help also* 3he used 
to work on the New World Sun and was the editor of the "Paoifio Citizen" before 
evacuation« 

Margurette tore one of the stenolls this afternoon so that it had to be 
reeut and we have to work again tonight* I will go up there in a few moments* Jack 
has been ill all day so he sent up a note to Johnny Izumi asking him to take over the 
olass* He must have the same thing that Emiko and I had* 

Ahe people are still building things even though they know that we are moving 
soon* At our messhall they have completed the steps going up the sipped bank and 
planted some shrubs all around the front* Some of the ladies even planted some new 
gardens today* ?.¥•* Hayashida, who has a family of 12 children, gave ail of the 
swiss chard in her garden to our messhall* they announced it* the people gave 
her a hand* By now the people all have established a regular messhall routine* 2hey 
eat with the same people and stand in line together* They always go in the same side 
of the messhall* A certain member of the family always gathers up the dishes* while 
another goes to wash them in the sink* Certain girls and women always go to the 

on the way home from meals * "hey refuse to sit in the same compartment with 
another woman so they wait outside and gossip* The gang of boys who eat together 
regularly sit on the fenoe and wait until everyone gets in se that they can be last 



© 
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and thus in a position to ooax the girls to give them a greater portion of food. 
The meals In ths past week have been lousys they have out down on the food supply 
and there has bee an exoess In starchy foods lately. W* had maoaroni for three 
days In a row. 

Alex went to find out about the soap manufacturing and he got some very Inter-
esting information. They make about 4,000 potads of faoe and laundry soap here every 
week in the kitchen just below us. The total cost runs to less than 10 a pound* 
including labor eosts. A Japanese man and his wife oonoooted the formula and this 

I project will be reoomssnded to the relocation center as one of the ways the community 
oan make money. The soap is made from the waste grease accumulated in the various 
kitchens around the oamps. It is pure soap and it actually floats. I know because 
we use it for the laundry on Sundays. A projeot like this oould really save money 
for ths oommunity« 

The rumors are growing In numbers again now that relocation is impending. One 
of the wildest stories sweeping the oamp is about the murder of Walter fsukamota up 
at Yule. I heard it at least five times today. Bob Iki was In to find out all the 
details this afternoon. Tom Yumoshlta, our house managert says that all of the las 1 
are passing ths story around. Mr. Salto even oame over this evening to tell pop all 
about it. Tom Vumoshlta even believes that it is true. The story goes that the 
Totaliser got the telegrams today saying that Isukamota was murdered because he was too 
pre America. Tom says that many Issel and Nisei are Just holding back until they get 
to the relocation eamp and then they are going to get all of the guys who are advocating 
Japan's belief. He says that they even got the guys that there was no basis for such 
a story and further mere it was about tima that the Nlsoi took a definite stand. 

Mbm has been listening to toe many of these stories. *he says that this is the 
only way that she oan get the news of what is going on. It got pretty bad when 
she went Into the baok room today Just to listen to the neighbors gossiping so we gang-
ed up on her and oonoooted a wild story about Mitoh and Ann. I told her that Ana was 
very anxious about her baggage not arriving» so that she went to the postofflee at 

nammmiy'mz.'m, \ -mm m h Brag am -imhib 
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Poston to make inquiries, Mitoh waited around at hone for an hour and when she 
did not return, he got a little worried so that he walked down to the postoffice. 
Nobody was in sight so he started to look around. Suddenly he was shocked to see 
a huge boa oonstrletor orawling along with what looked like a human form- in Its 

belly* 
Mitoh whipped out his knife and runfcing up to it, he slit its stomach open. 

Horrified, he jumped baek, but Ann rolled out almost smothered to death. She 
opened her eyes and whispered, WI couldn't find our baggage," and passed ott. Mitoh 
rushed her to the hos ital and Ann is now In a serious condition with a broken arm 
and internal injuries. But she will reeonrer. 

Mom turned white as the story was being told and when I finished, she exclaimed| 
"I don't want to go to Arizona." It was so funny that we all began to laugh. Then 
Mom made off that she was wise all the time and she said that she made the remark in 
order to mkke the story better. This mad© us laugh all the more. ?.re told her that 
this should be a lesson to her to discount all rumors she heard from now on. 

Mom has been working around the house too nuoh, This morning she did theagain 
muoh against pop's wishes. Right after she finished her baek started to hurt again, 
so she had to go to bed all day. f0p ga e the grils a lecture on their duties and they 
went in and insisted that she should take it easy until she was completely recovered. 

Pop w a a ^uite worried today. Now he has the idea that he does not want to be 
left behind beoause we won't know how to take care of ourselves in the desert, '̂ hen 
he figures that it will be dangerous to remain down here after all of the other people 
are mored out. Be things that bad men will some over tha fenoe and harm the scattered 
few left behind, Jaok told him not to wnryy, he would shoot anybody that attacked our 
house. Pep then got all exoited and worried beoause he thought that Jaok really had 
a gun! He has been puttering around all day lining the crate boxes with paper so 
that we can stuff our junk in. Nobody has gotten the ambition up to do any serious 
peeking. There is an awful lot to be done and tomorrow we will have to tackle it In 

earnest. 
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Tom had hi« fun today also* He told pop and mom that we would not have to 
worry about the Indians in Arizona* but we would have to be very careful« about 
the Pueblo Indians since they are on the war path with all the Japanese moving on 
to their reservation* 

Kim Obota« who Is the son of Prof* Obota of the Art Sehool, thinks that the 
thing whioh will stlek out In his mind about Tanforan Is the rapid adjustment of the 
people to normaloy In very abnormal times and plaoes* the experienoe of being able to 
live part of a hlstory9 making exodus« and working with likeable fellows-all Interested 
In lifting the center morale* Kim has an MA from Cal* and was running an Art studio 
with his father before evacuations • He was the President of the Berkeley IACL whioh 
had its offlees right next to our department during the last semester* 

Tom Okawachi ,21« attended the S* 7* College of Mortuary Science. He passed 
the Calif* State Board Examinations for funeral directions and embalmers* He is 
working at the hospital In the division of communicable diseases* He says "The thing 
that struck me the most about Tanforan Is that the young people have finally come to 
realise that they've oome Into their own« for the old folks will be completely dependent 
on us after the war* I know« for I've seen money become inaotive in the short time 
we've been here* For them« the oyole Is completed and now it's our turn to buekle 
down in earnest to earn the bread and butter and to support our parents 

K1 Nomura, 22« one of the famous Nisei athletes and U* C* grad« Is one of the 
mess hall managers here* He sayst fxhe thing that has impressed me about Tanforan is 
the willingness and cooperation of the people expeoially in the kitchens« although 
handicapped by iAadequatefaoilities and strong tasks we were stole to survive* %© 
round about methods in getting goods slowed down the progress of the people« but 
individual initiative overcame this condition* *t Is too bad that many of us regarded 
this plaoe as temporary as this resulted in many people doing things in a half way 
fashion*" 

Wte got through early tonight»1 (40^frfcattie Wisîe ai'ots of -pe^ie ̂iPfflSk* 
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The whole staff oiks present, plus some girls that help Alex deliver. Afterwards 
Alioe, Emi, TJuri and Mae Oshlma, and Margurette cam® ovir to make toast and feed us* 
Altogether there were 24 of us. Afterwards we oleared the tableover and shoved It 
against the wall so that we oould danoe, Jimmy was waiting up a stony and some of the 
others were listening to symphony reoords until the mob burst in. Afterwards Ben and I 
walked Mae home and we waited at her house until the others oame. It was around 
11:S0 and on the way home I had to wait for Emi and Alio® who suddenly decided that 
they wanted to swing. They giggled and swung away for about five minutes so 
I got tired of waiting for them and decided to swing myself. 

The staff is giving me a farewell party on Sunday night and about 36 people will 
be invited. % intend to eat, danoe, have games, etc, in the Council chamber. Nobby 
will take charge of the food and the rest of us will help in making up a good program 
ao that things will not be dull. We had to plan out how each person would bring some 
food and the rest we will purchase. The list of Quests kept getting longer and longer 
so that we need to out down a lot of them, 

I think that Taro and Yuki are developing a romanoe. Ahey go around everywhere 
together these days. Both are very interesting individuals with similar likes and 
dislikes so that they should make a good couple. I don«t know what happened to Taro's 
girl in Santa Anitaj he must have forgotten her, 

Bette wont to son» young peoples party again tonight while Emi and Alice went 
with the girls to the play at Reo. 2 before dropping in on the Tote office. If wo 
keep on postponing our paoking we are going to have one hell of a mess when Monday 
rolls around. Tomorrow just has to be the «ay start. What arguments wo will 
have, I bet J . ̂ he place will be a madhouse. Mow I hope nobody else gets sick, Jfy 
stomach trouble is almost gone and Jack will probably be well by morning. Emi got 
some more of her teeth filled and she is almost finished with the dentist except for two 
bad back teeth that need to be yanked. 

August 29, 1942—»Saturday 
Ity feet and back are so tired they bum. Wo finally started our paoking in 
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earnest. I got up around elrbt all full of vim and vigor to get an early start. 
In order to feel fresh I went down to take a shower. Bette got up very early 
and was busy all morning ironing and cleaning house. Alioe and Emiko went to work. 
Bmi and I were taken off of the payroll yesterday, but we are continuing to work until 
the end. Alloe got some sort of letter of recommendation from MR. Gonsalves this 
morning so that she could get the law enforcing agency there to give her permission 
to settle down there. 

I thought that the shower would give me a lot of energy for the day. Unfor-
tunately, I picked a wrong morning. A lot of old women were doing their laundry and 
since there was no hot water in there again, they kept running in andout of the men's 
shower room. I got marooned in there. My clothefs were on the far bench and every-
time I started to make a dash for it, another old lady would pop In with her bucket and I 
wouldpop back into the privacy of the showers. It took me almost 40 minutes to 
successfully dash the distance across the room without any female Interruptions. These 
old ladies do not seem to reoogni»e the male modesty. Up in the country they even 
used to come in the big Japanese baths, with us and nonchalantly scrub our backst 

I was so exhausted from this effort that I decided to make some cdffee in order 
to refreshen my energy. One thing led to another and soon I had baoon, eggs, toast 
and grapefruit to accompany the coffee. Jack was still in bed from his illness so I 
made him some also. By the time I was ready to go to work with a renewed spirit, it 
was 9t50. 

I did not have to deliwer my papers today sinoe I rushed down to the house manager's 
meeting and delivered them there. Everyone was around this morning to start the final 
edition in earnest. Taro, Bob, Jim and I figured out the makeups and as it now stands, 
we will have a twenty six page final. Bob suggested that we put a "Win in the War" 
page In, as related to this camp. The last edition looks very promising. It will 
be packed with good material and the writing will be excellent with such good writers 
around. We debated for quite a while over how much space we would give the administration* 
The Portland Evaousette final came in this morning and it is not so hot. They wasted 
a lot of good space, and long statements were given by the administration. W© finally 
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decided to give space to just Davis and Greene, the latter because we are in his 
department and because he can make it tough for us on the final edition if we hart 
hisnfeelings by ignoring him. Jhe rest of the paper will be devoted to the people and 
the plaoe-with a heavy emphasis on relocation* 

By the time I finished up a little more research on the calendar, wrote up 
a story for the next Issue, and made assignments for the final edition(with Taro*s 
approval) it was noon. Taro says that fee is not going into the paper work in relocation, 
but I doubt that. Jimmy will go/ to Poston and Taro is still trying to get there. 
So that it looks like our staff is going to break up. I sort of hate to miss out on 
the final rush and headaches of the last edition, but my work is <Eone now that I have 
handed my material in. I left some money there for Yuki to c ntinue my exchange list * 
and to send me copies of the last edition. 

Censorship varies among the different centers. Ours is probably the most 
clamped on paper for seme reason. Perhaps it is due to the ¿lose distance to the 
WCCA headquarters in f• F. W© could nevefget in anything like the "Evaousette" had as 
one if the editorials(it was by far the best piece in the paper). 

"In retrospect, our enforced stay withing the center has been a chaos of soul-
stagnating boredom, of restrictive regulations, and of phsical discomforts, we have 
thus far endured without violence. Although we look forward to our eventual eelease, 
we must be prepared to undergo greater saorifice. In our efforts to achieve libert y 
and freedom, we must keep burning fieroely within ourselves a love of the ideals of 
democracy, and conduct our daily lives in accordance with those huge principles. And 
yet, we are compelled to face the realities of the uncompromising situations in which 
we unfortunately find ourselves. 

"Hence, as we leave this center for the relocation areas, let us take with us 
the unforgettable memories of this place with us, and let us go forth, not with 
sadness or with heavy hearts, but firm with the conviction that we shall unceasingly 
dedicate ourselves to the perpetration of the democratic ideals and the principles 
of freedom."-Mlm Yosui 
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jj^ After lunch I packed a little* We are only going to take eight pieces of 
essential luggage with us and the rest will be sent by freight« The big problem was 
to decide just what to take« Emiko and Bette were having a big problem about their 
clothes« They had nothing big enough to put them In so I gave them one of my 
trunks« I think this was a big mistake because now I have to shift my things 
around in order to get them to fit inte ay remaining gripe« 

By the time it was 5s00 O'clock we really got going in ernest« Jack and I 
fixed up a lot of the boxes« Pop was in and out bringing me all sorts of things 
that he did not want me to forget* He was very helpful« We took apart the 
benches, table, and desk and also the s&elves« Any piece of lumber that we 
have around is going with us« We sent Tom out to take nails out of all the board* 
I never knew we had so muoh junk« The house was a regular madhouse with every* 
body running around getting in the way« We still have a lot of packing to do 

^ tomorrow« Already we have about twenty boxes ready for inspection and shipment« 
Msm came in and 3aid that Emiko and Bette were getting too fresh« They 

disturbed Mom while she was talking to lfi% Suito, arguing her to tell him about 
the "snafte swallowing story*« !ta said thai they copied me too much and that I 
was "too muoh against the Xwsei"« So we stopped packing for about five minutes 
to have a little debate and pat oh things up. They we went baok to work« By 
88.00 Ofolook things were in fair shape so Ernie and I left them with the mess 
to go to see "Elephant Boy* at the show« Jack wanted us to get a couple more of 
theropes from the flagpoles by the South Hall« The picture was very dull« 
Emiko felt the call of nature afterwards so I led her into the men's laterne in 
the grandstand and stood guard so that no men would wander in* 

With the Army blanket slung over my shoulders, Z walked down to the sooial 
hall to accomplish our deed« There 7*ere a lot of "wolves" peeping in the wihdow 
and I could not get any privacy while I cut down the ropes and pulled them down« 
Emiko is sure one heck of an aooompllance« X told her to stand guard and give 
me a warning when anyone approached, Everytime X pulled on the rope and It 
squeeked a bit, she started to giggle like anything, attracting the attention 
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of the "Wolves»* Finally I had to bribe her — I told her that I would take her 
into the dance if she would not giggle so muoh» She agreed and I got two long 
ropes down without any further difficulty» 

However, when we got inside I got my revenge« Everyone was there in ties 
and sport clothes• I had a dirty pair of jeans and a T shirt on» When they 
played a real fast music, I took her right out to the middle of the floor and 
danoed very slowly» The people all started to drop out, except about four 
oouples who were jitterbugging and us» Bmiko got so embarrassed and begged to 
get off the gloor but I would not relent. Finally she was so embarrassed that 
she walked off of the floor leaving me flat I 1 wasn't embarrassed in the least 
since I knew a lot of the small crowd present» Everyone is busy packing these 
days or else having small parties in their barracks» 

When we got home the place was all oleaned up, ready for a fresh start again 
in the morning» Alioe took one of our oarefully packed boxes all apart because 
she wanted a little white button that had been left in a tiny box» It was way 
at the bottom of the stuff» 

The basic olothing oame in today and some of it was distributed» Dine did not 
know whether ours came in yet but he will let me know by Monday» We had practically 
given up hope» Dine slad that the largest order was for f116, for a family of 
14» Our family got more in proportion since we ordered #95 for a family of 
nine» One fellow ordered only a pair of suspenders» 

The library is closing on Tuesday and Mary is very worried about how they 
are going to ship all of those books» They plan to make crates out of the shelves 
and they are now busy contacting the administration about the shipping» 

Dine told the Election Committee to select the Advisory committee for him 
(including the Election committee members on the list») What a way to end out 
self govft development» They will probably pack out a list of the ministers for the 
poneIS 
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I caused a sensation this morning by actually getting up for breakfast I 
It was an aooident. 1 looked at my watoh and I thought it said 8il5 so I got up 
and dressed* But I was griped no end when I found out that it was o$iy 7:15* 
So X went around awakening everyone up to let t em know that I was going to 
breakfast for the 3rd time in the four months I have been in camp* 

We brought a lot of the stuff home and I cooked up a big breakfast and served 
Alice* Bette and Jack in bed* Miyoko acted as the waitress and they tipped her 
150# We over 4did it because they wouldn't get up to do the laundry after Bette 
dashed off to ohuroh* I tried my best but they wouldn't bulge so I went back to 
bed after I pried Emiko out* Jack got Mom initiated because he threw a shoe at 
Tom and as he was running out, he almost knocked Mom over* She threw Jack's 
shoe in the garbage can* She was pretty peeved and staHed to do the house-
work* Emiko and Alioe forgot to do the dishes last night and 216m did them 
again* Emiko finally got up to do this morning's dishes before Mom got at them* 
Jack kept baiting Horn on whloh did not help htings any« She got angry and said 
that he did not show his college education and that he was too fresh, etc* She 
went off to the laundry in a fury so Alice rusjiied down to do it* When Bette came 
back I told her to tell Mo# to come home, but Bette was afraid toe beoause she 
thought that she would bear the bunt of her wrath* We did not have too much wash 
today as their were no sheets and we got through in time for lunch« Mom was ttok" 
by then. She is going through an anxiety state right now about relocation and our 
leaving first so that sometimes she gets unreasonable due to these worries* She 
keeps bringing in things for us to take on the train, including even a roll of 
toilet paper* 

We got a huge quantity of weenies and potato salad for the party tonight« 
After lunch we did some more packing* Jack knooked the furniture apart and 
wrapped it up* Emiko spent most of the afternoon trying to figure out what 
elothes she would need irardiately* This is the third day she has been on this* 
It must be quite a problem for girls to take the right elothesg no matter where 
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destination« Emiko was helpful today though sinoe she took on inventory of all 
the things we are going to take and typed out triplicate copies so that we will 
know if anything is missing* She also made out some tags for our baggage* Bette scrapped 
all the Japanese travel seals from our luggage and she finally found a place for 
her clothes* We are taking quite a bit of lumber with us so that we oan build 
some shelves« eto when we get there* There have been many letters coming into 
camp from the various relocation centers telling how scarce wood is to find« 
Sinoe we are not going to pay for the freight anyway* we may as well take what we 
ean in order to make cur new home more liveable* After all we dldnvt ask to be 
evacuated* We got most of the packing done today and it was one terrific job* 
Alice wasnft of much use this time* Usually she is in the thick of things try-
ing to direct all* How she is busy trying to get out of camp so that she oan go marry 
Angelo* That has been settled between them* But she may have to come to relocatio n 
oamp before she oan get a release* 

Pop went up to the visiters room today to see &r* Pleasant* but he did not 
have the chance* There was such a huge crowd coming in that Pleasant did not get 1 n 
until almost 4s00 O'clock. I was down there for a while this afternoon* They 
have not made any special arrangements about visiters and the man at the gate 
was so slow in filling out the permits that the line was about a block long* 
Many of the people did not even get in after standing in the line for a long 
time* 

A lot of people are having bi£ trunks brought in* X counted over 15 large 
ones at the gate today* Many of the residents do not understand that the WRA 
will pay the cost of shipment of personal effects If sent for later. They 
I 

want to have the stuff here so that they oan take it with the$* 
The dinner tonight did not agree with my stomach and X vomited it up by the side 

of the Buddhist Church on the track side* Z must be allergle to something* 
X know I felt ill right after X ate the perch* Up in the oounry when X used to 
pick perches X would get the same kind of sick sensation* Tom was not feeling 
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well either and he did not eat anything tonight» 
The girls and I went to the "tote* forewall party for me held in the council 

chamber. Jack was not feeling well* There were about forty of ay friends and 
acquaintances theret including the whole staff» I didn't know a single one of 
these people when X came in here four months ago. The place was decorated up 
outely with signs and earricatures of my profile. Everyone brought plenty of food 
•o that *«*» had lots to eat* 

We played all sorts of gaiues and danced and generally had a very enjoyable 
tine. The staff started giving speeches of good byes, eto, but that was too much. 
It doesn't feel like 1 am leaving anything behind because all of the camp will 
be moving this month also so that 1 am not tearing myself away from any physical 

ill' 
sentimental ties. I will miss all my friends, going into an entirely new community 
as I am but it will not take long to get a new group of friends. It will 
probably be a long time before we all get toget er again, but that is the excitement 
of life. 
August SI, 1942 —. Monday 

It was a good thing that ire got most of the packing doen without letting 
it do until today. Mrs. I sent Jack, Bui and I some ooffee so we had a big break» 
fast. Jack and I spent all morning measuring the rope off for the boxes« We 
did not want to cut any of the long pieces, if possible. Bmiko made out all the 
tags and posted them on, only she sneaked out to the laundry before she finished. 
Then she went up to tell her friends goodbye. Pop almost set a box ,on fire« He 
was smoking and the cigarette fill out and burnt some was paper* He started to 
puff on it as if that would put it out I It was only a minor flame with lots of 
smoke. 

People came by all mornls» looking in and asking questions, Mora was not 
feeling well so that tliero were not too many people running around getting in eash 
others hair. 

We were expeoting the inspector this morning, but ho did not show up. 
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I went up to the offloe for a few moments to do my final story and line up 
possible news for the week* the eleotion committee has submitted IT nsmes to Davis 
for the Advisory panal but he will not release the names for his committee * It 
still is on apparently, in spite of the fact that they tore down the walls of the 
Counoil Chamber this morning* 

Bob and I fixed up my sheets for the final issue and that was the last of my 
work as a reporter on tjie Tote* 

Those rumors about violence at Tule seems to have some basis* The Dispatch 
said that some person had been beaten up by 5 people* And down at Manqanar a couple 
of the newspaper workers there got beaten up by a gang* It seems toat they did 
not like the paper for something it said. Could it be possible that gang elements 
are out to get those that are making a strong stand for Demooraoy? This is a 
persistant rumor that I have heard from time to time, and discounted. Sore of 
those Japs must be trying to stir up trouble. There has been absolutely no 
gang element in this camp curing the past four months * But the eamp is by no 
means one happy family. There are a lot of differences of opinion among the 
various groups, none of them drastic enough to cause violence* 

After lunch Bette and Emiko went up to get their free sorip tickets* Jaok and 
I waited around for the Inspector to oo?ne, but after an hour of waiting, Jaok 
went up to the grandstands to play out the final Junior high school party, Tom 
stayed here to run up for him when the Inspector came. Around 2s00 §sclock the 
fellow came down. The trunk backed up to our door, he stepped out and asked? "Have 
you any contraband like Japanese records or any Army blafckets?" I said "no," 
60k, nail them up and load them on the truck boys,* he says that that was that» 
Jack, pop, and X nailed them all upand tied them up* Jaok ordered me not to nail 
up the bureau because X would mess things up* I went ahead and drove the nails 
through the sides, ohly I forgot to leave it out a little so that it is going to be 
a very hard job to pull the nail out. Curious people gathered around to watch* 
The inspector saidi " I• 11 be damned if I'm going through all that stuff, I'll 
take ~/our wort.* He seems to be a simple, but good hearted fellow. He is 
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Because the older children are around, the family is more advanced as far 
as Americanization is concerned« We were pretty far advanoed e en before our 
arrival in Tanforan in this respect, coming from a community where there were 
very few Japanese* 

I dan*t quite know how to explain the growth of th© family unity rather than 
disorganisation* One thing may be that it never was an economic bond since we 
never did have much noney* Mam and Pop have conceded a lot to their children and 
then don't expect us to be anything else but American» The personalities of all 
the family are good* I certainly was not that way when X was of high school age* 
jiniwt 1 A* '' Even now, the majority of the young Risei that I see around seem rather reserved* 
It 
i uo 

tha 

must be due to their wider contacts with Caucasian children* Emlko and Bette are 
h maturer than most of the other Tjiaei girls their age in this camp. 

Pop and Horn, have come through a difficult adjustment period* ITocs I believe 
fc they a tually like to here since they donft have any economic worries* 
still has not realised that her children have grown up, but she is strongly 

awavire of it* Most of the family decisions are now made by the older children* They 
arr' naturally consulted and an effort is made to make them believe that it oame from 
/ ' • i T - y , : ' 

tjfiem« 
Of course, wo have only had four months of this life and things may be 

Afferent after we have been in a oamp for a much longer period* But we always 
anage to get along in a fair way* X wonder what will happen if we all suddenly 
rebeled against this kind of living? The post war period 1« going to be trying / 

/ no matter which way we look at It* X may do farther graduate work or else try to 
get into Civil Service* The latter is the only future for me that X can see 
at this time. 

Well the new chapter starts tomorrow, X don't feel up to the effort to 
attempt a feview of the oamp now* I'm sleepy and I hove to get up at 3i00 ovolookt 
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but would rather stay here» It won*t make any diff©reno© to them In the Re-
location Center — just another onmp. We let Tom go to the movies tonight for 
the last time* Horn and Pop were buey all evening taking care of all the details and 
making sandwiokes so that we would not get hungry on the train. Natural 1y they 
are quite worried about us leaving. Pop just ̂ ame in to give a few Inst 
minute instructions to look all over the floor when X get there so that snakes 
oould not crawl in. 

Everyone in the family is under a nervous tension, although tempers did not 
flare today. There were many instances during the day, however, when one or the 
other of us were on the verge. Bette probably was the touchiest. She would become 
furious at a moments notice. This is no doubt due to the fact that she was just 
establishing a circle of friend» and now she has to leave them without the prospects 
of seeing then again for a long time. 

How that the time for leaving has almost arrived, I feel a little uneasy about 
taking the kids down there, Tt would be all my responsibility if anything should 
happen to any of them. I donft have any fear of the plaoo, but things are 
not going to be easy. And the rest of the family may end up in Utah and there 
will be the problem of getting reunited. This will make Mom and Pop worry like 
anything. 

In reviewing the four months here, the ohief value I got out of this forced 
evacuation was the strengthening of the family bonds. 1 never knew my family 
before and this at the first chance that I hp/* had to really get acquainted. 
T' er© is something wholesome about It and with the unity which it presents, one 
does not feel alone, knowing that there are some who will back on© up in omenta 
of crisie. It sort of binds strength to an individual thrown into a completely 
strange group. We have had our arguments and bickerings, but this has been a 

• 

normal process which only lasts for a little while. This fatmly Is composed of very 
strong individualists, but the right of th© individual in the family is respected 
s?y the others if it do©s not conflict with* the whole group and is harmful to it. 
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going to ride down with us and be our "traveling guard." 
• • { h 

They took our stuff right down the Southern Paoifio to be sent out tonight» 
Alice says that the whole thing weighed 2400 lba and would cost #150 «00 to ship 
it if we had to pay* This total must have included some of Earl's stuff. 

Afterwards, I went down to get the free scrip books J They have closed the I , fi>r 11 j f b'. 

line already, hut Gary got mine specially shen I told him that I was leaving. 
I got the families also. With the #8.50 worth, Tom and I went to the Canteen T ; yV'-'' ' / ' - b / . A ' ' ; 
to spend it up. We managed to spend all but |1.00 of it. Mos had a lot of stuff 
saved for me behind the counter so I got plenty of drug articles, etc. Emiko and Bette 
also got a lot of lotions, etc. Bette was exhausted by the day*s effort and praotioally 
worn out, Emiko got sore afc anything when Bette mussed up the grip. This will 
be the 18th time she has packed and repacked it and still everything does not 
fit. X*ve baen putting a lot of tijelr things in mine so that all I will have to 
take is my toilet articles and my dirty clothes. The girls had to take enough 
for seven days change in outfits« 

Anyway, it was a relief to get the things off at last and our house is 
pretty barren. We got the bulk of the things on the way which is a great relief. 
I kept a couple of extra signed inspection tiokets so if anything has to go V H'ife' • • 1 1 ' $$ I ! » i f 1 ' l i s 

i, . . i ;' j .1 • J .\ suddenly we can tag it. 
tt*. X.gave me a oartoon of cigarettes for a going away present and Mr, S# gave 

me 8 packs . I now have about 6 oartoons to smoke * I hear that cigarettes are 
18# a pack in Arisona. I have been saying "good bye" to so many people today that } B \ ' • r ''L' | 
it is getting to be automatic* "I hear you are leaving?" is the standard question 
and then I have to go into the details. 

A#ter dinner we Irushed around again to get our personal grips all fixed up. 
Bettee and Emiko still were at their trunke. This time the problem was to get the 
dishes and cups in. We ended up by taking another small grip. 

then the people started to come In. Alice counted over 55. A whole mob of 
H. S, kids came to see Bette off. I dontt think Emiko and Bette wanted to leave, 


